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T H E  C I T Y  O F  N E W  Y O R K  
O F F I C E  O F  T H E  M A Y O R  
N E W  Y O R K ,  N Y  1 0 0 0 7

December 2008 

Dear Friends: 

This Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan is a key step towards the PlaNYC goal of 
being able to use New York City’s rich network of waterways as recreational resources.  Our 
rivers, creeks, and coastal waters have always been critical to the City, and over the last twenty 
years we’ve made tremendous progress in cleaning them up. 

Opening 90% of our City’s waterfronts to recreation, though, will require several efforts, 
including new infrastructure that will prevent untreated discharge from entering our waterways 
during periods of heavy rainfall.  This plan analyzes new approaches called “source controls” — 
such as greening our streets, expanding wetlands areas, and rainwater reuse – that will reduce 
stormwater runoff and prevent this kind of pollution.      

The plan presented here is a major step forward, but by no means the final step.  It calls 
for immediate actions that will require some types of source controls, but also outlines further 
study of different technologies and – critically – approaches to funding future needs.  In all this, 
it continues us along the path of progress that will make New York an even better place live, 
work, and visit. 

Sincerely,
         

 Michael R. Bloomberg 
Mayor
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Executive Summary
This Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan 
is a key initiative of PlaNYC, the City’s plan for 
a greener, greater New York. PlaNYC’s water 
quality goal is to improve public access to our 
tributaries from 48 percent today to 90 percent 
by 2030. 

The challenges to meeting that goal are rooted 
in our history of development. Over centuries, 
the cutting of our forests, fi lling of our wet-
lands, and construction of roads and buildings 
has upset the natural cycle of water. Instead of 
infi ltrating into the ground and being soaked 
up by plants, water now runs off and can fl ood 
our sewers, subways and roads, and carry 
pollution to our waterways. These challenges 
are signifi cant in New York City, which has the 
highest population density in the nation and 
depends upon a correspondingly dense man-
made environment. For every inch of rain that 
falls on every acre of rooftops and other imper-
vious surfaces, the City has to manage more 
than 27,000 gallons of water. 

Stormwater runoff does not have to be an in-
evitable by-product of development. Building 
and landscape designs that mimic natural sys-
tems, and infi ltrate, retain, or detain rainfall on-
site, can reduce excess fl ows into our sewers, 
streets, and waterways. 

This Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan 
is the product of an interagency task force. It 
is the City’s fi rst comprehensive analysis of the 
costs and benefi ts of those alternative methods 
for controlling stormwater. This Plan provides 
a framework for testing, assessing, and imple-
menting small installations to control stormwa-
ter at its source, which are known by various 
terms – source controls, green infrastructure, 
low impact development, best management 
practices, or BMPs. 

These source controls can complement the sig-
nifi cant water quality gains from the City’s long 
history of investing in its stormwater and sew-
age infrastructure. Street sewers were fi rst in-
stalled in the 1600s, and today our network of 
over 6,600 miles of interceptor and street sew-
ers leads to 14 water pollution control plants 
that treat 1.3 billion gallons of wastewater ev-
ery day. Water quality today is better than it 
has been in over 100 years. Still, billions of gal-
lons of combined sewer overfl ows (CSOs) are 
discharged to New York City waters each year 
when excessive levels of stormwater reach 
our combined sewers. In separate sewer ar-
eas, stormwater runoff can cause fl ooding and 
sewer backups. All of these effects will become 
more challenging to control as climate change 
increases the amount of annual rainfall and the 
severity of individual storms. The City has in-
vested in large, expensive tanks to store com-
bined fl ows by Flushing Bay and Alley Creek in 
Queens and Paerdegat Basin in Brooklyn for 
treatment after storms pass, and is planning 
to spend nearly $2 billion more on system up-
grades to reduce our CSOs even further.

To complement and protect our investments 
and to forestall the need for further expensive 
infrastructure, this Plan explores the feasibility 
of source controls such as rooftops that store 
rainfall and slowly release it to the sewers; 
planted or “green” roofs that store rain in soil 
and use some of it in plants; roadway altera-
tions that allow runoff to soak or infi ltrate into 
the ground; and rain barrels or cisterns that 
can store water from downspouts. This Plan 
makes the preliminary fi nding that a network 
of source controls has the potential to signifi -
cantly reduce pollution through incremental 
investments made over the next twenty years 
and into the future.
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Since source controls would have to be dis-
tributed widely throughout the landscape, this 
Plan started with an analysis of land uses in the 
City that contribute most to stormwater runoff 
or that have the greatest opportunity for solu-
tions. Buildings and developed lots, streets, 
and sidewalks have signifi cant amounts of 
hard, impervious surfaces that shed rainfall im-
mediately. And the city’s remaining open space 
provides unique opportunities to locate source 
controls that can be hydraulically connected 
to surrounding impervious areas. In all these 
areas, successful implementation depends on 
fi nding opportunities where source controls 
will be widely adopted. The most cost-effective 
options are when stormwater controls can be 
designed as part of planned construction, such 
as new buildings, sidewalk replacements, and 
road reconstructions. Other cost-effective op-
portunities involve incremental changes in the 
way we plant street trees and install Green-
streets.

For these reasons, the City is already leading 
the way with many current and ongoing source 
control initiatives. Despite promising indica-
tions, there are outstanding questions about 
the feasibility of source controls in actual op-
erating conditions in New York City that pre-
vent their immediate implementation. Indeed, 
private landowners and developers have not 
widely adopted source controls. To resolve 
questions about the costs, benefi ts, and feasi-
ble implementation of source controls, the City 
is undertaking over 20 separate demonstration 
projects. 

This Plan’s focus on proven and cost-effective 
solutions is essential in light of the current fi -
nancial climate. Mayor Bloomberg recently 
announced budget cuts to close a projected 
budget gap of $4 billion in fi scal years 2009 
and 2010. And the City is always mindful that 
increasing the already high cost of construc-
tion in New York City could risk depressing 
new housing development or deferring mainte-
nance of our existing building stock.

Our Plan

This Plan’s analysis and other considerations 
have led the City to adopt an overall goal, 
short-term strategies to supplement existing 
stormwater control efforts, medium-term strat-
egies to develop innovative and cost-effective 
source controls, and long-term strategies to 
secure funding.

Our Goal

PlaNYC’s overall water quality goal is to im-
prove the public’s recreational use of and ac-
cess to our tributaries from 48 percent today to 
90 percent by 2030, through a series of water 
quality initiatives. This Plan is derived from one 
of those initiatives, a strategic planning effort 
to promote cost-effective source controls. As 
a consequence, this Plan focuses on manage-
ment goals for stormwater.

This Plan adopts a goal of enacting policies in 
the next two years that, when fully implement-
ed, will create a network of source controls to 
detain or capture over one billion additional gal-
lons of stormwater annually. Through periodic 
evaluations, we will adjust our policies to meet 
that target number and, when appropriate, will 
set a new goal to drive policies further.

We will strive to meet our stormwater goal 
through the following three-part strategy.

Implement the Most Cost-Effective 
and Feasible Controls

In the short-term, there are signifi cant opportu-
nities, and few funding or operational barriers, 
to changing local codes to require stormwater 
detention in new developments. These chang-
es will be implemented in 2009. 
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1. Capture the benefi ts of ongoing PlaNYC 
green initiatives

PlaNYC includes a number of greening initia-
tives that will absorb stormwater including the 
planting of a million trees, zoning amendments 
to require street trees and green parking lots, 
additional Greenstreets, a green roof tax abate-
ment, public plazas in underutilized areas of 
the roadbed, additional engineered wetlands in 
our Bluebelt system, the conversion of asphalt 
fi elds to turf, the conversion of schoolyards to 
playgrounds, and the protection of natural wet-
lands.

2. Continue implementation of ongoing 
source control efforts

In addition to those PlaNYC initiatives, the City 
has many other ongoing efforts that will direct-
ly require, promote, or incentivize stormwater 
management. These include zoning amend-
ments that prohibit the paving of front yards 
in private homes and require planted areas in 
privately owned public plazas, water conserva-
tion incentives and initiatives, interagency co-
ordination of construction specifi cations, the 
use of High Level Storm Sewers, and measures 
to reduce fl ooding.

3. Establish new design guidelines for 
public projects

To continue its leading-edge stormwater man-
agement practices, the City will release the 
Street Design Manual, Park Design for the 21st 
Century, the Sustainable Urban Site Design 
Manual, and the Water Conservation Manual. 

4. Change sewer regulations and codes 
to adopt performance standards for new 
development

The City will develop and fi nalize a perfor-
mance standard for new construction that will 
be adopted as part of its sewer regulations and 
sewer code. 

5. Improve public notifi cation of 
combined sewer overfl ows

To inform more people about CSOs when they 
happen, the City will install new signs near ev-
ery one of its 433 combined sewer outfalls, will 
develop a web notifi cation system, and will in-
corporate this information into Notify NYC, a 
new service designed to enhance the delivery 
of information to the public through email, text, 
and phone alerts.

Resolve the Feasibility of Promising 
Technologies

Several other source control strategies have 
tremendous promise but require further tech-
nical validation in New York City’s environment 
and the development of implementation plans. 
These scenarios include standards for side-
walks, road reconstructions, performance stan-
dards for existing buildings, green roadway 
infrastructure, and stormwater requirements 
and incentives for low- and medium-density 
residences. 

6. Complete ongoing demonstration 
projects and other analysis

The City will test numerous source controls 
to determine if they can and should be imple-
mented broadly or require changes in design 
and materials. To answer unresolved questions 
about feasibility, costs, maintenance, and per-
formance of various source control techniques, 
the City is undertaking approximately 20 pilot 
projects and will carefully monitor the results 
and plan for the transition to long-term policy. 

In addition, the City is conducting or tracking 
several other ongoing studies that will affect 
the feasibility of source controls generally, in-
cluding modeling runs of CSO reductions from 
source controls, maps of permeable and imper-
meable surfaces throughout the city, and an 
updated soil survey by the New York City Soil 
and Water Conservation District.
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7. Continue planning for the 
implementation of promising source 
control strategies 

The City will continue planning for scenarios 
that our preliminary analysis indicates are prom-
ising. These include sidewalk standards, road 
reconstruction standards, performance stan-
dards for existing buildings, low- and medium-
density controls, and green roadway infrastruc-
ture. Over the next year, the City will seek to 
develop consensus designs and identify fund-
ing mechanisms with the help of interagency 
working groups, outside experts, private land-
owners, and other interested stakeholders.

8. Plan for the maintenance of source 
controls

Maintenance and related costs must be consid-
ered when launching any new initiatives. Unless 
source control installations are properly main-
tained, the performance of the entire decentral-
ized system will decline over time, undercutting 
the rationale for avoiding investments in large 
infrastructure and creating a backlog of work 
that will increase costs. To resolve these issues 
the City will seek to resolve the maintenance 
needed at the proper scale. There are several 
existing models for maintenance, including the 
public/private partnerships that help the City to 
maintain Bluebelts and Greenstreets.

Explore Funding Options for Source 
Controls

An adequate source of funding is a prerequi-
site to all potential source control strategies, 
whether in the private or public sectors. 

9. Broaden funding options for cost-
effective source controls

Currently, funding for stormwater-related 
expenses is embedded in water and sewer 
charges. Where source control initiatives re-
quire partial or full public subsidies, we must 
establish new sources of funding. We will ex-
plore the viability of fi ve potential sources:
(1) rate increases, stormwater charges, or a 

combination of the two approved by the Water 
Board, (2) the general municipal fund, (3) out-
side funding and other miscellaneous sources, 
(4) expansion of the federal role in fi nancing in-
frastructure improvements, and, in the future, 
(5) funds that would otherwise go to building 
expensive storage tunnels and other conven-
tional infrastructure.

10. Complete water and wastewater rate 
study and reassess pricing for stormwater 
services

The City’s current water rate structure is com-
prised of a charge for consumption of water and 
an additional 159 percent for all sewer, storm-
water, and wastewater services. Because this 
rate structure fails to refl ect the true costs of 
stormwater generation and can lead to distor-
tions, the City is currently undertaking a year-
long study to consider improvements. The City 
is analyzing its current expenditures, reviewing 
the rate and credit programs of other municipal 
water systems, and estimating the impacts of 
alternative stormwater rate structures on rate-
payers and revenues. This effort will be coor-
dinated with other ongoing efforts to map im-
pervious areas in the City and to overhaul the 
program for water bills. 

Implementation and 
Milestones

To implement this Plan, the City is taking a variety 
of actions:

   • The City will track, monitor, and report ef-
forts to install source controls. This effort will 
involve the creation of a database to track 
sewer connection, building permits, and in-
formation about any detention or retention 
systems. Performance levels of source con-
trols will be developed through pilots and 
studies of peer-reviewed or other literature. 
And in early 2009, the City will require report-
ing of additional sustainability indicators so 
that the public will be informed of the overall 
CSO capture rate, Bluebelt acres acquired, 
harbor monitoring stations meeting fecal 
coliform standards, and similar statistics. 
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   •

   •

 

   •

   •

The City will develop a public outreach, 
education, and support program so that 
the public will understand the factors that 
contribute to water pollution, the econom-
ic and regulatory incentives for controlling 
stormwater, and the design and mainte-
nance of source controls. These efforts will 
include the publication of a design and con-
struction manual for source controls that 
will work in New York City conditions, for 
the use of private developers, homeown-
ers, and public agencies. 

The City will take steps to encourage the 
development of existing and new local 
markets, job training, and employment op-
portunities to ensure an adequate skilled 
workforce for green initiatives. The City has 
already identifi ed over 40 organizations 
with existing green collar jobs training pro-
grams in place in New York City and will con-
tinue to look for additional opportunities to 
address the development and support of a 
green collar workforce for the installation 
and maintenance of green infrastructure. 
The City is currently conducting a compre-
hensive study of green sector jobs to bet-
ter understand the industry’s current activ-
ity and to fi ll any unmet training needs.

The City is enhancing its collection of water 
quality data in New York Harbor to deter-
mine whether our source control and other 
stormwater efforts are working. 

This Plan contains a series of discrete mile-
stones for implementing initiatives and 
solutions to the funding, operational, and 
other challenges that would have to be 
overcome to achieve a successful, com-
prehensive program. The City will conduct 
periodic review of this entire Plan and its 
goals and update them accordingly. 
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Introduction
This Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan 
is one of the 127 initiatives in PlaNYC, our guide 
to creating a more sustainable New York City. 
PlaNYC’s water quality goal is to improve water 
quality in the City and to open 90 percent of 
our waterways to recreation. The PlaNYC water 
quality goal provides a framework for improv-
ing water quality through various strategies, 
most of which are directed to reducing storm-
water pollution. 

PlaNYC called for the creation of an Interagen-
cy BMP Task Force to make the reduction of 
CSO volumes and stormwater a priority for all 
relevant city agencies and to develop a plan 
for source controls by October 2008. The Task 
Force is comprised of City agencies responsible 
for infrastructure or development that may have 
direct impacts on pollution in our waterways. It 
includes representatives from the Mayor’s Of-
fi ce of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability 
(OLTPS), the Department of Environmental Pro-
tection (DEP), the Department of Design and 
Construction (DDC), the Department of Parks 
& Recreation (Parks Department), the Depart-
ment of Sanitation (DSNY), the Department of 
Transportation (DOT), the Department of Build-
ings (DOB), the Department of City Planning 
(DCP), the Department of Citywide Administra-
tive Services (DCAS), the Department of Hous-
ing and Preservation and Development (HPD), 
the Schools Construction Authority (SCA), the 
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DO-
HMH), the Offi ce of Management and Budget 
(OMB), and the New York City Economic Devel-
opment Corporation (EDC). 

Since June 2007 the Task Force has met regular-
ly to analyze ways to incorporate source con-
trols into the design and construction of proj-
ects. Sub-groups focused on four specifi c focus 
areas: the public right of way, City-owned prop-
erty, open space, and private development. 

The Task Force developed an initial list of over 
350 potential improvements for promoting 
stormwater source controls, and steadily re-
duced that list to the most feasible initiatives. 
Members of the Task Force also visited Wash-
ington, D.C., and Philadelphia to observe source 
controls fi rst-hand and to discuss ongoing, and 
apparently unresolved, issues regarding the 
maintenance and reliability of those controls.

This Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan 
also builds on DEP’s Jamaica Bay Watershed 
Protection Plan (JBWPP), which was issued in 
October 2007. The JBWPP analyzed the effec-
tiveness of source controls in protecting the wa-
ters of Jamaica Bay. DEP estimated that source 
controls could reduce 6 percent to 24 percent 
of CSO, storm sewer, and direct discharges in 
10 years. DEP proposed several pilot projects to 
address uncertainties associated with source 
control technologies within New York City’s cli-
matic and environmental conditions, including 
soil composition, depth to water table, depth 
to bedrock, the freeze-thaw cycle, and con-
nections to existing sewer infrastructure. The 
pilot projects are intended to develop perfor-
mance and cost data, with an emphasis on op-
erational and maintenance requirements. To 
complement the pilot projects required by the 
JBWPP, DEP is separately planning to install ad-
ditional pilots in the Flushing Bay, Gowanus Ca-
nal, and Bronx River watersheds. (A complete 
description of pilot projects is contained in Ap-
pendix E). In order to monitor source control 
implementation and growth on an aggregate 
scope, DEP will develop a source control de-
sign manual to assist private and public parties 
in building those installations, maps and data 
on pervious and impervious surfaces to help 
determine where to build them, and a citywide 
database to track information on any detention 
or retention systems used to manage stormwa-
ter in sewer connection and building permits. 
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DEP is also undertaking a study to model the 
effects of source controls upon CSOs, as well as 
a study of stormwater and wastewater rates. 

PlaNYC was developed through an outreach 
program to solicit community concerns and 
suggest solutions. Similarly, the Interagency 
BMP Task Force held four public stakeholder 
meetings, convened working groups to discuss 
practical solutions, developed a list of poten-
tial source controls for inclusion in the plan, 
launched an on-line platform for sharing design 
specifi cations across agencies, and launched 
an online source control registry of current in-
stallations in New York City. After the draft plan 
was published, the City held a fi fth stakeholder 
meeting to review the draft plan on October 7, 
2008. Those meetings are described in Appendix C. 

The public was able to submit written com-
ments on the draft Sustainable Stormwater 
Management Plan through October 31, 2008, 
and over 30 stakeholders provided approxi-
mately 90 pages of detailed comments and 
suggestions. Those comments are included in 
Appendix K, and a response to comments is in-
cluded in Appendix L. 

This fi nal Sustainable Stormwater Management 
Plan incorporates many changes suggested by 
members of the public and is much improved 
for their involvement. The City has added many 
details about our pilot programs and their 
transition to policies, costs and budget impli-
cations, the rate study, technological source 
controls, case studies, subsidiary planning ef-
forts for promising scenarios and maintenance 
agreements, and the relationship of this strate-
gic Plan to parallel regulatory efforts. The City 
has also explained the rationale for the goal of 
this Plan, its philosophy of adaptive manage-
ment, and future milestones.

At the same time, many of the suggested 
changes could not yet be incorporated into 
this Plan. For example, many members of the 
public suggested that the City include a more 
complete discussion and quantifi cation of non-
stormwater benefi ts of source controls but the 
data required for such an analysis is not yet 
available. The City will refi ne the plan in the 
future as the data is developed, both through 
our pilots and other studies across the nation. 
Similarly, the costs and stormwater benefi ts of 
source controls are crucial preconditions for 
policy decisions, and basic cost and benefi t 
information is still being developed, including 
from the demonstration projects mentioned in 
this Plan. The City is including the preliminary 
line-item cost estimates used in this Plan in Ap-
pendix D to advance the discussion as far as 
possible at this time. The City anticipates de-
veloping useful information from the pilots de-
scribed in this Plan and from the experiences of 
outside partners, and then incorporating that 
information in future policy decisions.

This Plan is and will be a “living document” 
that refl ects the City’s philosophy of adaptive 
management. Our milestones include an up-
date of the Plan on October 1, 2010, and every 
two years thereafter. At that time, the City will 
reevaluate all aspects of this Plan, including 
whether it is feasible to revise its stormwater 
capture goal upwards. In the meantime the 
City will continue to involve stakeholders in el-
ements of the Plan, including in public review 
of the water and sewer rate study and new per-
formance standards in the sewer regulations 
and code. In addition, the City will foster con-
tinuous civic engagement on this issue through 
public education and outreach.
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Context

Rainfall in New York City

New York City’s 8.25 million residents, and 

the millions more workers and tourists who 

visit the city every day, are affected by storm-

water in many ways. Stormwater can cause 

roadway fl ooding, back-ups of sewage into 

homes, discharges of pollutants from roads 

and other hard surfaces, and discharges of 

untreated sewage. Controlling these effects 

is important to the continued health, welfare, 

and overall quality of life in the city. This chap-

ter provides an overview of stormwater prob-

lems, conventional solutions, alternative solu-

tions, and the fi nancial context for this Plan. 

New York City’s Investment 
in Water Quality

A long history of investments in sewers

and treatment plants 

New York City has managed water pollution 

since the late 1600s. Many of the early sew-

ers simply collected sanitary sewage and dis-

charged it directly to waterways. That was a 

signifi cant improvement in public health at the 

time and protected people from exposure to 

pathogens and other pollutants by eliminating 

privies and the overfl ow of sewage into streets 

or into groundwater. Sewers also carried away 

stormwater, garbage, human waste, animal 

waste, and other refuse that collected on city 

streets. No discharges were treated.

By the late 1800s, water quality conditions in 

New York Harbor and its tributaries were very 

poor because of the volume of untreated 

sewage discharged during dry weather. To 

address this problem, in the 1890s and early 

1900s New York City began building wastewa-

ter treatment plants near bathing beaches, at 

the sites of the present 26th Ward and Coney 

Island water pollution control plants (WPCPs) 

in Brooklyn and the Jamaica WPCP in Queens. 

Existing street sewers were tied into these 

plants through “interceptor” sewers that col-

lected fl ow at the end of street sewers, gener-

ally near the former point of direct discharge 

to water. To accommodate a growing popu-

lation, the City built additional sewers and 

plants to treat the sewage collected by the 

combined system. Between 1935 and 1945 

three new plants were constructed – Wards 

Island in Manhattan and Bowery Bay and Tall-

man Island in Queens. Between 1945 and 

1965 fi ve additional plants were built – Hunts 

Point in the Bronx, Oakwood Beach and Port 

Richmond in Staten Island, and the Rockaway 

and Owls Head plants in Brooklyn. The New-

town Creek WPCP was built between 1965 

and 1979. By 1968, 12 wastewater plants 

were treating nearly one billion gallons per 

day of wastewater. New York City upgraded 

its plants to full secondary treatment and built 

two more treatment plants, the Red Hook 

plant in Brooklyn and the North River plant in 

Manhattan. The completion of the Red Hook 

WPCP in 1987 ended the last, permitted dry 

weather discharges of raw sewage into the 

harbor. The City’s wastewater plants now 

have the capacity to treat 1.8 billion gallons of 

dry weather wastewater fl ows every day.

Wet weather fl ows

The WPCPs were designed to handle double 

the normal, dry weather sewage fl ow to ac-

count for high fl ows during rainstorms. How-

ever, the combined fl ow during storms is 

sometimes more than the treatment plants 

can accommodate and treat. The combined 

sewer systems were therefore designed to 

prevent fl ooding of the WPCPs or backup of 

sewage into streets and buildings through the 

use of regulators that shunt excess fl ow to lo-

cal waterways (Figure 1). This type of system 

is not unique. Combined sewer systems are 

remnants of the country’s early infrastructure 
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Figure 1:  Combined Sewer System Diagram

Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

and are typically found in older communities. 

As a result, CSOs are a major water pollution 

concern for approximately 772 cities and 40 

million people who are concentrated in the 

Northeast, Great Lakes, and Pacifi c Northwest. 

The City began addressing the issue of CSO dis-

charges in the 1950s. In 1972, New York City 

opened the fi rst CSO control facility in the Har-

bor Estuary at Spring Creek, Jamaica Bay. This 

facility stores excess fl ow from CSOs until after 

the rainfall ends and then pumps it back to the 

WPCP for treatment. It was one of the fi rst such 

facilities in the country. Other upgrades to our 

treatment plants increased wet weather capac-

ity. By 2007, the City’s WPCPs were treating 447 

billion gallons of sanitary sewage and 35 billion 

gallons of stormwater water a year, at an oper-

ating cost of $379 million. Wet weather capture 

and treatment at WPCPs has increased steadily 

over time and currently averages over 70 per-

cent. While these measures have improved 

overall water quality, they are often costly in 

terms of capital construction and ultimately do 

not “treat” all of the stormwater.

Current network of combined and 

separate sewers

New York City’s current infrastructure is com-

prised of an extensive network of over 6,600 

miles of force mains and interceptor sewer 

pipes that collect sanitary sewage and storm-

water, and the 14 WPCPs that receive the fl ow. 

This network is one of the City’s most signifi -

cant assets, and has improved the health of 

generations of New Yorkers. 

Approximately 49 percent of the city’s total land 

area and 65 percent of the city’s sewered area 

is comprised of sewers that collect stormwa-

ter and sanitary sewage in the same pipes and 

then direct the combined fl ow to one of WPCPs 

for treatment before discharge (Figure 2). The 

City’s 14th plant at Oakwood Beach drains a 

separate sewer system only. When stormwater 

threatens to overwhelm the WPCPs or exceeds 

the capacity of the sewer system, regulator 

structures with overfl ow weirs automatically 

divert fl ow through 433 outfalls that discharge 

CSOs to certain receiving waters in New York 

City. CSOs result in the discharge of coliform 

bacteria, organic matter, fl oatables, metals, 

and other hazardous substances from runoff, 

industrial discharges, or cleaning and other 

household products.

The remaining 51 percent of New York City’s land 

area represents separate sewer areas, direct 

discharge areas, and unsewered areas. Of sew-

ered areas, 35 percent have a separate sewer 

system for stormwater. There, sanitary sewers 

direct sewage to WPCPs, while separate storm 

sewers direct runoff to waterbodies. Separate 

sewers avoid the problems of CSOs; however, 

stormwater runoff picks up oil, grease, litter, 

sediment, pesticides, fertilizers, animal waste, 

and other pollutants from land and other sur-

faces. These pollutants are not treated before 

they are discharged to waterbodies by sepa-

rate sewers, except for some settling. The “fi rst 

fl ush” of runoff from impervious surfaces can 

contain particularly high levels of these pollut-

ants, especially if there has been a long period 

of accumulation between rainstorms. 

The stormwater management measures de-

scribed in this Plan have potential benefi ts in 

both CSO areas and separate sewer areas. In 

connection with its ongoing long-term CSO 

planning efforts, the City has undertaken exten-

sive modeling, focusing on stormwater in CSO 

areas. This document refers to model results 

in relation to CSOs because of the availability 

of this information. The City intends to deter-

mine the cross-applicability of source controls 

between combined and separate sewer areas.

Hood to prevent 
fl oatables from 
entering the 
sewer system

Dry weather fl ow channel

During wet weather, 
combined sewage may 
overfl ow through the 
combined sewer outfall

Flow to the 
treatment plant

Tide gate to keep tidal 
infl ow  out of sewer system

(Normally fl owing only during wet weather)

Combined Sewer Outfall

Roof Drain Sanitary 
Sewer
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COMBINED SEWERS

OTHER (SEPARATE SEWERS, DIRECT 

DISCHARGE, AND UNSEWERED AREAS)

Figure 2:  Combined Sewer Areas and Other Areas

Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection
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Figure 3:  Trends in Water Quality - 1985 and 1992
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Ongoing investments in New York City’s 

sewer system

As part of the CSO program, DEP is building 

detention tanks to store wet weather fl ow 

for gradual release to wastewater treatment 

plants after storms have abated. One, located 

underneath Flushing Meadows Park, cost $291 

million and has the capacity to store 800 mil-

lions gallons of combined sewage and storm-

water fl ow annually. It began operating in May 

2007. A tank at Paerdegat Basin in Canarsie 

cost $318 million and will have the capacity to 

store 1.3 billion gallons of combined fl ows an-

nually. That tank is scheduled to be in opera-

tion by 2011. Finally, in Alley Creek, construc-

tion is still ongoing for a $131 million project to 

construct a 5 million gallon tank and upgrade 

area sewers. 

The City also anticipates spending over $1.9 

billion on other “end of the pipe” projects over 

the next ten years to reduce CSOs even further. 

These projects include facility upgrades, dredg-

ing, fl oatables control, and aeration projects at 

the Newtown Creek WPCP; pumping upgrades 

at Gowanus Canal; multiple facility upgrades, 

dredging, and aeration at Jamaica Bay; fl oata-

bles control projects at Bronx River; dredging 

and facilities upgrades at Flushing Bay; and 

CSO modifi cations at Westchester Creek. With 

all of these investments, the City is projected to 

reach a CSO capture rate of 75 percent.

These investments are the result of a national 

policy to control CSOs that is being implement-

ed by states and municipalities under the direc-

tion of the EPA and the New York Department of 

Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC). Given 

the intractable nature of the problem, the size 

and complexity of the infrastructure involved, 

and the long lead times for modeling, design, 

and construction, this policy will be realized 

nationally over several decades. Municipalities 

have to fi le Long Term Control Plans (LTCPs) 

for controlling CSOs to the states for approval; 

the EPA requires LTCPs to evaluate a range of 

controls to eliminate up to 100 percent of CSO 

volume and to meet applicable water quality 

standards. New York City’s LTCP is due in 2017. 

In the meantime, the City has worked with NYS-

DEC to develop plans for sewer and treatment 

plant investments to achieve existing water 

quality standards and fulfi ll the requirements 

of a CSO Consent Order. These are based on 

the results of detailed modeling and analysis 

of the water quality impacts of various alterna-

tives that are required to justify the enormous 

public expense of infrastructure costs. Facility 

Plans detailing these investments have been 

submitted to NYSDEC for approval. The Facility 

Plans contain all of the EPA required elements 

of a LTCP. These Plans will form the basis for the 

2017 Citywide LTCP. 

This Plan is a separate effort and is informed 

by, and ultimately will inform, those regulatory 

efforts, but it does not replace them. The City 

is undertaking modeling for source controls in 

the coming years. The City will work with NYS-

DEC to evaluate existing information about the 

effectiveness of source controls and to review 

the results of those modeling runs. Source 

controls may prove suffi ciently effective to 

justify reductions in scale or other reconsidera-

tions of storage tunnels and other hard infra-

structure set forth in the Facility Plans. Other 

municipalities have incorporated source con-

trols in lieu of infrastructure as CSO controls. 

Portland’s Downspout Disconnect program 

was included in its LTCP, has been adopted by 

49,000 households, and reduces annual fl ow 

to the combined sewer by over 1.2 billion gal-

lons per year, allowing that city to avoid certain 

infrastructure investments. 

As in many large cities, the entirety of New 

York’s water and sewer infrastructure is funded 

by revenue it collects through water and sewer 

rates. To support past and current investments 

in infrastructure, the Water Board has increased 

water rates in the City signifi cantly since 1999, 

yet New York City’s rates are still lower than 

the national per household average. With each 

increase, the Water Board has to consider the 

impacts of rates on the overall cost of living 

and competitiveness of New York City.
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Figure 4:  Trends in Water Quality - 1999 and 2006
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Current Water Quality 
and Stormwater Issues

Water quality improvements over the 

past 20 years and remaining challenges

Water quality in New York City has greatly im-

proved in recent years. Fecal coliform levels 

have steadily trended downwards from the 

1980s to the present in the open waters of 

New York Harbor, towards compliance with 

standards. From 1985 to 2006, monitoring has 

shown that the average concentration of fecal 

coliform colonies has dropped dramatically 

(Figures 3 and 4), which means that our harbor 

is cleaner than it has been in over 100 years. 

These improvements took decades of work, 

and billions of dollars for sewer systems, WP-

CPs, and storage tanks. 

One of the biggest remaining water quality chal-

lenges today is stormwater runoff, which con-

tributes to CSOs and other untreated discharg-

es. Stormwater runoff is one reason that many 

of our tributaries still do not meet standards 

for recreational use (Figure 6). These water-

bodies are Bergen Basin, Bronx River, Coney Is-

land Creek, Flushing Bay, Flushing Creek, Fresh 

Creek, Gowanus Canal, Newtown Creek, Paer-

degat Basin, Thurston Basin, and Westchester 

Creek (secondary contact recreational use) and 

Hutchinson River (primary contact recreational 

use). In New York City, approximately 433 out-

falls discharge CSOs during wet weather to 

the receiving waters of the New York Harbor 

complex (Figure 5). These discharges result in 

localized water quality problems such as pe-

riodically high levels of coliform bacteria, nui-

sance levels of fl oatables, depressed dissolved 

oxygen, and, in some cases, sediment mounds 

and unpleasant odors. CSOs are considered to 

be the largest single source of pathogens to 

the New York Harbor.

There are four basic strategies that the City 

is implementing to improve water quality in 

these tributaries: removing remnant pollu-

tion by dredging, increasing the capacity or 

throughput at our WPCPs, reducing CSOs, 

and reducing other untreated runoff. The last 

two strategies focus on capturing or detain-

ing stormwater before it reaches our sewer 

system or waterbodies. 

Stormwater controls and surface 

water quality

Many waterbasin-specifi c factors affect water 

quality, not just CSOs and untreated discharges 

from New York City. Some waters in the New 

York Harbor are listed as impaired because of 

sediments that are contaminated with dioxins, 

cadmium, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), 

and other remnants of our industrial past. 

Contaminated sediments from stormwater 

runoff either in separate or combined areas 

contributes to water quality impairments in the 

vicinity of outfalls and creates impediments for 

achieving water quality. Contaminated sediments 

are problematic because they introduce toxic 

substances into waterways that affect marine life 

and the food chain, and may require costly and 

extensive dredging and disposal in the future.

Other factors create water quality issues. 

The Hudson River in New York City is listed as 

“impaired” for fi sh consumption because of 

elevated levels of PCBs, dioxin, and cadmium 

from past industrial discharges, particularly 

in the Upper Hudson River. Indeed, nearly the 

entire Hudson north of New York City is im-

paired for fi sh consumption. In addition, there 

is ongoing pollution of upstream Hudson River 

tributaries with oil, grease, fecal coliform, and 

other pollutants in stormwater runoff, from 

discharges from other municipalities’ waste-

water treatment plants, and from small indus-

trial dischargers. And the upper Bronx River in 

Westchester County is “impaired” for aquatic 

life and recreational use because neither dis-

solved oxygen nor coliform standards are met 

in the upper Bronx River. In that segment up-

stream of New York City, aquatic life support, 

recreational uses and aesthetics are restricted 

by low dissolved oxygen, fl oatables, debris, or-

ganic inputs and pathogens from stormwater 

discharges and various other urban nonpoint 

runoff sources that degrade the waterway.
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Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW (CS0) LOCATION

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT

Figure 5:  Drainage Areas to Water Pollution Control Plants and CSO Outfall Locations
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Figure 6:  Waterbodies Out of Attainment with Water Quality Standards
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While it is important to recognize that CSO re-

ductions from New York City alone will not solve 

our remaining water quality problems, that fact 

is not an excuse for inaction. If policies were 

limited to only “magic bullet” sources, then 

little action would be taken and few improve-

ments would be made. PlaNYC’s approach is to 

implement many incremental improvements. 

Therefore, this Plan is intended to start limit-

ing the contribution of the City’s CSOs to poor 

water quality.

Pollutant loading and rainfall

New York City has a wet climate, receiving ap-

proximately 44 inches of precipitation every 

year. The connection between precipitation 

and CSO discharges is not a fi xed ratio, nor is 

the effect of rainfall the same in each water-

shed. We do know that rainfalls of less than 

one inch cause most of the CSO events city-

wide, while larger rainstorms cause most of 

the CSO discharges by volume. (Figures 7 and 

8 are based upon modeled CSOs after planned 

upgrades are built; waterbody-specifi c charts 

of CSO volumes are found Appendix I). 

As with the frequency of overfl ows, the level 

of pollutants is not proportional to rainfall. 

Rather, smaller CSO events will have more 

concentrated pollutant levels than larger CSO 

events because they contain a smaller amount 

of diluting stormwater and a larger amount of 

the fi rst, concentrated fl ush of pollutants from 

impermeable surfaces. This characteristic of 

smaller CSO events is particularly true for fecal 

coliform and other pathogens; sanitary sewage 

fl ows stay relatively constant while stormwa-

ter fl ows are lower during smaller rainfalls, so 

CSOs during small rainstorms contain a greater 

percentage of sanitary fl ow.

These characteristics mean that the frequent 

but smaller CSO events may be more of a wa-

ter quality concern than overall CSO volumes. 

The dilution factor also means that focusing 

solely on CSO volumes produces diminishing 

water quality benefi ts, since larger rainstorms 

produce most of the CSO volume, but in highly 

diluted form. Attempting to control runoff from 

the largest and most infrequent storms would 

increase costs signifi cantly but would achieve 

smaller incremental water quality benefi ts than 

controlling the lower CSO volumes from more 

frequent, smaller storms. 

Flooding and sewer back-ups

New York City has intense storms that cause 

fl ooding and other problems. For example, 

in the summer of 2007, rapidly-moving, local-

ized, and intense rain storms – peaking at 1.93 

inches in one hour on July 18th, and more than 

3 inches of rain in a two-hour period on August 

8th – caused severe fl ooding throughout the 

city, focused in Queens. Many people could not 

get to work because subways and bus routes 

were fl ooded. The City responded by creating 

a Flood Mitigation Task Force, which issued 

recommendations to mitigate the problem on 

April 28, 2008 (the recommendations are de-

scribed in a later chapter).

A decentralized source control strategy would 

attempt to capture runoff from the more fre-

quent, smaller storms that contribute to local-

ized, nuisance fl ooding. Flooded sewers can 

also cause sewer back-ups in homes and other 

buildings. Sewer back-ups occur when the level 

of sewer water rises to the level of fi xtures that 

are below street grade. As the water seeks its 

own level, it will rise through the fi xtures un-

less they are above the surcharge height or 

unless protective measures, such as backwa-

ter valves, are in place. Finally, and fortunately 

rarely, when a surcharged combined sewer 

encounters a bottleneck or a counter-fl ow, the 

internal pressure in the sewer may become so 

great that it will push up through the catch ba-

sins and manholes. 
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DEP data shows that fl ooding and sewer back-

ups are widespread across the city, not just 

in combined sewer areas (Figures 9 and 10). 

In each of the last fi ve fi scal years, DEP has 

received over 21,000 complaints of sewer 

back-ups. During that same period, complaints 

about clogged catch basins, which can lead to 

localized fl ooding, increased from over 13,000 

in fi scal year 2004 to over 18,000 in calendar 

year 2007, a year when several intense storms 

occurred. Sewer backups can be caused by 

many different issues, including storms that 

exceed system capacity, improper protections 

on below grade fi xtures, clogged catch basins, 

or localized blockages from grease or other 

debris that restrict fl ow in the system. 

Climate change and increased rainfall

Climate change could exacerbate the effects of 

stormwater runoff. Climate change has already 

caused an increase in the amount, intensity, 

and variability of precipitation in New York City. 

At the Central Park rainfall station, for example, 

only 11 of the 100 years before 1970 recorded 

rainfall of more than 50 inches per year; in the 

38 years since then, 15 years have exceeded 50 

inches of rainfall (Figures 11 and 12). Most climate 

change models predict that average regional 
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precipitation will increase by 5.7 percent by the 

2050s, and 8.6 percent by the 2080s. In addi-

tion, models predict an increase in the intensity 

of rainfall events, which would increase fl ood-

ing and stormwater runoff. As with any mod-

eled predictions, there is a range of uncertainty 

about the magnitude and timing of any changes 

that will affect our drainage system, but all 

models predict that precipitation will increase.

Sea level rise, the loss of natural 

wetlands, and coastal fl ooding

Expert predict that New York City can expect a 

sea level rise of 4.3 to 7.6 inches by the 2020s, 

6.9 to 12.1 inches by the 2050s, and 9.5 inches 

to three feet by the 2080s.That increase will ex-

acerbate coastal fl ooding and will have other 

negative effects on stormwater management.

In response, the City has convened the New 

York City Climate Change Adaptation Task 

Force of city, state, and federal agencies and 

private companies that operate, maintain, or 

regulate critical infrastructure in New York City. 

The Task Force is creating an inventory of roads 

and other infrastructure that could be at risk 

from the impacts of climate change. 

By December 2009, the Task Force will devel-

op initial adaptation strategies to protect the 

City’s critical infrastructure. As part of that ef-

fort, the City is developing information about 

potential in-land migration areas for tidal wet-

lands. And PlaNYC’s chapter on climate change 

and adaptation committed to update the Fed-

eral Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)’s 

fl oodplain maps for New York City, which were 

last revised in 1983 based on even earlier data. 

The updated maps will refl ect changes to the 

shoreline and elevations, rising sea levels, and 

the increased severity of storms. The informa-

tion in those maps will inform our understand-

ing of low-elevation, potential fl ooding areas. 

Future Investments in 
Source Controls

Complementing hard infrastructure

While effective, the “end of the pipe” solutions 

that the City has built or will build will not com-

pletely eliminate untreated discharges. These 

large installations are costly to construct, oper-

ate and maintain, take years to complete, and 

are ultimately limited by physical constraints in 

the sewers that lead to the WPCPs. 
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Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection
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Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Figure 10:  Sewer Backups
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Some future storage facilities are expected to 

be very expensive on a per gallon basis. Big in-

frastructure projects have long lead times for 

planning, design, bonding and construction, 

leaving them vulnerable to escalating costs 

from external market conditions for material, 

labor, and fi nancing. 

A recent report by the New York Building Con-

gress found that general contractors in New 

York City experienced a 5 to 6 percent increase 

in construction costs in 2004, an 8 to 10 percent 

increase in 2005, a 12 percent increase in 2006, 

and an 11 percent increase in 2007, due in part 

to rising global demand for essential commodi-

ties like steel and concrete for booming econo-

mies in India and China. Other reasons for the 

rise in costs for large DEP projects include the 

small number of fi rms that can build such proj-

ects, the unavailability of sites for large storage 

tanks or, in the alternative, the expense of exca-

vation for deep storage tunnels. 

Distributed source controls have the potential 

to reduce some of these costs. At suffi cient 

scale, distributed controls may free up enough 

sewer capacity and reduce enough combined 

fl ows to reduce the costs of treatment at WPCPs 

and related greenhouse gas emissions. 

Retention source controls that reduce potable 

water consumption could help to offset de-

mand for drinking water. Distributed source 

controls also have the potential to provide 

non-stormwater benefi ts through synergies 

with trees and other landscape elements that 

can perform other functions.

The City is undertaking modeling for source 

controls in the future as promised in the Facil-

ity Plans. The questions to be answered are 

whether existing information about the ef-

fectiveness of source controls is adequate for 

that modeling effort and whether the results of 

those modeling runs will be suffi ciently reliable 

to make decisions. These are important ques-

tions as the City and NYSDEC together decide 

whether investments in source controls could 

justify the redesign or other reconsideration of 

storage tunnels and other hard infrastructure 

set forth in the Facility Plans. This modeling ef-

fort is part of a contract to be initiated in early 

2009, and analysis is expected to be complete 

in 2012.

A nationwide movement toward 

source controls

The EPA has recently endorsed source controls 

or “green infrastructure” as a way that munici-

palities can control stormwater. (See Appendix 

H for more details). The agency actively encour-

ages regulated municipalities to reduce runoff 

volumes and sewer overfl ow events through 

the wide-spread use of management practices 

that capture and treat stormwater runoff be-

fore it is delivered to ambient waters. 

The EPA has provided guidance for construct-

ing source controls, including an Urban Storm-

water Retrofi t Practices Manual and an Urban 

Best Management Practices Performance Tool 

Kit with studies covering a variety of traditional 

and low-impact source control types. 
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Figure 11:  Trends in Precipitation

Source: Columbia Center for Climate Systems Research
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The EPA has also published several reports sug-

gesting that source controls can be less expen-

sive than conventional stormwater controls, 

with potential capital cost savings of 18 to 80 

percent. Whether those estimates hold true in 

New York City is one of the key questions that 

would have to be answered before source con-

trols can be widely adopted here.

Several municipalities have pioneered storm-

water source controls for new development. 

For example, Minneapolis requires source 

controls to treat the fi rst 1.25 inches of rain-

fall and requires system-wide downspout dis-

connection from its combined sewer system. 

Philadelphia requires all new developments 

over 15,000 square feet, and redevelopments 

that increase impervious area, to manage the 

fi rst inch of rainfall on-site through infi ltration 

or other techniques that improve water qual-

ity. It also has a program to convert vacant lots 

in the city to stormwater parks that infi ltrate 

stormwater into the ground. Portland, Kan-

sas City, Baltimore, Seattle, Chicago, Atlanta, 

Source: Columbia Center for Climate Systems Research
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Milwaukee, and other cities have taken similar 

approaches to mitigate adverse impacts from 

new development or redevelopment that in-

creases impervious areas. Retrofi tting existing 

development is more diffi cult, but these cities 

have successfully implemented pilot programs 

to test the viability of source controls and have 

also adopted some source controls on city-

owned property and in the public right of way. 

Municipal Budget 
Considerations

This Plan also takes place within a fi nancial con-

text that controls the available choices for the 

City. In early November 2008, Mayor Bloomberg 

declared that the City faces a cumulative $4 bil-

lion budget gap for fi scal years 2009 and 2010, 

despite prudent efforts followed in previous years 

to use budget surpluses to stabilize the City’s fu-

ture and to pay down over $1 billion of debt. 

To reduce the defi cit, the Mayor announced a 

series of diffi cult spending reductions and oth-

er measures to achieve $1.5 billion in savings, 

including a reduction in the City workforce by 

over 3,000 employees and a cut in City funds to 

the Department of Education by $181 million 

in 2009 and $385 million in 2010. The City will 

also save $20 million – and further reduce the 

City’s carbon footprint – through maintenance 

effi ciencies, inventory review, lifecycle man-

agement, joint fuel purchasing agreements, 

and “right sizing” of the City’s vehicle fl eet. The 

Mayor’s proposals will substantially reduce the 

budget defi cit. Nevertheless, even if those pro-

posals are implemented New York City faces 

budget gaps of approximately $1.3 billion in 

fi scal year 2010, $5.0 billion in fi scal year 2011 

and $4.9 billion fi scal year 2012. The initiatives 

in this Plan are and will be tempered by that 

fi scal reality.

Figure 12:  Trends in Temperature
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Residential Development in Manhattan

New York City is a challenging environment 

for stormwater management. Our popula-

tion density is 27,000 residents per square 

mile, far higher than that of any other Ameri-

can city. This density is supported by above-

ground development that generates a sig-

nifi cant amount of stormwater runoff, thus 

requiring the creative design and placement 

of controls in space-constrained areas. For 

these reasons, the source control plans of 

other cities can be informative for New York 

City but cannot be adopted wholesale. 

Development Patterns 
in New York City

Our stormwater challenges began with the 

changing land use and development pat-

terns in New York City. Before development, 

surface runoff was insignifi cant because the 

environment absorbed most precipitation 

as undisturbed soils stored water for plant 

evapotranspiration and infi ltration to ground-

water. Over time, natural permeable areas in 

New York City were developed (Figure 13). 

Now more than three-fourths of our land 

is covered with impervious surfaces (Table 

1). Over the last century the city’s wetlands 

shrank by almost 90 percent. And in the last 

25 years, as the city has regained popula-

tion, more than 9,000 acres of vacant land 

were converted to impermeable buildings, 

parking lots, and roadways. In our separate 

sewer areas, developments have been built 

or increasingly retrofi t to convey stormwater 

as quickly as possible from roofs, driveways, 

parking lots and roads. The increased volume 

and frequency of runoff is associated with 

higher elevations of pollutants, altered and 

eroded channels, and pollution-tolerant inva-

sive species. Even some of our heavily-used 

grass athletic or recreational fi elds have com-

pacted soil that generates substantial runoff. 

Land Use Considerations
In contrast to natural permeable areas, rain 

does not soak into impermeable surfaces. 

Instead, runoff occurs almost immediately 

and peaks quickly, effectively forming fl ash 

fl ood conditions during intense rain storms. 

Designing source controls in urban areas pres-

ents different engineering challenges than de-

signing source controls in rural or suburban 

areas. Where we still have low-density areas, 

we still have used natural drainage corridors 

to convey, treat, and detain stormwater, such 

as the network of wetlands that comprise the 

10,000-acre Staten Island Bluebelt system. 

But the feasibility of various source controls 

technologies in ultra-urban environments is 

limited by space and design requirements, as 

recognized in a U.S. Department of Transpor-

tation in a 2002 study, Stormwater Best Man-

agement Practices in an Ultra-Urban Setting: 

Selection and Monitoring. 

Since buildings occupy a signifi cant percent-

age of the New York City’s land surface, there 

is little undeveloped space left over within 

lots to place source controls. And the space 

between lots is dedicated to impervious side-

walks and road surfaces; underneath it all is 

much of our infrastructure – subways, tun-

nels, steam pipes, water and sewer pipes, 

electrical and telecommunications lines – 

which precludes the infi ltration of stormwater 

in many areas. 

These land use constraints will become more 

challenging over time. Development will cre-

ate additional demand for the capture or 

treatment of stormwater and CSOs. Popula-

tion growth will add to sanitary sewage fl ows 

in the city, and higher levels of rainfall will 

increase stormwater fl ows. Yet as more peo-

ple live in new developments built along the 

shoreline, and as other New Yorkers continue 
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Source: NYC Department of City Planning
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Figure 13:  Development of New York City from 1625 to 1988
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to discover our waterfront through public and 

private esplanades, parks, and other access 

points, the need to improve water quality will 

become ever more urgent.

Land Use Framework

This Plan was partially determined by an analy-

sis of New York City’s land use. In order to iden-

tify the most promising technologies for wide-

spread adoption, the City identifi ed the types of 

public and private properties that contain im-

pervious surfaces and cause stormwater runoff 

pollution. The overall breakdown of land uses 

provides the framework for developing source 

control strategies.

The geographic sources of stormwater 

This Plan’s geographic analysis shows that it 

is possible to focus on a few broad land use 

categories and still address most of the storm-

water sources in the city. That fi nding is based 

on a preliminary analysis of the current state of 

land use in the city, corrected for impervious-

ness (Table 1). 

The two largest land use categories that con-

tribute to the city’s high level of impermeabil-

ity are buildings and lots and the right of way, 

which combined account for approximately 

80 percent of non-permeable areas. The city’s 

third largest land use category, open space, 

contains a smaller percentage of impervious 

area but could capture additional stormwater 

from surrounding impermeable surfaces. 

The impervious land area ratios were derived 

from many sources, including sources outside 

of New York City. They are therefore subject to 

change when better information is available, 

including information we expect from an ongo-

ing DEP project to use satellite imagery to map 

impervious surfaces across the city.

Buildings and lots

Buildings and developed lots represent 45 per-

cent of the land area in the city. This is a diverse 

category comprised of one- and two-family 

homes, multi-family residences, public facili-

ties, commercial or offi ce buildings, industrial 

and manufacturing facilities, and mixed resi-

dential and commercial developments. 

There are over 900,000 existing buildings in 

New York City. The highly fragmented owner-

ship and management of buildings, and their 

unique confi gurations, presents challenges to 

implementing any policy. However, some strat-

egies cut across these subcategories, such as 

strategies for roofs, driveways, and other im-

pervious areas. By some estimates, there are 

approximately 944 million square feet of roof 

surfaces in the city, and approximately 75 per-

cent of that total is comprised of roofs with a 

fl at or shallow slope.

When adjusted to account for the degree of 

imperviousness, the relative contribution of 

the buildings and lots category accounts for 

approximately 46 percent of the impervious 

surfaces in the city. This refl ects the fact that 

several of the major land use subcategories – 

multi-family residential, commercial and offi ce 

buildings, industrial or manufacturing build-

ings, government and institutional buildings, 

and garages and parking lots – are almost en-

tirely covered by impervious surfaces such as 

roofs and asphalt. The exception is one- and 

two-family homes, where existing yard areas 

provide some pervious surfaces that may re-

duce stormwater runoff. But as noted in other 

contexts by DCP and the Flood Mitigation 

Task Force, runoff from low-density develop-

ments like single and two-family homes has 

increased 50 percent since 1950, as some 

residents paved over their yards, often in an ef-

fort to obtain more parking spaces. A DCP zon-

ing amendment adopted in 2008 established 

front yard planting requirements that limit the 

amount of paving in front yards.

Right of way

Roads and sidewalks comprise approximately 

27 percent of the city’s land area and approxi-

mately 34 percent of its impervious surfaces. 

The public right of way is under the general 

jurisdiction of one agency, DOT, which re-

constructs roadways and sidewalks, repaves 

ALL CITY LAND IMPERVIOUS SURFACES

SECTOR LAND USE CATEGORIES* NET LAND AREA
(ACRES)

% OF TOTAL 
LAND AREA

GROUP % OF 
TOTAL LAND AREA IMPERVIOUS RATIO % IMPERVIOUS % OF IMPERVIOUS 

AREA

BUILDINGS & LOTS

Multi-family residential 18,273 9.5%

 45.5%

75% 9.7%

45.8%

One- and two-family residential 41,542 21.5% 65% 19.2%

Mixed residential and commercial 4,137 2.1% 75% 2.2%

Commercial and offi ce 5,648 2.9% 85% 3.4%

Industrial or manufacturing 5,532 2.9% 85% 3.3%

Government buildings 4,641 2.4% 85% 2.8%

Institutional buildings 5,988 3.1% 85% 3.6%

Garages 1,052 0.5% 95% 0.7%

Parking lots 1,113 0.6% 95% 0.8%

RIGHT OF WAY
Sidewalks 15,455 8.0%

26.6%
85% 9.3%

33.6%
Street surfaces 35,933 18.6% 95% 24.3%

OPEN SPACE 

Parks 18,512 9.6%

13.3%

25% 3.3%

5.2%Recreational buildings 1,445 0.7% 85% 0.9%

Other open space 5,797 3.0% 25% 1.0%

VACANT LAND
Public vacant land 6,950 3.6%

4.5%
60% 3.0%

3.7%
Private vacant land 1,727 0.9% 60% 0.7%

Airports 4,416 2.3% 2.3% 95% 3.0% 3.0%

Private utilities 3,640 1.9% 1.9% 90% 2.3% 2.3%

Cemeteries 4,201 2.2% 2.2% 60% 1.8% 1.8%

Other transportation facilities 2,216 1.1% 1.1% 95% 1.5% 1.5%

Other public facilities 1,930 1.0% 1.0% 95% 1.3% 1.3%

Miscellaneous lots 2,078 1.1% 1.1% 75% 1.1% 1.1%

Gasoline stations 988 0.5% 0.5% 95% 0.7% 0.7%

TOTAL 193,214 100% 100% 78% 100% 100%

Table 1:  New York City Land Area Weighted by Impervious Surfaces

* Analysis by the Mayor’s Offi ce of Long Term Planning and Sustainability, based on MapPLUTO data and other City information, and following the methodology set out in Appendix D
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roads, maintains bridges and tunnels, and reg-

ulates the geometry and specifi cations of road-

beds and sidewalks, street furniture, and light-

ing. However, many other agencies are active 

in the right of way. DDC designs and oversees 

construction of projects for DOT; the Parks De-

partment plants street trees, regulates private 

tree plantings, and builds and maintains Green-

streets installations; DCP establishes require-

ments for private development of roads and 

sidewalks; and DEP builds and maintains catch 

basins, sewers and water mains and regulates 

sewer and water connections. In addition, 

DSNY cleans the streets and picks up litter and 

garbage, which is sometimes supplemented 

by business improvement districts and other 

community-based organizations. Finally, pri-

vate landowners now must maintain sidewalks 

in front of private property. Each of these ac-

tors has the potential to contribute to storm-

water management in the right of way. 

Open space

Open space represents approximately 13 

percent of the land area in the city, but only 

5 percent of our impervious surfaces. These 

fi gures refl ect the fact that parklands contain 

signifi cant pervious surfaces that absorb rain-

water. Despite the limited opportunity to im-

prove existing open space areas, they can be 

hydraulically connected to a much larger land 

surface that is generally impervious. Therefore, 

we have identifi ed new strategies to address 

roadways and other impervious surfaces sur-

rounding parkland. The City’s experience with 

the Bluebelt program shows that natural areas 

can be harnessed to absorb and fi lter storm-

water that would otherwise go into the sewer 

or fl ood our roads. Preserving open space can 

constitute a signifi cant source control measure 

in its own right. 

Other areas

The remaining land area in the city is comprised 

of diverse uses that include vacant lots, airports, 

gas stations, transportation facilities, and other 

land uses. Vacant lots are one of the categories 

that may have potential for stormwater control, 

as they represent 5 percent of land area and 4 

percent of impervious surfaces. However, the 

City expects that many vacant lots will be devel-

oped to accommodate our growing population. 

Some of the other areas contain crucial infra-

structure, soil contamination, or other factors 

that may limit infi ltration techniques or other 

source controls. Other signifi cant impervious 

areas, such as the vast areas of paved runways 

and taxiways at the LaGuardia and John F. Ken-

nedy International airports managed by the 

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, are 

outside of City control. 

Geographic Strategies 
for Stormwater Capture 

A citywide approach to stormwater controls

This analysis indicates that the City must seek some 

policies that promote the uniform and widespread 

adoption of source controls. Stormwater controls 

are needed in all areas of New York City, regardless 

of whether they are served by combined sewers, 

separate sewers, or direct discharge systems. 

Source controls address many stormwater-related 

challenges, including CSOs, discharges of polluted 

runoff from separate sewer and direct discharge 

areas, local nuisance fl ooding, sewer backups, 

and the strain on our sewers of handling increased 

sanitary fl ows from additional development. A 

geographic overlay of these issues confi rms that 

the need for source controls is widespread, and is 

not limited to specifi c areas. 

In addition to analyzing citywide land use and sec-

tors that contribute to impervious surfaces, the 

City also examined the sub-watersheds that pro-

duce high CSO volumes. That analysis indicated 

that the majority of the city’s combined sewer ar-

eas contribute to CSO volume at a uniform level. 

When maps of CSO outfalls are normalized by the 

land area of their contributing sewersheds, it be-

comes apparent that, on an average basis, large 

swaths of the city contribute to CSOs at a similar 

rate (Figure 14). In fact, the outfalls with the largest 

CSO volumes receive runoff from the largest land 

areas. That fi nding is not surprising given the high 

levels of impervious surfaces that exist through-

out most of our combined sewer areas. 

The City has concluded that a non-targeted city-

wide approach to source control policies is the 

most logical foundation for the initial stages of our 

stormwater policy. Many of the short-term poten-

tial source control strategies under consideration 

are best implemented on a citywide basis since 

they would capitalize on incremental investments, 

expand existing citywide programs, or adjust reg-

ulations that already apply throughout the city. 

A targeted approach to stormwater controls

While a citywide set of policies is needed to ad-

dress the wide range of challenges facing all ar-

eas of the city, certain areas could benefi t from 

a targeted approach to stormwater capture. 

Targeted approaches can provide benefi ts more 

quickly to areas that have greater discharges 

than average, can allow for faster landscape 

penetration and success, and can be less costly 

to implement. These are important consider-

ations as the City seeks to implement initia-

tives that will complement the initial citywide 

performance standards that we will implement 

in the fi rst year following this Plan. Initiative 9 

in this Plan contains a discussion of targeted 

approaches and hypothetical budgets that are 

dedicated to certain watersheds.

When choices have to be made about how to pri-

oritize implementation of certain source control 

projects such as Greenstreets, street trees, or 

right of way improvements, the City can consid-

er the relative effectiveness of these measures 

at different locations. Source controls may have 

a greater potential for protecting or restoring 

stream health in watersheds that have relatively 

low impervious areas. Also, neighborhoods in 

areas with a very high level of impervious areas 

may benefi t the most from the non-stormwater 

benefi ts of vegetated controls. When the poten-

tial impacts of non-stormwater benefi ts such as 

improved air quality and reduced urban heat 

island effect are better quantifi ed in the future, 

then those parameters will be additional factors 

that help determine site selection for source 

control projects. 

The Trees for Public Health component of the 

MillionTreesNYC initiative serves as a model that 

can be considered in future stormwater plan-

ning efforts. MillionTreesNYC is a citywide pro-

gram that provides benefi ts to all areas of New 

York City, but the program recognizes that some 

areas deserve focused attention. Under that ap-

proach, the neighborhoods of Hunts Point, Mor-

risania, East New York, East Harlem, Rockaways, 

and Stapleton were selected as priority plant-

ing areas. These six areas contain fewer than 

average street trees and higher than average 

asthma rates. Despite that targeted approach, 

the Parks Department will continue to respond 

to individual requests for street trees, while the 

New York Restoration Project and other public 

and private partners engage community-based 

organizations and volunteers in every neighbor-

hood throughout New York City’s fi ve boroughs 

to plant and care for new trees.

Efforts to target specifi c areas for stormwater 

management are already underway. DEP has fo-

cused attention on the Jamaica Bay watershed 

through the creation of the Jamaica Bay Water-

shed Protection Plan. The JBWPP identifi es op-

portunities for source controls in the watershed 

and calls for several demonstration projects in 

order to determine the feasibility for local adop-

tion. Other private and public efforts are focused 

on the Bronx River watershed. DEP also intends 

to create watershed plans for up to four addition-

al waterbodies that receive substantial CSO or 

stormwater discharge volumes. These planning 

processes will be modeled on the JBWPP and 

separate from plans developed for the LTCP pro-

cess. These watershed plans will identify source 

control, restoration, and other low-impact strat-

egies for addressing multiple water quality and 

ecosystem goals for high-priority areas. 
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0.00 - 0.50

0.51 - 1.50

1.51 - 4.00

Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Figure 14:  CSO Volume to Area Ratio

Million Gallons Per Acre*

* CSO volumes refl ect the projected overfl ows when all planned upgrades and elements of the Waterbody/Watershed Facility Plans are online, with the exception of the Newtown Creek and Flushing Bay 
CSO storage tunnels.  See Appendix D.
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Green Parking Lot in Portland, Oregon

This chapter introduces a new and evolving 

approach to stormwater management that 

involves “source controls”, “green infrastruc-

ture,” “low impact development,” “best man-

agement practices” or BMPs. This Plan uses 

the term “source controls” throughout this 

report to emphasize their location at the place 

where runoff is generated, that is, where rain 

falls on impervious surfaces. This chapter pro-

vides an overview of general source control 

techniques, technological source control mea-

sures, non-technological source control mea-

sures, and prerequisites to their adoption. 

A Decentralized Approach 
to Stormwater Management

To supplement conventional end-of-the-pipe 

solutions – and to protect multi-billion dollar 

investments in sewage infrastructure – hy-

drologists, engineers, landscape architects, 

and policy makers have begun to introduce 

systems that temporarily store or permanent-

ly remove stormwater near where rain falls on 

impervious surfaces. 

Potential benefi ts and risks of 

source controls

Compared to centralized infrastructure, 

decentralized infrastructure is built gradu-

ally, often by non-municipal actors on private 

property. The effectiveness of such decentral-

ized systems depends upon the aggregate, 

cumulative effects of many small-scale source 

control measures. Since it takes many years 

of adoption to achieve signifi cant numbers 

of installations, a decentralized infrastruc-

ture program requires the public, regulators, 

and the municipality to have a decades-long 

commitment to a comprehensive source con-

trol program. Just as the city’s surfaces were 

paved and developed over time, they can only 

be modifi ed gradually. 

Source Controls
Source controls express an underlying phi-

losophy of pollution prevention, i.e., that it is 

more cost-effective to prevent pollution than 

to treat it. And unlike the large step change 

reduction in stormwater that occurs when a 

single centralized infrastructure installation is 

brought on-line, a network of source controls 

would provide gradual relief from the effects 

of stormwater. The incremental construc-

tion of source controls can also require more 

level cash fl ows and demands upon labor and 

material markets. 

Source controls may have diminishing effec-

tiveness over time or failure if not maintained 

properly. Septic systems and drywells (differ-

ent types of decentralized controls that are 

not discussed in this Plan) have a long track re-

cord of failure in New York City and nationwide 

that shows that individual homeowners do not 

always properly maintain their installations. 

For example, the EPA reports that between 10 

and 20 percent of on-site and septic wastewa-

ter treatment systems fail each year, creating 

the second greatest threat to groundwater 

quality in the United States. It is necessary to 

ensure that there are suffi cient numbers of 

people that are trained to install source con-

trols properly and to maintain them.

Potential Technological 
Source Control Measures

This subsection describes general source 

control measures. There are three major 

source control techniques – detention, reten-

tion, and bioretention/biofi ltration – and each 

provides certain benefi ts that can be matched 

to the city’s needs. Available technological 

source control measures include blue roofs, 

rainwater harvesting, vegetated controls, per-

meable pavements, and green roofs. These 

technologies have varying levels of feasibility, 
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costs, and benefi ts. Non-technological source 

control measures include design guidelines, 

performance measures, zoning requirements, 

and economic incentives. 

To develop the best understanding of source 

controls possible, the City commissioned an 

expert to review the available peer-reviewed 

literature and other sources about costs, per-

formance, site conditions, and other aspects 

of source controls. The expert’s report is pro-

vided in Appendix F to this Plan. 

The City also developed detailed cost and ben-

efi t estimates with assistance from industry ex-

perts and others. That information is contained 

in Appendices to this Plan, including Appendi-

ces D, F, and J. As the City’s experience grows 

and as the industry matures we will be able to 

obtain more accurate information about per-

formance, installation costs, and operating 

costs. In particular, estimates of maintenance 

costs have not been based on actual experi-

ence over time and should be taken as prelimi-

nary at best. 

Source Control Techniques

Detention 

One control technique is the temporary deten-

tion of stormwater at the source while the peak 

runoff from storms dissipates. Detention sys-

tems include rooftop detention systems (“blue 

roofs”) and underground storage tanks. By slow-

ly releasing stormwater to the system, detention 

controls free up capacity in the sewer system, 

thus allowing WPCPs time to process and treat 

combined sewage and stormwater fl ows. Es-

sentially, detention source controls function as 

smaller versions of the large storage tanks that 

are located at the end of the pipe. 

Detention source controls are less effective 

than bioretention source controls in address-

ing pollution in separate sewer areas, where 

stormwater does not fl ow to WPCPs. In those 

areas, however, detention techniques would 

help address storm sewer constraints and, 

over time, localized nuisance fl ooding. As an 

island city with broad areas where infi ltration 

is limited, detention makes sense as a pri-

mary strategy for New York City. This is also a 

strategy that has a track record in New York 

City and can be implemented in new develop-

ment immediately.

Retention

Retention techniques remove stormwater per-

manently from the system for use or infi ltration 

on-site. Retention systems include rain barrels, 

cisterns, gravel beds that infi ltrate runoff into 

the ground, and systems that collect rainwa-

ter for use in cooling towers, truck washes, 

drip irrigation, toilet fl ushing, and other non-

potable uses. Some levels of treatment may be 

necessary for non-potable uses.

Retention strategies would help improve water 

quality in both separate sewer and direct dis-

charge areas. Retention can help restore the 

natural hydrology and improve water quality 

by reducing the volume and frequency of fl ows 

that cause pollution and physical disturbance. 

Retention strategies that reuse water also pro-

vide benefi ts by reducing the consumption of 

potable water; however, outdoor reuse sys-

tems may require disconnection during colder 

months to prevent freezing and, therefore, 

would not be functional year-round. 

Table 2:  Benefi ts and Limitations of Source Control Techniques

BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS BIOFILTRATION RETENTION DETENTION

Reduces CSOs X X X

Reduces treatment costs X X

Reduces potable water consumption X

Reduces fl ooding X X X

Reduces sewer backups X X X

Reduces separate/direct discharges X X

Reduces strain on sewers X X X

Provides a community asset X

Improves air quality X

Reduces urban heat island effect X

Limited by high groundwater and bedrock X

Higher capital expense than standard construction X X X

Higher maintenance expense than standard construction X X X
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Bioretention or biofi ltration

Bioretention or biofi ltration vegetated source 

control techniques work through the infi ltration 

of water to the soil and the transpiration of water 

by plants. The combination of these two mech-

anisms most closely mimics pre-development 

hydrology. They therefore have the potential to 

withhold signifi cant amounts of water from the 

sewer system. In addition, biofi ltration systems 

fi lter out pollutants through physical proper-

ties or eliminate pollutants altogether through 

microbial process and therefore can act as a 

network of distributed pre-treatment plants. 

Biofi ltration strategies are subject to a number 

of site constraints, including soil characteristics, 

bedrock, high water table, and underground 

utilities. Where feasible, biofi ltration strategies 

could help improve water quality in both sepa-

rate sewer and direct discharge areas.

Due to the concerns about fl ooding and sheet-

ing of water across property lines, infi ltration 

techniques with overfl ow drains and control 

structures to the sewer system are often the 

most practical and easily approved for use in 

New York City.  Other source controls discussed 

will require site specifi c analysis or further pi-

loting prior to widespread application.

These techniques are found in many differ-

ent kinds of approaches. Appendix F sets 

forth a somewhat different framework, divid-

ing source controls between conventional 

controls (e.g., subsurface detention tanks), 

rooftop controls (e.g., blue roofs and green 

roofs), downspout controls (e.g., rain barrels 

and cisterns), and vegetated controls (e.g., 

tree pits and green walls). There are overlaps 

and cross-connections between techniques 

and technologies. For example, depending on 

whether a vegetated control has an overfl ow 

pipe near the surface or an underdrain, it can 

use retention or detention techniques. It is also 

common to have “treatment trains” of different 

techniques. For example, a rooftop control can 

be connected to a cistern or to a rain garden. 

Appendix F contains more detail about these 

technologies including downspout disconnec-

tions, but not all are discussed in the body of 

this report or analyzed further, especially where 

there are additional obstacles to be overcome. 

For example, the City does not presently ap-

prove of complete downspout disconnections 

because of the lack of certainty about infi ltrat-

ing rainwater into soils. When the City collects 

more detailed information about soils and 

other factors that are necessary for infi ltration, 

this restriction will be assessed. Similarly, this 

Plan does not separately analyze some of the 

source controls such as green walls that were 

singled out in LL5 if they are not well known or 

accepted. Instead, those technologies are con-

sidered elsewhere in this Plan; green walls are 

considered in a general way as a variation of 

vegetated controls in Appendix F; greywater 

systems and rainwater harvesting systems are 

under consideration by the Green Codes Task 

Force described in a later chapter; wetland 

preservation and creation is discussed in con-

nection with the ongoing Bluebelt expansion 

program and certain demonstration projects; 

and subgrade storage chambers are discussed 

in connection with the City’s proposed perfor-

mance standard for new buildings.

Physical and Other  
Limitations

Technological source controls have physical 

limitations depending on the stormwater tech-

nique used. The most signifi cant limitation in 

dense urban areas is space. Source controls 

such as detention ponds are a staple of systems 

in suburban areas but require too much area 

and are therefore not considered in this Plan. 

Size constraints affect source controls that rely 

on all three techniques – detention, retention, 

and infi ltration. Other physical constraints limit 

the effectiveness of infi ltration techniques, 

such as steep slopes, bedrock close to the sur-

face, poorly infi ltrating soils, and a high water 

table (Figures 15 and 16). These constraints are 

generally described in many sources, including 

the NYSDEC’s Stormwater Management De-

sign Manual. The current assumption is that 

wide areas of the city have these limitations. 

Retention or re-use techniques are likely to 

be more successful in those areas, as well as 

technologies that rely upon rooftop detention 

systems or cisterns.

Other constraints relate to the impact of infi l-

trating stormwater. Since runoff from urban 

areas contains pollutants it is important to 

prevent it from reaching sensitive aquifers. The 

aquifer under Brooklyn and Queens is desig-

nated a sole-source aquifer. The City plans ex-

plore development of that aquifer to diversify 

the drinking water portfolio and to serve as a 

strategic in-city resource. 

In areas over sole source aquifers, the NYS-

DEC Stormwater Management Design Manual 

recommends at least a four-foot separation 

between the bottom of an infi ltration source 

control and the seasonally high water table. 

In addition, infi ltration should not occur in 

“hotspot” areas such as gasoline stations or 

manufacturing areas where soils are likely to 

be contaminated with hazardous materials. 

Many areas of New York City were used for 

manufacturing in the past two centuries, in-

cluding the areas around Newtown Creek and 

Gowanus Canal, which were themselves wid-

ened and hardened to serve manufacturers. 

There are signifi cant overlaps between these 

potentially constrained areas and the areas 

that generate CSOs. There it may be appropri-

ate to require detention or, in the alternative, 

a site-specifi c analysis of soil conditions and 

site history to ensure that infi ltration does not 

pollute groundwater.

Initial results of the source control research 

conducted for this Plan are promising but not 

conclusive. As discussed elsewhere in this 

Plan, additional time is necessary to fully de-

termine the effectiveness and restrictions of 

each source control, particularly those that 

rely on infi ltration or retention, before they can 

be recommended for widespread implementa-

tion by the city or private developers for use as 

reliable stormwater management techniques. 

However, strategies like detention tanks, blue 

roofs, and green roofs that have proven perfor-

mance records in NYC will continue to be those 

recommended for widespread adoption and 

the City will actively encourage awareness and 

use of these. 

 When the results of pilot programs are known, 

the City will then be able to formulate design re-

quirements for the application of this more di-

verse menu of source controls for stormwater 

management on private properties and in the 

right of way. The City has developed rigorous 

pilot studies to determine recommendations 

and inform the creation of design guidelines for 

effi cient and effective use of source controls. A 

discussion of demonstration projects can be 

found later in the Plan, and a full description of 

pilot projects can be found in Appendix E. 
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Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection
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Figure 15:  Depth to Groundwater
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Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Figure 16:  Depth to Bedrock
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Blue Roofs

General Description
Blue roofs, or rooftop detention systems, are 
a detention technique where a fl ow restriction 
device around drains holds back water until the 
storm surge passes. If the ponded water depth 
exceeds the established threshold amount, the 
water fl ows over the collar into the roof drain. 

Costs
Blue roof systems cost approximately $4 per 
square foot above a standard roof. The primary 
expenses associated with blue roofs are 
labor, fl ow restriction collars, and a secondary 
waterproof membrane. 

General Site Conditions Required
Blue roof systems require a fl at, watertight roof 
with enough load-bearing capacity to support 
the weight of ponded water and an appropriate 
number of drains to support desired water fl ow. 
Small “walls” known as dams can be constructed 
around the roof perimeter (if there is no parapet) 
to hold water on the roof. 

Feasible Properties and Areas
Blue roofs can be used in all areas of the city 
that contain properties that meet required site 
conditions. Blue roofs are most appropriate 
for areas with large commercial, multi-family 
residential, industrial, and institutional buildings 
with fl at roofs. Low-density areas featuring 
residential properties with pitched roofs are not 
feasible for widespread adoption of blue roofs. 

Stormwater Performance
The quantity of runoff detained from blue 
roofs depends upon the slope of the roof, the 
confi guration of the fl ow restriction device, 
the load-bearing capacity of the roof, and the 
designed release rate. Depending on the 
diameter of the roof drain and the height 
of the collar, average maximum fl ow from 
rooftops fi tted with a fl ow restrictor can be 
reduced by up to 85 percent compared to a 
conventional roof drain. 

Green Roofs

General Description
Green roofs treat stormwater through retention 
or bioretention. Green roofs are comprised of a 
structurally sound roof, a waterproofi ng and root 
barrier, a drainage layer, a permeable fabric, a 
growing medium, and vegetation. Extensive green 
roofs are lightweight, typically featuring hardy 
succulent plants. Intensive green roofs are heavier 
and feature a thicker growing medium to support 
deep-rooted vegetation. 

Costs
Green roof costs vary widely. Extensive green roof 
costs range from $5-35 per square foot. Intensive 
green roofs range from $15 to $70. Costs also 
depend on whether the roof requires structural 
support or other repairs. 

General Site Conditions Required
Green roofs require a watertight rooftop with 
enough load-bearing capacity to support the 
weight of plants and waterlogged soils. Green 
roofs can be installed on roofs with a slope up to 
40 percent, although stormwater performance is 
better for shallow or fl at roofs.

Feasible Properties and Areas
Green roofs can be used in all areas of the 
city with properties that meet required site 
conditions. Green roofs are appropriate for 
areas with large commercial, multi-family 
residential, residential brownstone, industrial, 
and institutional buildings. Low-density areas 
featuring residential properties with steep 
pitched roofs are not ideal for green roofs. 

Stormwater Performance
The performance of green roofs as a stormwater 
control measure depends upon the depth of the 
growing medium, soil, slope, and vegetation. 
Reported runoff reduction ranges from 29 
percent to 90 percent of the total rainfall 
volume; most studies of extensive green 
roofs report runoff reductions between 50 
percent and 70 percent. Performance of 
green roofs in droughts and winter conditions 
are variable and are not yet extensively 
documented in New York City.

SCA Blue Roof on PS 12
Credit: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Blue Roof Weir on PS 12 
Credit: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Green Roof on the Five Borough Building 
Credit: NYC Department of Parks and Recreation

Green Roof on the Five Borough Building 
Credit: NYC Department of Parks and Recreation
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Rain Barrels

General Description
Rain barrels harvest rainwater from building 
downspouts into a small above-ground barrel. A 
fi rst fl ush pipe diverts the initial pulse of runoff 
from the roof, and an overfl ow pipe diverts runoff 
in excess of barrel capacity to the sewer. 

Costs
Rain barrels typically cost between $3 to $9 per 
gallon of capacity, plus the costs of hoses and 
special connection materials. Installation may also 
include the costs of labor, site preparation, and 
construction of a concrete pad. 

General Site Conditions Required
Generally, rain barrels may be placed on-sites with 
suffi cient space to locate the barrel near readily-
accessible downspouts. Disconnecting building 
downspouts is not currently allowed in New York 
City. For DEP’s Rain Barrel Giveaway Program, 
connecting the rain barrels to downspouts was 
allowed for parcels in which the volume of roof 
runoff generated could be appropriately managed 
on-site and safely discharged back to the sewer 
system in case of overfl ows. 

 

Feasible Properties and Areas
A typical rain barrel holds approximately 50 
gallons. Rain barrels are appropriate for parcels 
with landscaped areas. Reuse of captured or 
stored water is limited to irrigation for on-site 
landscaped areas only. 

Stormwater Performance
The quantity of runoff retained in rain barrels 
depends on relationship between storage volume, 
the area of the roof, the depth and duration of 
the rain event, and whether the tank was emptied 
between storms. Homeowners must disconnect 
rain barrels and reconnect to the sewer system 
in the winter to prevent freezing. Therefore, rain 
barrels manage stormwater for only half a year. 

Cisterns

General Description
Cisterns harvest stormwater in large above- 
or below-ground tanks to store water from 
downspout. The installation of cisterns requires an 
overfl ow pipe that diverts excess rainwater to the 
sewer system.

Costs
Cistern costs range from $0.50 per gallon of 
capacity for a large galvanized steel tank to $2 per 
gallon for certain plastic tanks. Additional costs 
include labor, site preparations, and plumbing 
retrofi ts. 

General Site Conditions Required
Cisterns can be placed underground or inside 
buildings. The appropriate location of a cistern 
depends upon the confi guration of roof drains and 
the routing of plumbing infrastructure. 

 

Feasible Properties and Areas
Any commercial, residential, institutional, or 
industrial property that meets site conditions and 
can appropriately manage the fl ow of stormwater. 
Cistern sizes are typically between 300 and 1,000 
gallons, although some cisterns can be as large as 
10,000 gallons. Research indicates that in other 
cities, cisterns are best used in medium-density 
residential properties, buildings adjacent to open 
space, or any property with suffi cient space on-
site for underground or internal installation. 

Stormwater Performance
The quantity of runoff retained depends on the 
relationship between storage volume, the area of 
the roof, the depth and duration of the rain event, 
and whether the tank is emptied between storms. 

Homeowner participating in DEP Rain Barrel Program 
Credit: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Rain Barrels from DEP Rain Barrel Program
Credit: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Cistern 
Credit: Council on the Environment of New York City

Cistern 
Credit: Council on the Environment of New York City
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Permeable Pavements

General Description
Permeable pavement technologies, including 
permeable pavers, porous asphalt, or porous 
concrete, allow water to pass through the paved 
surfaces into a specially-designed subgrade 
gravel bed or other porous medium. Permeable 
pavement systems can act as a detention or 
retention technique since water stored in the 
subgrade medium can percolate into the ground, 
evaporate, or leave the system laterally through 
an overfl ow pipe or underdrain. 

Costs
The installed cost of permeable pavement 
systems typically ranges from $10 to $15 per 
square foot, largely dependent on surface type 
(paver, concrete, or asphalt) and the depth and 
type of the porous medium or structural soil 
installed underneath. Operation and maintenance 
costs also vary and depend on the frequency 
and level of effort involved in any regular street 
sweeping, vacuuming, and power washing that is 
performed.

General Site Conditions Required
Permeable pavements generally are used on 
surfaces that are subject to low-speed, low-
impact use by vehicles. To prevent clogging of 
pore spaces, permeable pavements are generally 
not designed to receive runoff from disturbed soil 
areas, sparsely vegetated upland areas, or areas 
prone to erosion. 

Permeable pavements are typically not installed 
over underground utility vaults, subways, 
underground parking lots, on sites with a history 
of intense soil contamination, or on sites that are 
treated with sand or salt during winter months, 
as these substances can clog pores and cause 
chloride to migrate into underground aquifers. 
Typically, permeable pavements can be separated 
from building foundations and other underground 
utilities with an impermeable liner. 

In general, a minimum depth to the seasonally 
high water table is recommended so as to 
maintain the ability of the porous medium to 
exfi ltrate, to avoid fl oatation problems, and to 
protect against damaging freeze/frost cycles. The 
load bearing capacity of permeable pavers varies 
from about 1800 to 2400 pounds per square inch 
(psi) for porous concrete, to 5700 to 8000 psi for 
concrete grid pavers.

 

Feasible Properties and Areas
New York City has extensive areas of sidewalks, 
driveways, parking lots, plazas, bike lanes, and 
other low-traffi c areas that represent potential 
permeable pavement sites. Permeable pavements 
could also potentially be used in recreation areas 
such as basketball courts or around ballfi elds. 

Porous pavements are generally not 
recommended in areas of the city with high 
water table, high levels of bedrock, and former 
manufacturing areas without a percolation 
test or a soil sample. Porous pavements are 
not appropriate for use on commercial nurseries, 
auto recycling facilities, vehicle maintenance 
areas, fueling stations, industrial parking lots, 
hazardous material generators, outdoor loading 
facilities, and public works storage areas. 

Stormwater Performance
Water can percolate into the ground, evaporate, 
or leave the system through an overfl ow pipe or 
underdrain, which may be required dependent 
on location and site conditions. Performance 
depends on depth of the storage media, with 
typical depth ranging from 18 to 24 inches. 
Clogging of pore spaces may inhibit performance 
over time. If properly sited, designed, and 
maintained, most permeable pavement 
installations produce virtually no runoff from 
the vast majority of storms. 

Porous Concrete
Credit: City of Olympia Public Works

Porous Pavement Parking Lot  
Credit: The Low Impact Development Center

Permeable Pavement Parking Lane
Credit: Franco Montalto

Permeable Pavers  
Credit: Aaron Koch
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Vegetated Controls

General Description
Vegetated controls include tree pits, rain 
gardens, Greenstreets, green walls, planters, and 
swales. They can be designed as bioretention, 
biofi ltration, or contained source controls. Soil 
systems in vegetated controls usually contain 
a high-infi ltration, organic layer underlain by 
more typical planting soils and gravel or crushed 
stone. In systems such as tree pits or grassy 
swales, engineered structural soils can be used 
to maximize load bearing capacity while also 
facilitating root growth and aeration. 

Costs
Installation costs for vegetated controls vary 
greatly and are a function of type, design depth, 
and whether certain features such as fences, 
grates, and retaining walls are required. The 
installed cost per square foot of vegetated 
source controls can range from $30 to $100, with 
typical sidewalk biofi ltration and Greenstreets 
installations in the $35 to $45 range. These 
costs typically include labor, site demolition, soil 
preparation, site grading, underdrains, overfl ows, 
curbing, paving, materials, and landscaping. Street 
trees cost approximately $2,000 per tree for 
installation. 

Operation and maintenance costs for vegetated 
controls vary greatly based upon design, location, 
and type of plants. Proper maintenance for 
vegetated controls can cost in the range of $3 
to $4 per square foot per year. Specifi c 
maintenance activities can include cleaning 
clogged underdrains, removing accumulated 
debris and plant material, weeding, and 
replanting when necessary.

General Site Conditions Required
Vegetated controls that use biofi ltration are 
most appropriate in areas without bedrock or 
seasonally-high water table constraints, where 
soil contamination does not exist, or where 
soil percolation rates are low. Where there 
are suffi cient soils and depth to groundwater 
tables, vegetated controls can be designed 
as bioretention facilities to maximize on-site 
retention.

Street tree pits must be sited so trees do not 
interfere with adjacent buildings, overhead 
utility lines, underground utility lines, building 
easements, and vertical retaining walls. They
must also not obstruct traffi c lights 
and signs. 

Feasible Properties and Areas
Vegetated controls are appropriate in all areas 
of the city where there are appropriate site 
conditions. Because of their numerous design 
variations, vegetated controls can be retrofi t into 
many street and parking lot medians, street/
sidewalk modifi cations such as curb extensions 
and neck downs, yards, plazas, parks and building 
and lot perimeter boundaries. 

Stormwater Performance
The quantity of runoff retained or infi ltrated by 
vegetated controls depends on depth of gravel or 
structural soil substrate, the presence of overfl ow 
drains, and the percolation rates of underlying 
soils. Surface discharge only occurs as overfl ows 
(either through the inlet or an overfl ow drain) 
when the bioretention facility’s total storage 
capacity is exceeded. The reduction in annual 
runoff from catchments served by bioretention 
and biofi ltration facilities is often 80 to 99 percent 
compared to prior conditions. Performance 
of vegetated controls can be compromised 
by clogged inlets or outlets, eroded soils, or 
compacted soils. 

Vegetated controls also provide numerous non-
stormwater benefi ts related to improvements in 
air quality, reduction in Urban Heat Island Effect, 
and animal habitat. These benefi ts are discussed 
elsewhere in the Plan and in Appendix F.

Sidewalk Biofiltration 
Credit: Martina Frey

Highway Swale
Credit: The Low Impact Development Center 

Sidewalk Vegetated Control
Credit: Vaidila Kungys 

Stormwater Neckdown
Credit: Abby Hall 
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CASE STUDY
Greenstreets

The Greenstreets program of New York City’s 
Department of Parks and Recreation was launched 
in 1996 and has evolved into an indispensable 
component in greening the right of way. There are 
now over 2,300 Greenstreets in New York City. 
 
The initial goal of Greenstreets was to convert 
unused concrete islands into planted areas 
for urban beautifi cation and traffi c calming. 
In the past 12 years, however, the City has 
become aware of other environmental benefi ts, 
particularly the potential for stormwater capture 
and detention. Greenstreets can use curb cuts 
and trench drains for stormwater capture. In 
some parts of the city, bioswales can be used to 
capture and fi lter water to irrigate Greenstreets 
plantings. The Parks Department has a thorough 
understanding of soil and plant types best suited 
for the variety of geographies in the city. For 
example, in Far Rockaway the best soils to use 
in Greenstreets contain slightly higher levels of 
sand and are planted with native shore plants 
that thrive in sandy soils.
 

With committed funding from PlaNYC for 80 new 
Greenstreets each year for the next 10 years, 
the Parks department is considering how the 
program can be expanded in the future. To better 
understand its impacts, the Parks Department 
has begun a comprehensive two-year study on 
the effectiveness of Greenstreets in addressing 
urban environmental concerns. Using high-tech 
sensors and conventional measuring techniques 
in fi ve Greenstreets, technicians will be looking at 
how much water enters planted areas, whether 
water contamination has adverse effects on the 
plants and soil, how soil changes over time, and 

plant health and longevity. The purpose of the 
study is two-fold: to document the stormwater 
management capacity of Greenstreets, and to 
understand how well they achieve water self-
suffi ciency. The study will help establish the 
best design standards for Greenstreets, thus 
decreasing the need for constant visits from 
watering trucks, reducing costs, shrinking our 
ecological footprint.
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Greenstreet project

Non-Stormwater Benefi ts 

The benefi ts of source controls are not limited 

to CSO reductions. In fact, source controls are 

embraced by many municipalities around the 

country that have separate sewer systems and 

do not have CSOs. Retention, bioretention, and 

biofi ltration source control techniques have 

the potential to provide non-stormwater bene-

fi ts. The potential environmental, water quality, 

public health, aesthetic, and economic benefi ts 

of source controls include cooling and cleans-

ing the air, reducing energy demand, seques-

tering and reducing emissions of greenhouse 

gases, beautifying neighborhoods and poten-

tially raising property value, providing habitat 

for birds and other wildlife, stream health ben-

efi ts, and developing new local markets that 

can stimulate job growth. 

Following PlaNYC’s framework of leveraging 

cross benefi ts to achieve multiple sustainability 

goals, this Sustainable Stormwater Management 

Plan identifi es opportunities to achieve comple-

mentary benefi ts. These include creating an at-

tractive public realm of tree-lined streets, public 

plazas, playgrounds, and other planted areas 

that would transform the everyday life of city 

residents, reduce the urban heat island effect, 

and help us adapt to climate change.

It is diffi cult to quantify these non-stormwater 

benefi ts, as the EPA recognized in its recent 

strategic plan for green infrastructure (Appen-

dix H). Several attempts have been made to 

quantify the non-stormwater benefi ts of hypo-

thetical source control policies in New York City. 

A 2006 Columbia University study, Green Roofs 

in the New York Metropolitan Region, attempt-

ed to quantify the benefi ts of covering 50 per-

cent of all fl at roofs in New York City – i.e., over 

144,000 buildings, 7,698 acres, or 4 percent 

of the city’s land area – with sedum-planted, 

extensive green roofs. At that extraordinarily 

high level of landscape penetration, the study 

predicted that the overall effect on temperature 

would be between 0.1° F to 1.4° F, with an aver-

age value of 0.8° F. That temperature reduction 

would correspond to a 5 percent reduction in 

energy demand for cooling, or $213 million city-

wide. The total cost of design, installation, and 

maintenance was estimated to be $8.2 billion, 

with an annualized cost of $664 million. (Those 

cost fi gures vary from the estimated costs of 

green roofs in this Plan.) 

The same Columbia research team conducted 

a 2006 study for the New York State Energy Re-

search and Development Authority (NYSERDA), 

Mitigating New York City’s Heat island with Ur-

ban Forestry, Living Roofs, and Light Surfaces. 

That study concluded that impacts on mega-

watts consumed during peak load periods was 

modest, even at high penetration rates of 50 

percent of roofs with green roofs and 100 per-

cent of sites planted with trees. The study did 

not attempt to quantify benefi ts for air qual-

ity and public health or greenhouse gas emis-

sions. It suggested that such non-energy ben-

efi ts should be the subject of further research. 

A DDC study of the costs and benefi ts of “cool” 

roofs (i.e., light colored) and green roofs cal-

culated a lower energy benefi t of $82 million a 

year for every 1° F reduction. If greening half of 

New York City’s roofs produces a 1.2° F savings 

(a number the authors derived from an earlier 

draft of the Columbia report), then the energy 

savings would be approximately $149 million a 

year, at a cost of $4.72 billion. (Those cost fi gures 

vary from the estimated costs of green roofs in 

this Plan.) The report calculated that tree plant-

ing is a more cost-effective strategy than green 

roofs, because trees provide additional cooling 

through shade and evapotranspiration.

The overall benefi ts of trees alone have been 

better quantifi ed than for vegetated source 

controls generally. A 2007 study by the U.S. 

Forest Service (USFS) attempted to quantify 

the benefi ts of the New York City urban forest. 

The study concluded that average benefi ts per 

tree were $48 in energy savings, $1 in carbon 

dioxide sequestration and emission reduc-

tions, $9 in air pollutants removed, released 

and avoided through cooling and interception, 
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CASE STUDY
Plantings along Route 9A

Healthy trees are a vital component of 
managing water. Their root systems 
absorb water and transpire cooling 
moisture through their leaves. In an urban 
environment trees are part of the landscape 
of the right of way and must be integrated 
with sidewalk and paved surfaces, which are 
obstacles to tree health. 

Finding the right soil to help trees thrive 
in the right of way was the challenge of 
the redesign of Route 9A, or the West Side 
Highway, in Manhattan. In 1998, landscape 
architects from the fi rm Mathews Nielson 
began to look for the best possible soil 
to use along Route 9A and discovered a 
new type of soil designed and piloted by 
experts at Cornell University. The soil, 
now known as C-U Soil®, or structural 
soil, is a stony mix similar to a road base 
material with a unique hydrogel coating 
on the stone designed to retain water. It 
can be compacted to the weight-bearing 
requirements of streets and sidewalks, but 
still allows water and air to infi ltrate to the 
tree roots. Structural soil was used all along 
the 4.5 mile corridor of route 9A, including 
the median and bikepaths. 

Since the introduction of its use over ten 
years ago, there has been no loss of trees. 
Because of the composition of structural 
soil the tree roots do not become saturated 
with too much water, which would cause 
them to become unstable and topple. And 
structural soil does not become overly-
compacted, which restricts water and air 
circulation. Paired with structural soil, 
continuous tree pits, which are excavated 
deeper and are long enough for groups 
of trees to be planted in the same area, 
offer room for tree roots to absorb more 
water and nutrients, and planted medians 
provide more permeable surface to absorb 
rainfall and prevent it from draining into the 
city’s sewer. The thriving trees also provide 
important traffi c calming benefi ts and 
above all help make the West Side Highway 
the vibrant and beautiful urban boulevard 
it is today.

Route 9A
Credit: Mathews Nielsen

Route 9A
Credit: Mathews Nielsen

$61 in stormwater reduction, and $90 in aes-

thetics, property value increases, and other 

less tangible improvements. The average ben-

efi ts of $209 per tree annually is greater than 

the $37 per tree that it costs to plant new trees 

and maintain existing trees.

Given the limited information that is available, 

at this time, it is diffi cult to use non-stormwater 

benefi ts to drive source control policy except 

as a deciding factor in the cases where storm-

water costs are essentially “tied.” Some non-

water quality benefi ts will be meaningful only 

if vegetated source controls are adopted on a 

wide scale, such as the overall energy savings 

if the city’s ambient temperature is reduced. 

Other benefi ts such as improved property val-

ues, aesthetics, and habitat can arise from the 

localized impact of targeted source controls.

Potential Non-Technological 
Source Control Measures

Non-technological source control measures 

– design guidelines and technical manuals, 

demonstration projects, public outreach and 

education, pricing and other incentives – are 

vehicles to promote the voluntary adoption 

of technological source control measures 

beyond those that would be required under 

the NYSDEC Municipal Separate Storm Sewer 

System (MS4) permit program. Existing open 

space and other pervious areas already pro-

vide stormwater services, and measures that 

preserve those areas could be considered 

non-technological source control measures 

as well. The extent of compliance is highly 

dependent upon the structure of those pro-

grams; mandatory zoning amendments and 

performance standards, for example, achieve 

uniform and predictable adoption rates. 

These non-technological source control mea-

sures are introduced in this chapter. The City’s 

ongoing and future implementation of these 

measures, where applicable, is discussed in 

greater detail in later chapters.

Education and Training

The most basic non-technological measures 

simply enable the adoption of source controls 

by those members of the public who are ready 

and willing to build and maintain them. These 

measures might include the dissemination of 

trusted and reliable information and training. 

The coordination of efforts across communi-

ties or agencies is one form of training about 

best practices that will augment the limited de-

sign capabilities and experience of most com-

munity members, agencies, and designers.
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CASE STUDY
DEP Rain Barrel Pilot Program

In its effort to reduce stormwater 
runoff in the delicate ecosystem of 
Jamaica Bay, DEP initiated a pilot 
program to encourage homeowners 
to capture and store rainwater with 
rain barrels. Through the program, 
DEP distributed 250 rain barrels to 
residents of Queens Community 
Boards 12 and 13, which are low-
density, residential neighborhoods 
in the Jamaica Bay watershed. 
Participants in the program also 
received a diverter to connect the 
barrel to their home’s downspout, 
accessory parts, and complete 
instructions for installation. 
Homeowners were required to install 
the rain barrels themselves and 
disconnect the barrels in the winter. 
Free training sessions were given by 
DEP to facilitate these actions.

As a source control method, the 
program is promising because the 
simple nature of the design makes it 
very accessible to homeowners. The 
rain barrel is connected to the existing 
downspout from the roof gutter. The 
barrel itself remains completely sealed, 
and a spigot allows homeowners easy 
access to water for lawn care and 
landscaping. When the barrel is full, 
excess stormwater is directed back into 
the city’s sewer system. The program is 
designed to understand more fully the 
benefi ts of rain capture to communities 
and the ease of installation, operation, 
and maintenance of on-site BMPs by 
individual homeowners. In addition, 
homeowners have an economic 
incentive, as some households 
allocate as much as 40 percent of 
their total water usage to lawn and 
garden care. DEP is in the process of 
collecting completed surveys from 
participating homeowners to assess 
the effectiveness of the program. Early 
response has been overwhelmingly 
positive. With continued success, DEP 
hopes to expand the program in the 
future.

Homeowner with rain barrel
Credit: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Design guidelines

Guidelines that are consistent with, and may 

enhance, NYSDEC design standards can 

be adopted to control the design of capital 

projects by a public agency. They generally 

provide fl exible, context- and site-specifi c de-

signs. The process of creating design guide-

lines is important to making the management 

of stormwater part of the mainstream mission 

of capital agencies and can produce signifi -

cant benefi ts. As a result of design guidelines, 

some public agencies and private individuals 

in the city have already installed technologi-

cal source controls, and these early adopters 

have helped pave the way for others. For ex-

ample, SCA’s adoption of roof detention as a 

design standard in 2003 has led that agency 

to design and construct approximately 14 

schools with that stormwater control feature. 

Design guidelines can be strengthened 

through the addition of internal accountabil-

ity measures to ensure binding targets or 

other accountability measures to make sure 

that guidelines are implemented.

Pricing

Voluntary adoption of source controls can 

also be induced through pricing. The recent 

connection between higher gas prices and 

consumer’s responses in driving less and 

buying more effi cient vehicles underscores 

the power of price signals to implement be-

havioral change. Washington, D.C., Seattle, 

scores of municipalities in Florida, and many 

other cities nationwide have adopted sepa-

rate stormwater rates that are closely linked 

to stormwater generation. There, runoff pric-

ing allows ratepayers to understand the costs 

associated with impervious surfaces and pro-

vides funding for the construction and main-

tenance of source controls. 

In theory, stormwater charges could vary 

depending on the impervious surface cover-

age of each lot or equivalent unit, and would 

encourage developers to install more pervi-

ous areas. Many municipalities have included 

credit programs that use proxies for pervious 

surfaces, such as the installation of easily-

documented retention devices. The purpose 

of credit programs is to provide an incentive 

for homeowners to follow stormwater man-

agement measures. If stormwater rates are 

not set high enough, however, other incen-

tives may be necessary to promote source 

controls.

Tax incentives

Tax incentives generally take the form of an 

abatement for certain actions, such as for 

relocation of a business to empowerment 

zones or the purchase of hybrid cars. As de-

scribed in later chapters, the City is imple-

menting a partial tax abatement of the costs 

of constructing green roofs to encourage the 

adoption of that source control. As with all 

tax incentives, the government is donating 

money by foregoing tax collection. However, 

only taxpaying entities can receive this incen-

tive and it arrives after expenditures.

Expedited permitting

More immediate relief can be provided 

through expedited permitting. This is poten-

tially valuable because developers follow the 

maxim that “time is money” and permitting 

is a key determinant in whether projects are 

completed on time and on budget. Signifi cant 

delays can result in increased construction 

costs or poor market timing. Therefore, expe-

dited permitting can induce desired behavior 

by saving costs up front. This incentive is not 

favored in New York City. There are so many 

potential triggers for expedited permitting 

across a range of social programs that wide 

adoption would transform this class of per-

mits from special category to the expected 

type of permit, thereby undercutting the in-

ducement of going to the front of the line or 

requiring a signifi cant expansion of permit re-

viewers. For these reasons the City does not 

favor expedited permitting programs.

Low-interest fi nancing

Low-interest fi nancing is another method of in-

centives that is particularly useful when there 

are signifi cant capital costs that will lead to op-

erational savings. If the initial fi nancial hurdle 

can be passed, then benefi ciaries can use op-

erational savings to pay back the loan or other 

method of capital fi nancing. These characteris-

tics have made this a popular technique for in-

ducing the adoption of energy effi ciency mea-

sures. However, there must be a lending facility 

set up initially. In this time of tight municipal 

budgets and a shrinking fi nancial sector, this is 

currently not a promising technique.
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CASE STUDY
Rainwater Harvesting in NYC

The ancient practice of rain harvesting can 
be seen across cultures as far back as 3000 
B.C. when agrarian societies began collecting 
rainwater in ditches to use for crop irrigation. 
While rain harvesting has become forgotten in 
modern societies with centralized municipal water 
supplies, this practice is being implemented once 
again in community gardens around New York City, 
spearheaded by the Council on the Environment 
for New York City (CENYC).

At 39 community gardens, rain harvesting allows 
gardeners to collect rainfall in large, enclosed 
cisterns made of polyethylene and PVC piping 
from rooftop rain gutters. In some gardens a small 
shed or shade structure is built with an attached 
gutter draining into the cistern. Other gardens tap 
into downspouts from adjacent buildings to collect 
larger amounts of rain water. CENYC has made 
design guidelines available in its online how-to 
manual. Their guide, “How to Make a Rainwater 
Harvesting System,” gives recommendations 
for effective installation as well as a formula 
to determine how much water a garden needs 
and how much can be expected from the roof. 

Cisterns typically have the capacity to contain 300 
to 1,000 gallons of water. Water quality in the 
cisterns is tested and monitored, and the opening 
must be screened to prevent mosquitoes. While 
not suitable for drinking, the water is safe for 
irrigation and the cisterns can be confi gured to 
fi ll watering cans or for a hose hook-up allowing 
convenient access to water throughout the 
growing season. Maintenance is minimal, but 
cisterns must be drained down in the late fall 
to prevent freezing.

Urban gardeners, otherwise dependent on street 
hydrants for watering community gardens, have 
welcomed these rain harvesting practices. In 
the past year, the use of captured rain water in 
just 39 gardens has saved over 500,000 gallons 
of the city’s drinking water from being used for 
irrigation, and prevents stormwater from 
entering sewers. 
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CENYC Community Garden

Zoning 

Voluntary measures may not always be suf-

fi cient to achieve the landscape penetration  

that is necessary to reduce untreated dis-

charges or to meet State requirements. It may 

be necessary to amend laws, rules, and regu-

lations. Zoning is a key tool for carrying out 

planning policy, along with the City’s power 

to budget, tax, and condemn property. Zon-

ing determines the size and use of buildings, 

where they are located and, in large measure, 

the densities of the city’s diverse neighbor-

hoods. New York City has been a pioneer in 

the fi eld of zoning policy since it enacted the 

nation’s fi rst comprehensive zoning resolution 

in 1916. Since then, the creation and use of in-

centive zoning, contextual zoning, and special 

district techniques have made zoning a more 

responsive and sensitive planning tool. 

Zoning can also be used to facilitate the cre-

ation of source controls. For example, the City 

has already enacted amendments to the zon-

ing resolution that require vegetated areas in 

parking lots, street trees, and planting in front 

yards. Those amendments are discussed in 

greater detail in later chapters. 

Performance standards in sewer 

and construction codes

Quantitative standards, such as the NYSDEC 

Design Standards, can require that a specifi ed 

amount of stormwater be retained, detained, 

infi ltrated, and/or reused on-site. Other types 

of performance standards attempt to control 

sediment and other pollutants from construc-

tion and other activities. 

A standard that specifi es performance rather 

than methods can create a parallel incentive 

to develop the most cost-effective source 

controls. However, the initial level of perfor-

mance must be set at a level that is ambitious 

but achievable so as not to dampen otherwise 

desirable development and redevelopment. 

As described in later chapters, this Plan antici-

pates a performance standard for new devel-

opments that will result in signifi cant storm-

water capture– beyond those set forth in the 

NYSDEC Design Standards– and thus the re-

duction of CSOs, and stormwater mitigation 

in separate sewer areas, at low cost. 

Over time performance standards can have a 

signifi cant effect on CSOs. For example, Phila-

delphia changed its codes to require new de-

velopments and signifi cant alterations over 

15,000 square feet to manage the fi rst inch 

of precipitation through infi ltration or other 

techniques. The 1-inch standard is suffi cient 

to capture roughly 82 percent of the rain 

events every year, or 35 of the 42 inches that 

fall there annually. Following the standard’s 

adoption in 2006, Philadelphia offi cials esti-

mate that over 900 acres of new or altered 

development have met the standard and now 

manage and reduce over a billion gallons of 

stormwater every year. (Philadelphia has 

about 15 billion gallons of CSO discharges an-

nually). The standard has saved that city over 

$300 million in avoided infrastructure costs.
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Scenarios

Greenstreet at 110th and Amsterdam

This chapter analyzes the benefi ts of feasible 

source controls, strategies and scenarios to 

determine their likely landscape penetration, 

stormwater capture, and costs. 

The City developed these potential strategies 

through a year-long process. Starting with a list 

of 350 possible initiatives, the BMP Task Force 

focused on key land use categories. Working 

groups identifi ed opportunities for high land-

scape penetration in those categories. And 

with the help of stormwater experts, the City 

has developed detailed plans for those op-

portunities, conducted an exhaustive search 

of the literature to develop life-cycle costs and 

benefi ts of individual source controls, and es-

timated the benefi ts at certain adoption rates 

in individual sewersheds.

Considerations for Developing 
and Assessing Strategies and 
Scenarios

Geography

The City has focused on three main land use 

areas: buildings and lots, the right of way, 

and open space. As discussed in the chapter 

on land use, the buildings and lots and right 

of way categories contain most of the city’s 

impervious surfaces. Open space is another 

important category since stormwater runoff 

can be directed into existing permeable areas 

under appropriate conditions where topog-

raphy, soil type, and groundwater conditions 

are appropriate. 

Landscape penetration

The most important factor is landscape 

penetration or the adoption rate of source 

controls and their concentration in the land-

scape. Only at signifi cant scale will the ag-

gregate affect of small installations approach 

that of large storage tanks and other central-

ized infrastructure. For example, full roadway 

reconstruction – which involves excavation 

of the entire right of way, laying new founda-

tions for sidewalks and the roadbed, installing 

new curb reveals, and placing new paving 

and plantings – will apply to only 5 percent 

of the city’s road surface at the end of our 20 

year planning horizon, or 0.25 percent of our 

road surfaces annually. On the other hand, 

sidewalks generally last about 30 years, so it 

is conceivable that new design standards will 

achieve high landscape penetration by 2030 

and make a signifi cant contribution to storm-

water management.

There are practical limitations to full land-

scape penetration. As with any policy, there 

will be early adopters, mainstream adopters, 

and holdouts. The mere announcement of 

a program, or the provision of partial incen-

tives, may be suffi cient to affect the behav-

ior of early adopters. Mainstream adopters 

are likely to respond to more complete eco-

nomic incentives or performance standards. 

Holdouts may respond only after the creation 

of a vigorous, and potentially expensive, 

compliance program. 

There are also fi nancial limitations to full 

landscape penetration in the private sector. 

The level of acceptance or resistance tracks 

the relative cost of initiatives. Also, early and 

mainstream adopters are even more likely to 

install source controls if they were already 

planning on construction, and therefore only 

have to incur incremental costs to add source 

controls. Higher landscape penetration rates 

might be achieved only through retrofi t pro-

grams, which come with a higher cost, be-

cause retrofi ts destroy useful life and the eco-

nomic value of what they replace.
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Summary of Potential Source Control Strategies:

Buildings and lots

 1  Performance standards for new development

 2  Performance standards for existing buildings

 3  Low- and medium-density residential controls

Right of way

 4  Road reconstruction design standards

 5  Sidewalk design standards

 6  Right of way buildout

Open space 

 7  Green infrastructure: Greenstreets and swales

Finally, there are physical limitations to full land-

scape penetration. As described in a previous 

chapter, many areas of the city are not suitable 

for controls that rely on infi ltration, because of 

a high water table, bedrock, or underground 

structures or utilities. And many structures are 

not suitable for detention controls because of 

space limitations or insuffi cient structural sup-

port; the creative use of in-building re-use or 

retention systems may be required in those 

areas.

Cost-effectiveness

Finally, costs matter. The City seeks to keep the 

incremental costs of stormwater management 

low for at least two reasons: to achieve high 

landscape penetration rates and to minimize 

unintended, adverse effects on the amount 

of new housing and other development or on 

the regular maintenance of the existing build-

ing stock. In order to evaluate the true costs of 

source controls, we have developed life-cycle 

cost estimates that refl ect the present value of 

installation, operation, and maintenance over 

the expected lifespan. The City has also devel-

oped different estimates for full and incremen-

tal costs. The full costs of construction are ap-

propriate for source control installations that 

are part of an accelerated retrofi t program that 

would install source controls or that replace 

impermeable surfaces on a schedule that is 

not coordinated with other construction. In-

cremental costs are appropriate for source 

SOURCE CONTROL

INCREMENTAL 
CAPITAL COST

(PER SQ. FT. OR UNIT)
NET PRESENT VALUE

(PER SQ. FT. OR UNIT)
LIFESPAN

(YEARS)
COST 

PER YEAR
GALLONS*

(PER SQ. FT. OR UNIT)
COST TO 

CAPTURE GALLON
ANNUAL COST 

PER GALLON

Blue Roof (2-inch detention) $4.00 $4.00 20 $0.20 1.25 $3.21 $0.16

Rain Barrel (55-gallon tank) $200 $200 20 $10.00 55 $3.64 $0.18

Sidewalk Biofi ltration $36.81 $39.68 20 $1.98 8.60 $4.61 $0.23

Porous Asphalt Parking Lane $8.13 $10.33 20 $0.52 2.18 $4.74 $0.24

Porous Concrete Sidewalk $6.83 $8.67 20 $0.43 1.82 $4.77 $0.24

Swale $18.73 $22.50 40 $0.56 1.82 $12.39 $0.31

Blue Roof (1-inch detention) $4.00 $4.00 20 $0.20 0.62 $6.42 $0.32

Cistern (500-gallon tank) $3,700.00 $3,700.00 20 $185.00 500 $7.40 $0.37

Greenstreet $42.67 $82.79 30 $2.07 5.24 $15.81 $0.53

Sidewalk Reservoir $98.48 $110.41 20 $5.52 3.74 $29.52 $1.48

Green Roof $24.45 $62.39 40 $1.56 0.47 $133.37 $3.33

REFERENCE CASES
INCREMENTAL 
CAPITAL COST

(PER SQ. FT. OR UNIT)
NET PRESENT VALUE

(PER SQ. FT. OR UNIT) LIFESPAN
COST

PER YEAR
CSO GALLONS

(PER SQ. FT. OR UNIT)
COST TO 

CAPTURE GALLON
ANNUAL COST 

PER GALLON

Newtown Creek Tunnel $1,299,000,000 $1,300,000,000 50 $26,000,000 40,000,000 $32.50 $0.65

Flushing Bay Tunnel $1,038,000,000 $1,039,000,000 50 $20,800,000 25,000,000 $41.56 $0.83

Table 3:  Costs of Source Control Technologies

controls that are installed when roofs, side-

walks, roads and other impermeable surfaces 

are already being replaced (e.g., the additional 

costs of a blue roof over a conventional roof 

replacement.) Our cost analysis is set forth in 

more detail in Appendix D.

Source Control Strategies

We evaluated the impacts of several promising 

strategies in 24 CSO watersheds. As explained 

in more detail in Appendix D, these estimates 

of runoff capture are based upon spreadsheet 

calculations of the number of potential source 

controls, the cumulative capacity of source 

controls in 2030 for any one storm, and the 

number of storms of varying intensity in each 

watershed that cause CSOs. The translation of 

runoff detention in source controls to CSO re-

ductions depends upon the controlled release 

rate, duration, and intensity of the rainfall, and 

sewer capacity. We have not analyzed non-

stormwater benefi ts by conducting a compara-

tive embodied energy analysis or other quanti-

tative comparison of environmental benefi ts. 

Readers should recognize that these estimates 

are not based on actual CSO measurements or 

modeled calculations. While the City will not 

* ”Gallons” in the source control fi elds refers to gallons of stormwater runoff that can be retained or detained in those source controls. The exact relationship between those quantities and the 
    corresponding reduction in CSOs is not yet established. See Appendix D.
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Figure 17:  Costs of Source Control Technologies

Cost per Gallon Retained or Detained (annualized net present value; includes costs and maintenance)*

$0.00 $0.50 $1.00 $1.50 $2.00 $2.50

Sidewalk Biofi ltration
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Greenstreet

Cistern (500-gallon tank)

Blue Roof (1-inch standard)

Swales
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Porous Asphalt Parking Lane

$3.00 $3.50

have the fi nal results of source control model-

ing runs until 2012, the direction of this Plan’s 

fi ndings is supported by at least one peer-re-

viewed study of the potential effects of source 

controls on a CSO outfall in New York City, F. 

Montalto et al., Rapid assessment of the cost-

effectiveness of low impact development for 

CSO control, Landscape and Urban Planning 

82: 117-131 (2007). That study modeled CSO 

reductions of 10 to 26 percent for various tech-

nological source controls.

 

The City is also conducting a spreadsheet anal-

ysis of the impacts of the scenarios outside of 

the 24 CSO watersheds in separate sewer ar-

eas and will publish the results of that study 

online in a separate technical paper. 

Performance standards for new 

developments 

One potential strategy is to require new devel-

opments to detain or retain stormwater be-

yond levels currently required under DEP rules 

and regulations. Performance standards for 

new construction approaches have been ad-

opted by Chicago, Philadelphia, Seattle, Port-

land, and other major cities.

The current sewer code and drainage plan 

regulations require property owners to pipe 

stormwater directly from their lots into munic-

ipally-operated sewers, where available. When 

a developer applies for a sewer connection per-

mit for new construction or major alterations, 

DEP requires on-site detention of stormwater 

in many instances, for example, when there is 

no nearby sewer, or when the proposed proj-

ect fl ow exceeds the fl ow that the sewer was 

built to accommodate from a particular parcel. 

As a result of these rules, rooftop detention 

and subsurface detention tanks have been and 

continue to be installed in the city. 

In consultation with agency and outside ex-

perts, the City has determined that new de-

velopments will be able to detain a 10-year de-

sign storm with a gradual release rate through 

proven, cost-effective technologies such as 

rooftop detention. The 10-year design storm is 

based on 50 years of rainfall data in New York 

City, and equates to approximately 2.35 inches 

in one hour. 

For the purposes of analyzing the potential ben-

efi ts that performance standard would provide, 

our initial analysis of new developments studied 

the costs and benefi ts of applying the standard 

to lots over 10,000 square feet. This threshold 

was chosen for study and testing because it is 

used by other U.S. cities. The City is actively 

evaluating whether performance standards 

for smaller buildings would provide signifi cant, 

additional CSO reductions. This Plan’s analysis 

projected future construction without regard to 

existing or future zoning regulations. Any future 

efforts to model the impacts of source controls 

for particular watersheds should take zoning 

and other restrictions into account. 

Based on an analysis of building permit appli-

cations from DCP and DOB for the period from 

2000 to 2006, this Plan projects that over 52 

million square feet of new developments over 

10,000 square feet will be built between 2010 

to 2030. Citywide, the proposed performance 

standard could capture over 1 billion gallons 

of runoff during CSO-causing rain events when 

fully implemented in 2030. (These volumes are 

source control detention volumes, not CSO 

reductions, as noted in the methodology sec-

tion of Appendix D.) These estimates must be 

interpreted with caution. The recent and dras-

tic slowdown in construction nationwide and 

in New York City starting in 2008 may undercut 

projections based on data from 2000 to 2006. 

For a further discussion of this issue, see 

Appendix D.

The City intends to require developers to imple-

ment stormwater detention or retention prac-

tices that are consistent with, or equivalent to 

those set forth in the NYS Stormwater Man-

agement Design Manual. Requiring on-site de-

tention or retention for new construction will 

signifi cantly reduce the peak discharge rate 

of stormwater runoff and would more closely 

mimic pre-development conditions. The City’s 

research has shown that there are cost-effec-

tive solutions for detaining water on larger fl at 

* ”Gallons” when used with source controls refers to gallons of stormwater runoff that can be retained or detained in those source controls. The exact relationship between those quantities 
    and the corresponding reduction in CSOs is not yet established. See Appendix D.
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Table 4:  Potential Landscape Penetration for Source Controls

STRATEGIES FEASIBILITY POTENTIAL LANDSCAPE PENETRATION BY 2030 RUNOFF CAPTURE (GALLONS)*

Performance standard for new development Proven in NYC 100% 1,174,000,000

Performance standard for existing buildings Unproven 25% 1,664,000,000

Low-density residential controls Proven outside of NYC 25% (of homes) 783,000,000

Medium-density residential controls Proven outside of NYC 25% (of homes) 333,000,000

Greenstreets Proven in NYC Opportunistic (at least 9 acres) 98,000,000

Swales Proven in NYC Opportunistic (up to 438 acres) 126,000,000

Sidewalk standards Unproven 50% (of all sidewalks) 4,222,000,000

Road reconstructions Unproven 5% (of right of way) 1,468,000,000

Right of way buildout Unproven 50% (of right of way) 14,224,000,000

roofs. That fi nding is largely based on SCA’s 

experience in constructing new schools with 

roofs that detain water. This feature is possible 

because new school roofs are very fl at. Indeed, 

SCA guidelines for roof detention call for a 

maximum 2-inch rise from a high point at the 

intersection of the roof and the parapet wall to 

a low point at the roof drain. This specifi cation 

recognizes that storage capacity will be limited 

on steeper roofs because the release rate will

have to be set at a high level to avoid excessive 

ponding at drains. New roofs can be built fl at 

enough to detain water, but buildings with multiple 

setbacks roofs may not be suitable for detention.

Alternatively, it is possible to detain stormwa-

ter in above-ground or below-ground storage 

tanks or in subsurface gravel beds, which have 

the additional benefi t of facilitating infi ltration if 

the soils under the gravel bed have a suffi cient 

percolation rate. DEP has developed a subsur-

face gravel bed design with underdrains to the 

sewer system that will work whether or not site 

conditions allow infi ltration. 

The cost of source controls that could meet 

new construction standards is modest. Roof-

top detention, one of the measures most likely 

to be used to comply with the performance 

standard has low incremental costs. Compared 

to average costs of $18 per square foot for a 

typical four-ply roof, the costs of a blue roof are 

only $4 per square foot more. We assumed no 

additional maintenance costs above those in-

curred for a standard roof. When we consider 

lifecycle costs, the economics improve further, 

because the thicker membrane of blue roofs 

mean that they last longer than standard roofs; 

the warranty provided by manufacturers is 20 

years, compared to 10 to 15 years for standard 

roofs. With approximate construction costs of 

$300 per square foot for new buildings, the 

cost of this strategy is little more than 1 per-

cent of construction costs. 

Other relatively low cost source controls are 

also available to meet the proposed perfor-

mance standard. Subgrade storage chambers 

are a proven technology that has long been 

used for stormwater management to detain 

water on-site for controlled release to the 

sewer system. A subsurface gravel bed can 

also serve the same function, and can be en-

closed with geotextile fabric on the sides and 

top to protect voids below the gravel from be-

coming clogged while preserving the oppor-

tunity for infi ltration through the unenclosed 

bottom. Site confi guration is the key driver of 

costs. Many different chamber and gravel bed 

dimensions are available to achieve the neces-

sary storage volume; generally, shallower ones 

require less excavation and are less expensive 

but require a larger lot area that is not taken 

up by a building.  However, costs also depend 

upon on-site soil conditions, tank materials, 

and ease of site access. While it is diffi cult to 

generalize, the constructions costs of cham-

bers or gravel beds can be comparable to blue 

roofs on a per gallon or per square foot basis. 

These underground systems also work on a 

year-round basis.

Performance standards for existing

buildings

Existing buildings present an even greater oppor-

tunity than new construction. The buildings that 

exist today represent 85 percent of the buildings 

that will exist in 2030. If considering only existing 

rooftops over 10,000 square feet, there are over 

302,000,000 square feet of rooftops on such 

buildings across the city. A signifi cant percent-

age of the owners of these buildings are likely 

to repair their roof or undertake major modifi ca-

tions at some point in the next 20 years. 

If roofs are replaced about every 20 years, 

by 2030 a performance standard for existing 

buildings could, in theory, capture nearly all of 

the rooftops in the city. However, the City’s re-

search and discussions with rooftop drain and 

materials manufacturers has revealed signifi -

cant challenges to a strategy of using existing 

roofs for detention. As discussed above, the 

pitch of roofs is the most important limiting 

factor and existing buildings have greatly vary-

ing pitches. Indeed, there were few standards 

for roof pitches until recently. These facts mean 

that the City would have two options if it decid-

ed to impose a detention or retention standard 

for existing buildings: it could require that own-

ers submit an individual engineering analysis 

for every roof replacement to ensure that the 

structure could accommodate ponding at the 

drain, or it could set a performance standard at 

a level that would create minimal ponding on 

most existing roofs. The fi rst option is expen-

sive and may deter needed roof replacements, 

and the second option may produce minimal 

stormwater benefi ts. 

Nevertheless, the potential benefi ts of a strat-

egy of rooftop detention for existing buildings 

are signifi cant because of the sheer number 

of existing rooftops. This Plan assessed the 

impacts of a policy for this sector, we have 

assessed the impacts of a 1-inch detention 

standard for buildings of 10,000 square feet or 

greater, and assumed that 25 percent of such 

structures can meet the standard by 2030. 

The City estimates that such a strategy has the 

potential to capture over 1.6 billion gallons of 

runoff a year during events that cause CSOs on 

a citywide basis, when fully implemented. This 

would represent nearly 8 percent of baseline 

CSO volumes from our citywide baseline case. 

The cost of that benefi t would still be relatively 

low if blue roof technology could be used, 

since it has only a $4 per square foot incremen-

tal cost over conventional roofs. The City notes 

that the relative per gallon costs of blue roofs 

are more expensive than for new construction 

on a per gallon basis because the standard we 

assessed is half that for new roofs (1 inch of de-

tention compared to the 2 inches). Because the 

* ”Runoff capture” refers to gallons of stormwater runoff that can be retained or detained in those source controls. The exact relationship between those quantities and the 
    corresponding reduction in CSOs is not yet established. See Appendix D.
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CASE STUDY
Blue Roofs on New York City Schools

In 2003, the New York City School Construction 
Authority adopted a new design standard 
requiring blue roofs, or roofs structurally capable 
of detaining water, on all new schools built 
citywide. In the past fi ve years since adopting 
the requirement, SCA has built 14 new schools 
featuring the blue roof system. Essentially a 
blue roof is a drainage system that slows the 
rate water enters the public sewer system. Four 
aspects of the blue roof system determine its 
function: the structural integrity of the roof, the 
amount of water allowed to fl ow into the sewer, 
waterproofi ng of the roof, and the drain itself. 

In the SCA’s blue roof design, the roof drain 
detains up to three inches of water on the roof 
behind an adjustable weir valve. Any water in 
excess of three inches fl ows over the open top 
of the valve and into the sewers, but the detained 
water remains on the roof while being slowly 
fi ltered down the drain pipe. 

For SCA, the decision to incorporate blue roofs 
in its design standard was driven by economics. 
DEP sets standards on the allowable fl ow of water 

to enter the public sewers from buildings, based 
on the local drainage plan and sewer capacity. To 
meet these drainage plan standards, any excess 
water must be stored on-site for delayed release 
into the sewer. SCA eliminated the need to build 
costly underground storage tanks at newly-built 
schools and additions by using a resource that 
was basically free: the roof. Since the engineering 
and design are already budgeted for in a new 
construction project, an integrated design to 

accommodate a blue roof adds very little or no 
additional upfront cost. And the maintenance 
and upkeep is no different than with a roof with 
a standard drain. 

SCA has been very satisfi ed with the cost-savings 
blue roofs afford them in building new schools 
and will continue to follow the standard in 
future projects.
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viability of blue roofs on existing buildings is 

unproven, our cost estimates must be viewed 

as the low end of a range.

Low- and medium-density residential 

developments 

Another strategy is to retrofi t smaller, existing 

buildings. Collectively, low- and medium-densi-

ty residential land uses comprise over 30 per-

cent of our city’s land area, and represent over 

25 percent of our impervious surfaces, or near-

ly half of the impact of all buildings and lots in 

the city. (These land uses correspond roughly 

to one- and two-family homes and multifamily 

residences, respectively.) 

Reaching the hundreds of thousands of lot and 

building owners in this category would require 

systematic and widespread programs and poli-

cies. The City’s assumptions about landscape 

penetration by 2030 are premised on the suc-

cessful use of non-technological source con-

trols. For example, the City could reach early 

adopters through public education efforts that 

include the publication of guidelines, technical 

manuals, and other resources that would al-

low building owners to learn how to manage 

stormwater on their property. A policy could 

reach mainstream owners through economic 

incentives that encourage voluntary adoption. 

Finally, we could adopt performance standards 

for smaller buildings. This Plan has assumed a 

landscape penetration of 25 percent by 2030, 

or a little over 1 percent a year for 20 years. 

The smallest, detached homes generally have 

pitched roofs, and even existing townhouses 

have a pitch that would rule out rooftop deten-

tion. Cisterns or rain barrels are the appropri-

ate technologies for that situation, but both 

are effective only during a six-month period 

from April 15th to October 15th, when there 

is no danger of freezing. The City has assessed 

the impacts of a 500-gallon cistern which has a 

greater storage capacity than possible through 

55-gallon rain barrels. The City assessed the 

impacts of cisterns only for multi-family resi-

dences even though other technologies could 

detain or capture more stormwater runoff; 

some multi-family residences with fl at roofs 

may have the potential to employ a wider range 

of source control technologies, including roof-

top detention and green roofs. In the proto-

types we assessed only rainfall generated from 

rooftops, which we assumed to average 1,250 

square foot roof in lower density residential ar-

eas, and 1,340 square foot roof for multi-family 

residential areas. Capture would be greater 

if technologies were adopted to control the 

runoff from driveways, pathways, and other 

impervious areas in low- and medium-density 

residential developments. 

This Plan estimates that a low-density residen-

tial strategy could capture over 780 million gal-

lons of runoff a year during events that cause 

CSOs on a citywide basis when fully imple-

mented in 2030. We estimate that a medium-

density residential strategy could capture 

over 330 million gallons of runoff a year during 

events that cause CSOs on a citywide basis 

when fully implemented. Together, the 1.1 bil-

lion gallons of runoff detained would represent 

about 5 percent of citywide CSO volumes from 

our baseline case.

Incorporate source controls into roadway 

reconstruction projects

Because our right of way generates so much 

runoff, we analyzed opportunities to incorpo-

rate source controls in that land use. A signifi -

cant opportunity for installations occurs during 

scheduled road reconstruction projects, which 

involve extensive excavation and sub-grade 

work. The incremental costs of installing storm-

water source controls at that time are relatively 

low compared to overall project costs. 

To estimate the possible penetration of these 

source controls, we analyzed DDC records for 

road constructions that have occurred or are 

planned from 2004 to 2014. Initially, we as-

sumed the same rate of construction in each 

watershed per decade, and doubled that rate 

in order to obtain the expected reconstructions 

from 2010 to 2030, adjusted for the expected 
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width of roadway in each watershed. As we 

plotted the results, we discovered signifi cant 

distortions from our initial data set; watersheds 

that had no projects in the 2004 to 2014 capital 

plan showed no projects until 2030 under that 

initial methodology. To reduce the variability 

among watersheds, we assumed that the same 

overall rate of reconstructions would apply city-

wide, approximately 5 percent of the total road 

and sidewalk surface length in each area over a 

20-year period. Using the recent past as a guide, 

we can expect that 2,740 acres or 5.33 percent 

of our road surfaces citywide, will undergo full 

road reconstruction by 2030. These areas repre-

sent just 1.42 percent of the city’s land area. 

To calculate the potential stormwater diverted, 

we used two prototype designs. For narrower 

right of ways such as one-way streets and ad-

jacent sidewalks, we considered the impacts of 

permeable pavement in the parking lane that 

would accept runoff from streets and side-

walks. For broader rights of way such as two-

way streets with wider sidewalks, we consid-

ered the impacts of sidewalk biofi ltration cells 

that are connected to the street through curb 

cuts. We also analyzed and then rejected two 

other scenarios that were less cost-effective. 

Details of our methodology and assumptions 

are set forth in Appendix D. 

We estimate that some combination of these 

designs could capture over 1.4 billion gallons 

of runoff a year during events that cause CSOs 

on a citywide basis, when fully implemented in 

2030. This would represent more than 7 per-

cent in baseline CSO volumes from our base-

line case. 

The cost of these strategies would involve the 

incremental costs of incorporating source con-

trols into road reconstruction projects that al-

ready involve excavation. A permeable asphalt 

parking lane costs approximately $17.00 per 

square foot, compared to approximately $6.00 

per square foot for a typical asphalt parking 

lane. A sidewalk biofi ltration installation costs 

approximately $48.00 per square foot com-

pared to approximately $7 per square foot for 

a typical sidewalk. Because the biofi ltration 

installation has a greater storage capacity and 

would accept stormwater from wider streets, 

the cost per gallon of these two prototypes 

ends up being nearly equal.

Some of the prototype designs are unproven. 

The City has reservations about the feasibil-

ity of building and maintaining permeable 

pavement parking lanes and biofi ltration, and 

whether their performance would remain sta-

ble over time. While some preliminary informa-

tion indicates that asphalt parking lanes could 

last for approximately 20 years before resur-

facing, there has been no experience with that 

application over that time period. All of these 

unresolved concerns preclude the immediate 

implementation of this strategy. However, we 

will add to or amend our pilots to test those 

applications in reconstruction projects and to 

resolve lingering concerns about their perfor-

mance, costs, reliability, and maintenance. The 

results of pilot projects will allow us to develop 

standard designs.

Another challenge to implementation is the 

uncertainty about funding for the operation 

and maintenance of stormwater controls in the 

right of way. Currently, the division of responsi-

bility for maintenance in the right of way is gov-

erned by a 1983 directive that was adopted to 

resolve an impasse over cleaning city-owned 

properties in the right of way. It gives DSNY re-

sponsibility for sweeping the streets and clean-

ing non-landscaped traffi c islands, medians, 

and other areas; the Parks Department respon-

sibility for cleaning landscape areas; and DOT 

responsibility for cleaning areas along arterial 

highways. These agencies are all funded out of 

general tax revenues. The issue has become 

more complicated since then, as intervening 

laws have allocated responsibility for sidewalks 

to adjoining landowners. As stormwater source 

CASE STUDY
Permeable Pavement in Cold Climates

Porous pavement technology offers great potential 
to capture large volumes of stormwater runoff. 
However, those who are cautious about testing the 
technology cite a number of concerns about its 
application in New York’s climate, particularly its 
long-term performance through the freeze/thaw 
cycle and the cost of maintenance. Fortunately, 
the technology of porous pavement is well-
documented and there are numerous examples 
of successful implementation in cold climate 
locations such as the University of New Hampshire 
in Durham, NH, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Ithaca, 
NY. The University of New Hampshire Stormwater 
Center piloted a four-year study of porous 
pavement specifi cally to address the concerns 
of their use in cold weather climates. They had 
unexpectedly positive results that displayed 
excellent performance year round. Using data 
from monthly infi ltration rates for three years, 
University of New Hampshire researchers found 
surface infi ltration actually improved in winter 
months, even with more than twelve inches of 
frost penetration. 

The basic design of porous pavement involves a 
surface layer of porous concrete or asphalt, with 
a subsurface layer of stones and crushed gravel. 
In the New Hampshire study, a third underlying 
layer of fi ne sand and gravel for further fi ltration 
was also used. Because this design involves a 
well-drained sub-base, empty spaces in the gravel 
layer and in the pavement remain open even when 
the material is frozen. In the summer, infi ltration 
was slightly less than in the winter probably due to 
a petroleum-based binder material in the asphalt, 
which is sticky and swollen in hot weather, 
slightly reducing the pore size. A separate study 
at Cornell observes that a minimum of 24 inches 
of structural soil under porous asphalt prevents 
heaving or cracks due to freeze/thaw cycles.

Porous pavement has also been used very 
successfully in Chicago’s Green Alley Program to 
prevent sewer backups and basement fl ooding. 
What started as a pilot study in 5 alleys has 
now been adopted in alley retrofi ts citywide. 
Maintenance is being carefully monitored, and 
early feedback indicates that regular vacuuming 
is needed. Data from the New Hampshire study 
shows surprising results about maintenance: well-
designed porous pavement may actually have a 
longer life-span and require up to 25% less salt for 
winter maintenance due to lack of standing water 
and black ice on the surface. Additionally, during 
the New Hampshire study, there was no instance 
of surface runoff, even during two 100-year 
storms that occured during the monitoring period. 
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controls become more widespread, resolving 

maintenance responsibilities will be critical to 

successful implementation. This matter is dis-

cussed in more detail in Initiative 8 below.

Sidewalk design standards

Sidewalks represent another opportunity in the 

right of way. The potential for landscape pen-

etration is signifi cant because sidewalks are 

repaired on a more frequent basis than roads 

are fully reconstructed. We estimate that the 

lifespan of concrete sidewalks varies consider-

ably across the city, from a low of 13 years to 

a high of 50 years, based on information from 

DOT, DCP, and business improvement districts. 

Over the last four years, DOT has followed a 

13-year replacement cycle (repairing 41 acres 

each year out of the approximately 537 acres 

of sidewalks adjacent to city-owned proper-

ties), a pace that would repair 100 percent of 

all city-owned sidewalks by 2030. This activity 

may represent an unusually productive period

or the need to catch up on deferred maintenance. 

A more signifi cant opportunity is presented by 

sidewalks adjacent to private property, which 

represent 95 percent of all sidewalks and a to-

tal area of approximately 15,000 acres. Private 

sidewalks are replaced at a slower rate than the 

City’s. The lifespan can be as low as 20 years in 

heavily traffi cked central business districts and 

as high as 50 years in low-density residential 

districts. Useful life is often extended through 

patchwork repairs. Even so, if we assume an 

average life of 30 years, then approximately 

two-thirds of all the sidewalks in the city will 

be replaced by 2030. This high rate of turnover 

means that a sidewalk strategy has the poten-

tial to keep an enormous volume of stormwa-

ter from reaching our sewers. 

To estimate the possible impact of sidewalks 

that are designed to capture stormwater, we 

assumed that the sidewalks in CSO watersheds 

would be repaired at the same rate as the city-

wide average (i.e., two-thirds by 2030), and 

that most of those repairs could follow infi ltra-

tion or detention design standards. After con-

sidering limitations posed by vaults, subways, 

and other underground obstacles; poorly 

drained soils; landmark restrictions; and the 

possible regulatory requirement that all instal-

lations connect to catch basins, we have scaled 

back our assumptions about overall landscape 

penetration rate to 50 percent. 

The prototype sidewalk design assessed in this 

Plan was a fi ve-foot strip of permeable pave-

ment adjacent to the road. That location was 

selected to minimize the risk of seepage to 

basements and buildings. The drainage area 

was assumed to be a 10-foot wide sidewalk 

area, which is the average sidewalk width in 

the city. 

Our calculations show that this strategy could 

nonetheless divert over 4 billon gallons of run-

off a year during storms that cause CSOs, when 

fully implemented in 2030. If there is a direct, 

one-to-one relationship between stormwater 

captured and CSOs, that volume represents 

over 20 percent of citywide CSO volumes in our 

baseline case. 

The cost of these strategies would involve the 

incremental costs of permeable pavement and 

deeper excavation over the costs of regular 

sidewalk reconstruction. Regular replacement 

already requires removal of the old sidewalk 

and substrate and the placement of new sub-

strate. The additional costs would include 

deeper excavation, additional gravel, and per-

meable concrete or other pavement for the half 

of the sidewalk that would be permeable under 

our assumed prototype. The lifecycle cost of 

permeable concrete sidewalks, including ad-

ditional subgrade excavation and installation 

and annual maintenance, is $15.67 per square 

foot, compared to $7 per square foot for a reg-

ular concrete sideway. The additional, incre-

mental cost would average $8.67 per square 

foot for the half of the sidewalk that would be 

permeable if this strategy were implemented.

This strategy has signifi cant potential for cost-

effective stormwater management. However, 

there are many details to be analyzed before 

the City could amend applicable sidewalk stan-

dards to require stormwater controls. For ex-

ample, the prototype design assessed in this 

report included an 18-inch deep gravel bed 

that would hold a large quantity of stormwater, 

and a catchment area that encompassed only 

the sidewalk. That conservative design may 

capture more stormwater than necessary for 

the cost, and may not be optimum. Indeed, the 

data suggest that the prototype we modeled 

is probably too large for the limited catchment 

area because its capacity is rarely exceeded. 

Opportunities for value engineering and other 

design changes include a shallower gravel bed, 

structural soil, and other confi gurations. In ad-

dition, we would need to resolve questions 

about the effects of salt and other pollutants 

in sidewalk runoff upon street trees and other 

vegetation, as well as questions about base-

ment fl ooding. These issues will be addressed 

through the planning process mentioned in 

Initiative 7.

Green infrastructure: Greenstreets and 

highway swales

Additional retrofi t programs may be required to 

lower the overall impermeability of the right of 

way. The Greenstreets program of small plant-

ings in the right of way is one of our most suc-

cessful retrofi t programs. PlaNYC has already 

committed the funding and planning for 80 

new Greenstreets every year for the next de-

cade, with the goal of bringing the total num-

ber to 3,000 by 2017. The Parks Department is 

experimenting with new design standards that 

would allow for more storage of street runoff. 

We have evaluated the impacts of a strategy 

of expanding the Greenstreet program, either 
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by doubling the number built every year, or 

extending the commitment from 2018 to 2030, 

an additional 12 years. 

To estimate the impact of an extended Green-

streets program, we assumed that the addi-

tional installations would be allocated in pro-

portion to the road area represented by each 

of our CSO watersheds. (In reality, the location 

of installations is driven by a number of non-

stormwater factors, including opportunities 

presented by roadbed confi gurations, commu-

nity requests, and other factors.) We further 

assumed that half of these would be the new 

design that accepts stormwater, that is, would 

be built with an additional foot of gravel fi ll, and 

curb cuts that allow the infl ow of stormwater 

from the street.

Our projections show that a mere extension 

of the Greenstreets program would not have 

a signifi cant impact on stormwater capture on 

a citywide basis, and would provide capture 

of runoff at a rate that compares to less than 

1 percent of CSO volumes citywide when fully 

implemented in 2030. Yet in some watersheds 

an extended Greenstreets program could make 

signifi cant contributions to runoff control.

Greenstreets are pure retrofi t installations, 

and therefore would bear full costs. (We as-

sume that any incremental cost opportuni-

ties presented by road reconstruction would 

be achieved through that separate initiative.) 

Nevertheless, based on our projection that 

Greenstreets installations can last 30 years, the 

lifecycle costs over 20 years would be approxi-

mately $42.00 per square foot.

Despite the modest overall benefi ts, the City 

could use this strategy to target intersections 

prone to nuisance fl ooding or sub-watersheds 

with specifi c CSO problems. Greenstreets are 

also desirable for other, non-stormwater rea-

sons. They provide community amenities and a 

positive impact on real estate values, quality of 

life, and cooling. And their highly-visible pres-

ence in the right of way, adjacent in many cases 

to pedestrian areas, means that Greenstreets 

installations could provide a unique opportu-

nity for public outreach and education about 

stormwater impacts and controls.

Highways can generate a signifi cant amount 

of stormwater runoff. Our analysis of GIS data 

shows that there are approximately 1,900 

acres of land owned by the Parks Department 

that are adjacent to highways and that are suit-

able for swales. Of this area, approximately 

430 acres are in combined sewer areas and ap-

proximately 1,460 acres are in separate sewer 

or direct discharge areas. Highway swales have 

been used for decades to manage stormwater 

and any retrofi t program could take advantage 

of that technology. 

In assessing the potential stormwater impacts 

of engineered swales, we made certain as-

sumptions in the absence of applicable design 

guidelines. We have assessed the impact on 

CSOs of retaining and detaining 1 inch of rain-

fall from the highway areas that are directly 

adjacent to potential swale areas. 

Our projections show that swales would not 

have a signifi cant impact on runoff capture on 

a citywide basis, representing runoff capture of 

less than 1 percent of citywide CSO volumes, 

when fully implemented in 2030. But in some 

watersheds – where combined sewer areas in-

tersect with concentrations of highways – high-

way swales can make signifi cant contributions 

to runoff capture and could be used to supple-

ment other reduction efforts as needed. 

We recognize that our projections undercount 

the potential water quality benefi ts, as most 

of the potential swale areas are in separate 

sewer or direct discharge areas. A full build-out 

of swales would reduce untreated discharges 

in those areas. Indeed, separate sewer or di-

rect discharge areas contain three times the 

potential area available for swales.

The costs of constructing swales are highly 

variable, because site geometry, elevation, and 

roadway characteristics would lead to unique 

grading, excavation, and culvert confi gura-

tions. To estimate costs, we have used the cost 

estimates from DEP’s pilot programs at Paer-

degat and Rockaway Bridges on the Belt Park-

way. There, preliminary estimates range from 

$2.58 to $10.32 per gallon of design storage 

with infi ltration of 0.5 inches per hour to $4.64 

to $18.69 per gallon of design storage with no 

infi ltration. The variation is due to different de-

signs, with a deep, oblong swale at Paerdegat 

storing more water than the shallow, linear 

swale at Rockaway. 

Right of way build-out

The above strategies address most of the op-

portunities presented in the major land use 

categories of buildings and developed lots and 

the right of way. One of the few remaining op-

tions is to expand beyond the portions of the 

roadway that will be reconstructed over the 

next 20 years. Any such retrofi t program would 

be motivated by stormwater capture rather 

than roadway improvement.

To assess the impacts of such a strategy, we 

have used the biofi ltration and parking lane 

permeable pavement designs described in the 

reconstruction sub-section above for 50 per-

cent of the right of way. We estimate that some 

combination of these strategies could, in the-

ory, capture over 14 billion gallons of runoff a 

year during rain events that cause CSOs, when 

fully implemented by 2030. But these reduc-

tions would be capped well beforehand, due to 

the distorting effect of having storage capacity 

that exceeds CSOs. 
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Queens Botanical Garden
Credit: Jeff Goldberg/ESTO

Queens Botanical Garden
Credit: Jeff Goldberg/ESTO

The cost of this theoretically effective strat-

egy would be proportionally higher because of 

three phenomena. First, we would be destroy-

ing signifi cant useful life in our roadways, and 

would therefore have to bear the full costs of 

reconstruction. We have assumed that retrofi ts 

would destroy 100 percent of remaining useful 

life; as some commenters have pointed out, 

that assumption does not match existing con-

ditions and the remaining useful life will range 

from 0 percent (scheduled or overdue replace-

ment) to 100 percent (new roads), depending 

on the age of the street in question. (Our future 

planning efforts for this scenario, as detailed 

in Initiative 7, will attempt to refi ne this as-

sumption through a sensitivity analysis if data 

exists.) Second, widespread road reconstruc-

tion would involve signifi cant indirect costs, 

as construction creates detours and roadway 

congestion, slows commutes, and causes pol-

lution from slower-moving traffi c. Third, there 

are diminishing returns in controlling stormwa-

ter; capturing the last possible gallon would in-

volve overbuilding on a massive scale. Accord-

ingly, our projection is that a roadway strategy 

would cost over $18 billion over 20 years. On 

a per-gallon basis, this would be an order of 

magnitude greater than any other strategy.

Reference cases: Newtown Creek and 

Flushing Bay CSO retention tunnels

We also evaluated the costs and benefi ts asso-

ciated with the construction of two proposed 

CSO storage tunnels for Newtown Creek and 

Flushing Bay. The cost of these tunnels pro-

vides an additional benchmark to assess the 

cost-effectiveness of source controls. These 

traditional CSO controls are projected to be 

expensive – some of the most expensive al-

ternatives assessed in the City’s Waterbody/

Watershed Facility Plans submitted to the NY-

SDEC – because they involve deep tunneling. If 

the City can build suffi cient source controls, it 

could work with NYSDEC to seek opportunities 

to either reduce the design capacity or elimi-

nate the need to construct these tunnels, and 

thereby create signifi cant cost savings in future 

budgets and reduce the negative impacts to 

the environment that are associated with large 

construction projects. Since these projects are 

not in the City’s current 10-year capital bud-

get, there are no earned savings to redirect to 

source controls even if data existed to make 

the case for that trade-off.

We calculated the impacts of these two tun-

nels by modeling their effect during different 

rain intervals and in different watersheds. On 

an annual basis, these tunnels are estimated to 

reduce CSO by over 1.9 billion gallons annually 

when built, or about 9 percent of the annual 

CSO volume in the baseline case. 

CASE STUDY
Queens Botantical Garden

Water is the central feature of the fresh new 
face of the Queen’s Botanical Gardens. The 
newly-designed Visitor and Administration 
Center highlights the signifi cance of 
water as a vital natural resource by 
incorporating rainwater and greywater 
systems throughout the building and its 
surroundings. The ambitious design won 
NYC’s fi rst Green Building Design award in 
2004, and is the fi rst public building in New 
York City to achieve the rarely-awarded 
LEED® Platinum certifi cation.

The Visitor’s Center is a signifi cant example 
of effective stormwater management 
packaged in an elegant design. A rainwater 
recycling system collects rainwater for 
use in a large-scale water feature that 
welcomes visitors to the garden and is a 
focal point of the newly designed visitor’s 
center. All excess stormwater is contained 
on-site, with no connection to the City’s 
storm sewer system. A 24,000-gallon 
cistern stores captured rainwater for reuse 
in the fountain at the garden’s entrance. 
Stormwater overfl ow drains into a bioswale 
that effectively sustains the surrounding 
native landscape without using any 
additional irrigation. During wet weather, 

rainwater cascades from a folded roof 
canopy and fl ows through a water course 
and a cleansing biotope, or man-made 
stream. The stream fi lters the water using 
the natural processes of sand, gravel, and 
native wetland plants. During dry seasons 
and drought, the channel becomes a dry 
riverbed, and a reminder of the vital role 
water plays in the intersection of natural 
and built environments. 

In addition to stormwater management, 
the Center also has installed a greywater 
fi ltration system that cleans and reuses 
4,000 gallons of greywater each week. 
Greywater from the kitchen and lavatory 
sinks, showers, and washing machines is 
collected and sent through a constructed 
sand-based wetland, planted with sedges, 
grasses, rushes, and ferns that naturally 
purify the water. Cleansed greywater is then 
recycled for toilet fl ushing. The Center’s 
entire greywater system helps reduce 
potable water consumption by 82 percent. 
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The large reductions come at a high cost – over 

$1 billion for the Flushing Bay Tunnel, and over 

$1.2 billion for the Newtown Creek Tunnel. If 

built, these tunnels are predicted to last about 

50 years, longer than many source controls on 

roofs or in the right of way. But on a per gallon 

basis these controls will still be more expensive 

than most source controls, with the notable ex-

ception of green roofs.

Potential Source Control
Scenarios 

It makes sense to implement strategies that 

are more feasible or have lower costs, or, ideal-

ly, both, before turning to less feasible or more 

expensive strategies. Our research and discus-

sions with industry, agency and other stake-

holders has revealed several issues that must 

be resolved before implementation (Table 5).

Accordingly, we have ranked the available 

strategies in seven tiers (Table 6).

Our preliminary fi ndings demonstrate that we 

can reduce CSOs substantially by making in-

cremental investments over the next 20 years. 

However, there is an upper limit to stormwa-

ter runoff reductions, and diminishing returns 

to cumulative investments in control options. 

These rankings may change in the future as 

demonstration projects and other develop-

ments allow us to refi ne our stormwater analy-

sis or include other environmental benefi ts 

such citywide cooling and energy savings.

These preliminary fi ndings have led us to iden-

tify three tiers of options. 

First, in the short-term, there are signifi cant 

opportunities, and few funding or operational 

barriers, to adopting changes to local regula-

tions or codes or both to require stormwater 

detention in new developments. These chang-

es could be implemented in 2009. 

Second, in the medium-term, there are several 

source control scenarios that could be imple-

mented once funding and operational prereq-

uisites are satisfi ed. These scenarios – sidewalk 

standards, road reconstruction standards, 

green roadway infrastructure, and stormwa-

ter requirements and incentives for low- and 

medium-density residences and other existing 

buildings – present signifi cant opportunities 

for source controls. However, we must fi rst sat-

isfy preconditions for each of these strategies, 

including analyzing the results of pilot projects, 

completing studies of economic incentives, re-

solving funding and maintenance issues, and 

settling on consensus designs. 

Third, in the long-term, the City should assess 

stormwater controls at regular intervals to 

determine the need for additional measures. 

Some control options should await future 

needs assessments before they are implement-

ed. Based on current information, for example, 

we cannot recommend the implementation of 

a widespread road reconstruction program for 

the sole purpose of stormwater control. That 

would incur enormous up-front costs and indi-

rect costs in increased delays, traffi c, air pollu-

tion, and construction costs, for a diminishing 

benefi t in stormwater reduction. 

A future performance assessment of the effec-

tiveness and broad implementation of source 

controls could also affect current projects that 

are mandated through various mechanisms. 

Based on such an evaluation, the plans to build 

expensive hard infrastructure such as deep 

storage tunnels for stormwater in Newtown 

Creek and Flushing Bay could be downsized or 

eliminated.

Table 5:  Feasibility Considerations for Source Control Strategies

STRATEGY OPERATIONAL PREREQUISITES FUNDING PREREQUISITES

Performance Standard for New Development None Costs would be incrementally incurred by owner

Performance Standard for Existing Buildings Design of policy, determination of feasibility, and outcome of pilots Costs would be incrementally incurred by owner

Sidewalk Standards Design of policy, determination of feasibility, and outcome of pilots Source of public incremental funding and maintenance

Road Reconstruction Standards Design of policy, determination of feasibility, and outcome of pilots Source of public incremental funding and maintenance

Swales Determination of available sites and outcome of pilots Source of public funding and maintenance

Greenstreets Determination of available sites and outcome of pilots Source of public funding and maintenance

Medium-Density Residential Design of policy and outcome of pilots Source of public funding for incentives

Low-Density Residential Design of policy and outcome of pilots Source of public funding for incentives

Right of Way Buildout Design of policy, determination of feasibility, and outcome of pilots Source of public funding for full costs and maintenance
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SCENARIOS
CUMULATIVE RUNOFF CAPTURE*
(GALLONS)

CUMULATIVE COST
(2010-2030) COST/GALLON

Performance Standards for New Development 1,174,000,000 $105,000,000 $0.09

Performance Standards for Existing Buildings
(Plus Above Strategy) 2,838,000,000 $416,000,000 $0.15

Low- and Medium-Density Residential Controls
(Plus Above Strategy) 3,954,000,000 $625,000,000 $0.16

Greenstreets and Swales
(Plus Above Strategy) 4,178,000,000 $676,000,000 $0.16

Sidewalk Standards
(Plus Above Strategy) 8,400,000,000 $1,704,000,000 $0.20

Road Reconstruction Standards
(Plus Above Strategy) 9,868,000,000 $2,123,000,000 $0.22

50% Right of Way Retrofi ts
(Plus Above Strategy) 24,092,000,000 $19,360,000,000 $0.80

REFERENCE CASE TOTAL CSO REDUCTION TOTAL COST COST/GALLON

Potential Future CSO Detention Facilities 2,266,000,000 $2,337,000,000 $1.03

Table 6:  Cost-Effectiveness of Different Source Control Scenarios
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Scenario 7: 
50% ROW Buildout 

(plus Scenario 6) 
$19,360,000,000

Figure 18:  Cost-Effectiveness of Different Source Control Scenarios
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Scenario 6: Road Reconstructions (plus Scenario 5) - $2,123,000,000
Scenario 5: Sidewalk Standards (plus Scenario 4) - $1,704,000,000

Scenario 3: Low- and Medium-Density Residential Controls (plus Scenario 2) - $625,000,000

Scenario 1: Performance Standard for New Development - $105,000,000
Scenario 2: Performance Standard for Existing Buildings (plus Scenario 1) - $416,000,000

Scenario 4: Greenstreets and Swales (plus Scenario 3) - $676,000,000

* “Cumulative runoff capture” with the source control scenarios refers to gallons of stormwater runoff that can be retained or detained in those source controls. The exact relationship between 
    those quantities and the corresponding reduction in CSOs is not yet established. See Appendix D.

* ”Gallons retained or detained” refers to gallons of stormwater runoff that can be retained or detained. The exact relationship between those quantities and the 
    corresponding reduction in CSOs is not yet established. See Appendix D.
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Our Plan

New York City Greenstreet installation

1

4

72

3

5

6

9

10

8

Capture the benefi ts of ongoing 
PlaNYC green initiatives

Continue implementation of 
ongoing source control efforts

Establish new design guidelines 
for public projects

Change sewer regulations and 
codes to adopt performance 
standards for new development

Improve public notifi cation of 
combined sewer overfl ows

Complete ongoing demonstration 
projects and other analysis

Continue planning for the 
implementation of promising 
source control strategies

Plan for the maintenance of 
source controls

Broaden funding options for cost-
effective source controls

Complete water and wastewater 
rate study and reassess pricing 
for stormwater services

Implement the Most Cost-Effective 
and Feasible Controls

Resolve the Feasibility of Promising 
Technologies

Explore Funding Options for Source 
Controls

Our Goal: Within two years, the City of New York will enact policies that 
will create a network of source controls to detain or capture over one billion 
additional gallons of stormwater annually when fully implemented 
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Our Goal 

When PlaNYC was released in April 2007, it 

adopted the goal of increasing access to our 

tributaries from 48 percent today to 90 percent 

by 2030 for recreational use. That goal is de-

signed to guide the City’s water quality policy 

and build on the City’s ongoing efforts to im-

prove our waterways. 

This Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan 

is focused on ways to promote cost-effective 

source controls throughout the City and re-

quires appropriate management tools to guide 

the creation and implementation of policies. 

The City will work towards enacting policies in 

the next two years that will create a network of 

source controls to detain or capture over one 

billion additional gallons of stormwater annu-

ally when fully implemented. In determining the 

goal of capturing one billion gallons of storm-

water, the City is setting a goal that can be met 

after implementing aggressive policies that 

have not yet been attempted in New York City. 

Through the periodic updates required by LL5, 

the City will adjust its policies to meet the target 

number of one billion gallons captured. If there 

is adequate funding to implement the initiatives 

and the City is otherwise on track to meet that 

number, then the goal can be increased.

Both PlaNYC’s water quality goal and this Plan’s 

goal are consistent with LL5, which requires a 

goal to “reduce the volume of stormwater fl ow-

ing into the city’s sewer system, to improve 

water quality in the city’s waterbodies and to 

protect the public health through the restora-

tion and protection of the ecological health of 

the city’s waterbodies, and to enhance use and 

enjoyment of the city’s waterbodies for rec-

reational activities.” These discrete elements 

refl ect the different benefi ts of reducing CSOs 

from our waterbodies and capturing stormwa-

ter throughout the City. Captured stormwater 

means that less stormwater will fl ow into the 

sewer system, starting a virtuous cycle of lower 

volumes of CSO and other untreated discharges, 

improved water quality, better ecological health 

of the waterbodies, more boating and other rec-

reational uses, and improved public health. 

Implement the Most Cost-
Effective and Feasible 
Controls 

IN IT IAT IVE  1

Capture the benefi ts of ongoing 
PlaNYC green initiatives

PlaNYC includes a number of groundbreaking 

greening initiatives, including planting street 

trees in all possible locations, creating 800 

new Greenstreets, and reforesting 2,000 acres 

of parkland. Mayor Bloomberg has dedicated 

$391 million over ten years for those initiatives. 

Other PlaNYC greening initiatives include the 

NYC Plaza Program, a new tax abatement for 

green roofs, zoning requirements for green 

parking lots, an expansion of the Bluebelt pro-

gram, and the conversion of asphalt surfaces 

and schoolyards. For a complete list of PlaNYC 

green initiatives, see Appendix E.

Street trees

As part of PlaNYC, the Parks Department has 

launched a citywide, public-private program 

with the ambitious goal of planting and car-

ing for one million new trees by 2017. Million-

TreesNYC is divided into three separate pro-

grams – street trees, privately-held land, and 

public open space reforestation.

The Parks Department will plant 220,000 street 

trees in the right of way. Another 400,000 trees 

will be planted by private and community part-

ners, and many of these will be in the right of 

way. To guide these plantings, the Parks De-

partment has revised its standards for tree pits 

to require minimum, standard pit dimensions 

of fi ve feet by fi ve feet, which represents a sig-

nifi cant increase over typical pit dimensions 

of three feet by three feet. The larger pits and 

additional soil requirements will increase the 

permeability of tree pits, and ensure that trees 

receive the water and oxygen they need to live. 

The Parks Department calculated the poten-

tial canopy interception of proposed plantings 

over the next 10 years could intercept an ad-

ditional 220 million gallons per year of rainfall 

in 24 CSO tributary watersheds. 

In addition, the City Council recently adopted a 

DCP zoning text amendment that requires street 

tree planting in all zoning districts, and planting 

strips between the sidewalk and the curb in low-

er-density residential zoning districts.

These trees are protected in two ways. First, 

new street trees are covered by detailed con-

tracts that contain a two-year guarantee for the 

maintenance of live trees or the replacement 

of failed trees. Second, all existing street trees 

and other trees under the jurisdiction of the 

Parks Department are protected by existing 

city regulations that limit construction or other 

activity around trees and their root zone and 

that provide for the replacement of damaged 

trees. Proposed new regulations would tighten 

permit requirements and require a certifi ed ar-

borists’ report.

Reforestation

The PlaNYC Reforestation program is targeted 

to plant 2,000 acres throughout the fi ve bor-

oughs with over 400,000 trees by 2017. The 

goals of the initiative are to decrease stormwa-

ter surges, reduce the urban heat island effect, 

improve air quality, and increase species diver-

sity, and improve habitat quality. Although the 

planting areas are mostly permeable already, 

there are many opportunities to improve 

stormwater management, such as reforesta-

tion of parkland that is adjacent to the right of 

way, reforestation of river- and stream-banks 

to prevent erosion and improve the buffering 

capacity of pervious areas, and reforestation 

along coastal areas to prevent erosion and buf-

fer the city from storm surges.

Greenstreets

Launched in 1996, Greenstreets is a citywide 

program to convert paved, vacant traffi c is-

lands and medians into green spaces fi lled 

with shade trees, fl owering trees, shrubs, and 

groundcover. Since 1996, the Parks Depart-

ment has planted 2,341 Greenstreets sites 

throughout the fi ve boroughs.

As part of PlaNYC, the Parks Department is 

increasing the number of Greenstreets by an 

additional 80 new installations per year, or 

more than 3,000 additional installations by 

2017. About half of the Greenstreets built in 

the past year were designed to accept greater 

amounts of stormwater, by the simple method 

of excavating an additional foot of material, 

from 2 feet deep to 3 feet deep. Curb cuts sur-

rounding the installations allow runoff from the 

streets to fl ow into the planted areas, and infi l-

trate into the soil or pore spaces in the gravel 

subsurface. Although additional materials 

and excavation increased the costs of installa-

tion, Parks believes that it will realize savings 

because of fewer visits by watering trucks. 
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Green roofs

The City has developed a pilot tax abatement 

program for green roofs. The program will re-

sult in the building of green roofs, and will also 

help develop information about the costs and 

likely acceptance rate. The abatement from City 

property taxes provides $4.50 per square foot 

of green roof, up to $100,000 in total costs. In 

order to qualify, property owners must install a 

green roof on at least 50 percent of a roof, and 

must prepare a maintenance plan to ensure 

the viability of the plants and the expected 

stormwater benefi ts. The program is currently 

scheduled to run until 2013. 

Greening of parking lots

New York City is the fi rst major city in the 

United States to require stormwater controls 

on private parking lots. In April 2008, the City 

enacted zoning amendments that require com-

mercial and community facility parking lots to 

plant street trees and perimeter and interior 

landscaping that will detain water or infi ltrate 

to the soil as feasible. The parking lot design 

standards apply to commercial and commu-

nity facilities with parking lots that contain 18 

or more parking stalls or are more than 6,000 

square feet. If similar development trends con-

tinue for the next twenty years, then the new 

zoning rules will apply to 300 acres of other-

wise impervious surfaces. 

Plaza program

Another key PlaNYC strategy to greening the 

right of way is the Plaza Program, which will 

create non-transportation-related public uses 

in the right of way. DOT has identifi ed at least 

one potential plaza site in each of the 59 com-

munity board areas, and 31 new projects are 

scheduled for completion as early as 2009. 

Many of the existing plazas are DOT pilot proj-

ects. These sites are areas of the right of way 

that include amenities like benches, tables, and 

planters. DOT is developing high performance 

guidelines to make these plazas greener, and 

to inform the professional design teams for 

each uniquely-designed plaza. Part of these 

guidelines will come from the existing zoning 

resolution for privately-owned public spaces, 

which include vegetation and permeability 

requirements. The Plaza program guidelines 

are scheduled for adoption in June 2009. Sub-

sequent projects under the Plaza Program are 

expected to feature grading, permeable sur-

faces, and vegetation, all of which will increase 

the opportunities for infi ltration.

Bluebelts

For more than a decade, DEP has managed 

and maintained one of the largest municipal 

systems of stormwater source controls in the 

country. DEP’s “Bluebelt” system on Staten Is-

land has connected storm sewers to streams, 

ponds, wetlands, and other natural drainage 

systems to create an integrated solution that 

preserves open space while controlling pollu-

tion and fl ooding. The system currently consists 

of 50 completed source controls with 40 more 

in planning, design, or construction, including 

extended detention wetlands, outlet stilling 

basins, sand fi lters, and pocket wetlands. The 

Bluebelt’s source controls have saved tens 

of millions of dollars by avoiding the costs of 

installing conventional storm sewers. This 

system also provides ancillary benefi ts and is 

widely desired as a community amenity that in-

creases recreational and green space and, as a 

result, quality of life and property values.

The Bluebelt experience is especially relevant 

to PlaNYC’s effort to promote sustainable 

storm water management. PlaNYC calls for the 

expansion of the Bluebelt system, and over the 

last year, the City has acquired or is acquiring 

70 additional acres. In addition, the Wetlands 

Transfer Task Force recommended that the City 

transfer 76 additional small wetland parcels to 

the Bluebelt Program. At this time, the imple-

mentation of the Bluebelt program expansions 

may slow due to funding constraints.

Asphalt to turf

The last expansion of the parks system included 

multi-purpose asphalt fi elds that could accom-

modate a range of recreational uses. To meet 

new and more varied demands, PlaNYC com-

mitted the City to accelerate the conversion of 

at least two-dozen asphalt multi-purpose fi elds 

to synthetic turf that can better absorb fre-

quent and intensive use. At the same time, the 

most advanced design and technology will be 

used to make these fi elds as environmentally 

friendly as possible, including infi ltration and 

retention of stormwater to the maximum ex-

tent possible. A fi rst phase of fi ve sites is in de-

sign right now. The general plan is to preserve 

as many trees as possible, remove an average 

fi ve inches of asphalt, and excavate drain-

age and infi ltration trenches before installing 

permeable artifi cial turf layers surrounded by 

planting beds. Rain falling on the sites will in-

fi ltrate to the soil, or fl ow over fl ush curbs to 

surrounding planted areas.

Table 7:  Summary of PlaNYC Green Initiatives

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION EFFECT

Street Trees MillionTrees NYC is a public/private initiative to plant one million trees 
citywide. New DCP zoning amendment requires street tree plantings 

Parks Department and NYRP will plant 220,000 street trees by 2017, while 
private parties will plant many more

Greenstreets PlaNYC calls for increasing Greenstreets by 40 projects per planting season 
for 10 years, resulting in 800 new Greenstreets by 2017 Increase Greenstreets from 2,200 in 2007 to 3,000 by 2017

Green Roof Tax Abatement New law will allow NYC property owners to receive a tax abatement for 
installing a green roof on their building

Provides $4.50 per square foot up $100,000 in costs for all green roofs 
built in NYC between August 2008 and  2013

Greening of Parking Lots DCP zoning changes require vegetation and stormwater controls in 
new parking lots

300 acres of new parking lots over the next 20 years will capture 8 million 
additional gallons of rainwater per storm

NYC Plaza Program The NYC Plaza Program is a DOT initiative to create public plazas from 
underutilized roadway areas Potential to add one plazs in each of the 59 community board areas

Bluebelt Program Expansion The Bluebelt Program is a successful initiative to utilize open space to 
capture stormwater and control fl ooding

Goal established in PlaNYC to increase Bluebelt program by 4,000 acreas 
over the next 25 years

Asphalt to Turf Parks is converting asphalt surfaces into permeable play surfaces 24 sites will be retrofi tted at a total cost of $38 million

Schoolyards to Playgrounds PlaNYC established an initiative to open all playgrounds for recreation use 290 playgrounds will be opened to the public; many will be retrofi tted 
with trees and green space
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Schoolyards to Playgrounds

The Parks Department launched an initiative to 

convert underutilized school playgrounds to 

more multi-purpose playgrounds in neighbor-

hoods like East Flatbush where they are most 

needed. Of the 290 underutilized schoolyards 

in neighborhoods that lack open space, 69 

have already been opened. The other sites 

require new investments—such as play equip-

ment, greenery, or sports fi elds—to make 

them attractive as play space, and $111 mil-

lion is set aside for that purpose. The City will 

enliven these spaces by reducing or eliminat-

ing asphalt where possible. In May 2008, the 

fi rst new Schoolyard to Playground project 

opened at P.S. 138 in the South Bronx. The 

new playground includes a larger play area for 

older children, a smaller play area for younger 

children, and several features that double as 

stormwater controls, including a small grassy 

area that was transformed to a Butterfl y Gar-

den with native fl ora, continuous tree pits, and 

natural areas. These areas will absorb most of 

the rainfall at the site.

Wetlands

Preserving wetlands is an important part of the 

City’s goal to open 90 percent of its waterways 

for recreational use by 2030. PlaNYC includes 

an initiative to assess existing gaps in wetlands 

protections and to explore options for fi lling 

those gaps. A wetlands working group is com-

pleting that assessment. It is also producing 

detailed maps of wetlands. The assessment 

maps will be used to recommend whether it is 

necessary for the City to adopt local wetlands 

laws to fi ll gaps left by changes in Federal and 

State wetlands laws. Any local protections of 

wetlands adopted through that initiative will en-

hance the City’s ability to manage stormwater.

In the meantime, the City retains management 

control over wetlands held in its portfolio. The 

New York City Park System includes 7,000 acres 

of undeveloped forest, tidal and freshwater 

wetlands, and meadows. In addition, Jamaica 

Bay is one of the largest coastal ecosystems in 

New York State. Recently, a Wetlands Transfer 

Task Force reviewed all City-held property that 

contains wetlands. It recommended the trans-

fer of 82 wetlands parcels to the Parks Depart-

ment and further evaluation of an additional 

111 properties. The Parks Department has 

a “hold” on all other wetlands held by DCAS, 

and all City-owned properties that may contain 

wetlands will be reviewed by the Parks Depart-

ment before sale or transfer for a use other 

than open space. The City will continue to pur-

sue these management protections.

IN IT IAT IVE  2

Continue implementation of 
ongoing source control efforts

In addition to the new PlaNYC initiatives, the 

City has many ongoing efforts that directly 

require, promote, or incentivize successful 

stormwater strategies. These efforts gener-

ally fall into the categories of sustainable wa-

ter management policies, public design stan-

dards, recent zoning code amendments, and 

interagency coordination. 

Public design standards

The City has also led the way through innova-

tive strategies for the design of public projects. 

In 2005, Mayor Bloomberg signed into law Local 

Law 86 (LL86), which is New York City’s Green 

Buildings Law for most public capital projects 

over $2 million. LL86’s performance standards 

are based upon the United States Green Build-

ing Council’s LEED (Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design) requirements, which 

Table 8:  Summary of Ongoing Source Control Initiatives

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION EFFECT

Local Law 86 Local Law 86 requires LEED certifi cation for all new public buildings. 
Stormwater management is a component of the LEED system All new buildings must meet basic green building standards

Residential Yards Zoning DCP zoning changes limits residential property owners from paving over their 
entire front yards

Requires a minimum percentage of planting for all front yards in 
R1 to R5 Zoning Districts

Waterfront Standards DCP is exploring updated zoning standards to improve planting and green 
space in waterfront development

Potentially incorporates increased permeability into new waterfront 
developments

High Level Storm Sewers DEP evaluates opportunities to install HLSS in previously-developed areas 
where it is not feasible to separate existing combined sewers

High Level Storm Sewers have the potential to capture 50% of runoff where 
feasible, which results in less fl ooding 

Sewer Separations DEP requires the installation of separated sanitary and stormwater sewer 
systems in new developments when feasible

Sewer separations are occurring at major projects such as Battery Park City, 
Bronx Terminal Market, and Hudson Yards

Water Conservation DEP provides incentives for building water reuse reduction and has proposed 
a fi xture rebate program that is currently deferred due to budget constraints

New fi xture rebate program would potentially result in savings of 60 million 
gallons per day

Coordination of Construction Specifi cations The BMP Task Force is coordinating the planning and implementation for 
source controls in the right of way and open spaces

All agencies will use the same specifi cations for tree plantings and other 
common source control components

include several credits for reducing impervious 

cover, increasing on-site fi ltration, reducing or 

eliminating pollution from stormwater runoff, 

and eliminating contaminants. 

Some of the City’s agencies have created 

guidelines and policies that guide the design 

and construction of capital projects. DDC has a 

series of sustainable design manuals including 

the High Performance Building Guidelines and 

the High Performance Infrastructure Guide-

lines. These publications promote innovative 

strategies such as harvesting rainwater, install-

ing green roofs, recycling greywater, capturing 

runoff, using pervious pavements, and build-

ing vegetated source controls. SCA formal-

ized its use of rooftop detention systems or 

“blue roofs” in 2003, and then developed the 

NYC Green Schools Guide and Rating System 

to guide the sustainable design, construction 

and operation of new and remodeled schools. 

Finally, HPD is implementing sustainable storm-

water strategies to guide the design of the 

Gateway Estates II project. We will work with 

additional agencies that have responsibility 

for design and construction to ensure that all 

public buildings and developed lots meet and 

exceed any generally-applicable standards. 

Recent zoning code amendments 

The City recently amended zoning laws relat-

ing to yard regulations for residential develop-

ments in low-density zoning districts. Before 

the amendment, zoning required minimum 

front yards, but not planting. Since front yards 

were not required to be planted, in many new 

developments the yards were completely 

paved over, and similar conversions were oc-

curring in the front yards of existing homes. 

The new zoning provisions now require a mini-

mum percentage of planting in front yards in 

R1 to R5 zoning districts. 
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The City also recently changed zoning regula-

tions related to the design and operation of 

privately-owned, publicly-accessible plazas. 

Recent design changes require trees, plant-

ers, planting beds, accessible lawns, and other 

planted areas. As a result of these changes, 

new privately-owned public spaces will contain 

more planted areas that will absorb stormwa-

ter rather than direct it to our sewers. 

Finally, DCP is also assessing the zoning rules 

that apply to waterfront areas and the espla-

nades that have to be created for public access 

adjacent to the shoreline. DCP is considering 

design requirements for plantings and buffer 

areas in public access areas that would im-

prove the quality of plantings and encourage 

permeability in new developments in the wa-

terfront area. Additional permeable surfaces 

would reduce pollutant loadings from areas 

that otherwise discharge directly to waterbod-

ies or through separate sewer systems. 

Water conservation programs

Water conservation efforts reduce the fl ow of 

wastewater to WPCPs, therefore freeing up ca-

pacity for plants to treat additional stormwater 

during storms. Water reuse and other conser-

vation measures have been implemented in 

New York City (see sidebar on the Remsen Yard 

facility). These projects are especially attractive 

for areas where high groundwater tables, bed-

rock, or underground utilities limit the use of 

infi ltration or other in-ground source controls.

DEP already reduces water and wastewater 

rates in buildings that recycle much of their 

water and reuse it for toilet fl ushing, irrigation, 

and make-up water for evaporative cooling 

towers. The lower rate applies to new con-

struction or substantial renovations that can 

demonstrate 25 percent less use of potable 

water through water conservation, reuse, or 

stormwater reuse than comparable buildings 

of similar size and use. DEP has also designed 

citywide fi xture rebate programs to reduce 

water use. These programs include a rebate 

program for water-effi cient toilets, urinals, and 

clothes washers, the replacement of ineffi cient 

plumbing fi xtures in public buildings, and other 

water effi ciency projects with the private sec-

tor, including the replacement of once-through 

water-cooled equipment, steam condensate 

reuse, and reuse for irrigation. At this time 

the implementation of this program is on 

hold because the City’s revenue has fallen off 

dramatically, leading to budget cuts.

Remsen Yard
Credit: Kiss + Cathcart Architects

Remsen Yard
Credit: Kiss + Cathcart  Architects

CASE STUDY
Remsen Yard

Remsen Yard is a DEP maintenance facility 
for trucks in its water and sewer operations. 
The 2½-acre property accommodates DEP 
vehicles, their equipment, storage and 
material piles, and personnel support 
facilities such as locker rooms, bathrooms, 
and administrative offi ces.

On-site water management was a major 
goal in the Remsen Yard design, which is 
slated to be completed in 2009. The Remsen 
Yard is a heavy water-use operation, using 

an average of 6,600 gallons per day for 
internal building consumption, as well 
as for yard activities such as washing 
trucks and misting piles for dust control. 
Rainwater from the roof will be collected in 
a tank, treated per NYC health guidelines, 
and reused for site-related water needs, 
providing 51 percent of the water required 
for these site activities and saving 1.4 
million gallons of potable water a year.
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stormwater management. These publications 

include DOT’s Street Design Manual, the Park 

Department’s Park Design for the 21st Cen-

tury, and DDC’s Sustainable Urban Site Design 

Manual and Water Conservation Manual. 

Street Design Manual

DOT is establishing new standard street materi-

als and guidelines for street geometric design. 

The Street Design Manual emphasizes con-

text-sensitive designs that can improve traffi c 

safety; encourage sustainable traffi c modes 

such as walking, transit, and biking: improve 

the visual quality of streetscapes; and stream-

line the project design and approval processes. 

The revised manual will reduce stormwater 

runoff from the right of way through two prin-

cipal mechanisms. First, the materials palette 

will include options for the use of permeable 

surfaces such as cobblestones and paving 

blocks, which will facilitate the infi ltration of 

stormwater. Second, the geometry handbook 

will encourage use of stormwater source con-

trols including expanded sidewalk “bulbout” 

swales, landscaped medians, and other vege-

tated geometric treatments. Stormwater con-

trols are also incorporated into DOT’s agency 

strategic plan, which was unveiled in the spring 

of 2008. DOT’s strategic plan, Sustainable 

Streets, brings a green approach to transporta-

tion that will simultaneously ease travel condi-

tions in our growing city while squarely facing 

the problem of climate change. 

Park Design for the 21st Century

The Parks Department is developing a new 

design manual, High Performance Landscape 

Guidelines - Park Design for the 21st Century, 

with the Design Trust for Public Space. High Per-

formance Landscape Guidelines is the third in-

stallment in a series of design manuals for public 

projects, including city-owned buildings (DDC’s 

High Performance Building Guidelines) and the 

public right of way (DDC’s High Performance In-

frastructure Guidelines). Parks’ design manual 

Table 9:  Summary of New Citywide Design Guidelines

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION EFFECT

Street Design Manual DOT will release a new manual to govern street geometriess, materials, 
and lighting Will recommend standards and pilot confi gurations for all roadway projects

Park Design for the 21st Century Initiative of DPR and Design Trust for Public Space to establish guidelines 
for progressive open space design projects

Will promote source controls and sustainable stormwater management for 
all Parks capital projects

Sustainable Sites Manual This DDC manual will provide strategies for maximizing vegetation, minimizing 
site disturbances, and managing stormwater

Will address the landscaped areas associated with all DDC capital building 
projects

Water Conservation Manual This DDC manual will describe and evaluate best practices for reduction 
of potable water use and capture of precipitation for re-use

Will promote water conservation to designers and building managers for 
new projects and existing buildings

Coordination of construction 

specifi cations

Through the work of PlaNYC’s Interagency BMP 

Task Force, it became evident that there was an 

opportunity for better coordination between 

the agencies that undertake construction work 

in the right of way. In balancing all of the specifi -

cations and design requirements promulgated 

by different agencies, city construction man-

agers did not always apply the most recent 

regulations. To begin to resolve this problem, 

the Interagency BMP Task Force established an 

online website using Sharepoint software as a 

pilot solution. Using this system, agency per-

sonnel can share electronic versions of regula-

tions while they are still under development so 

that other agencies can anticipate changes. In 

addition, the DDC is updating its “specifi cation 

book” in an electronic format and is including 

the most recent version of agency specifi ca-

tions. The Task Force will continue to work to 

implement agreed-upon changes, including 

ensuring that all relevant draft and fi nal specifi -

cations and State design standards are posted, 

hosting issues, and developing connections for 

contractors and other users that are outside of 

city government.

High Level Storm Sewers

Recent initiatives by DEP have led to the imple-

mentation of High Level Storm Sewer (HLSS) 

installation in targeted areas where they would 

be benefi cial. In developed combined sewer 

areas where the replacement of existing old 

combined sewer systems with separate storm 

and sanitary sewers is not feasible, the city in-

troduced High Level Storm Sewers.    

Normally utilized for areas near water bodies, 

HLSS systems are designed to capture storm-

water runoff from the street and side walk area 

which is 50% of the total storm runoff and re-

sulting in signifi cant reductions in street fl ood-

ing, sewer backups into houses, and CSOs fre-

quency. When feasible, DEP also requires the 

installation of completely separated sanitary 

and stormwater sewer systems in new devel-

opments, as it has done or is doing at Battery 

Park City, Queens West, Hunters Point, Bronx 

Terminal Market, Hudson Yards (partial installa-

tion) and Columbia University’s Manhattanville 

expansion (partial installation). At these areas, 

stormwater is diverted directly to adjacent 

waterways and never reaches the combined 

sewer system.

Flood Mitigation Task Force

In response to severe fl ooding and storms 

in the summer of 2007, Mayor Bloomberg 

launched an interagency Flood Mitigation Task 

Force to coordinate and enhance the City’s re-

sponse to such events from multiple agencies. 

The Task Force’s efforts supplement the main-

tenance activities that DEP undertakes on a 

regular basis, including inspections and clean-

ing of catch basins on a programmatic cycle 

and in response to 311 calls. The Task Force 

identifi ed mitigation strategies for application 

in the right of way, including the development 

of a new emergency plan to guide city agency 

coordination and operations during severe wet 

weather. The Task Force also implemented sev-

eral short-term mitigation measures including 

targeted system inspections by DEP engineers 

to identify maintenance needs and investiga-

tions by DOT to heighten curbs during street 

resurfacing projects in fl ood-prone areas in or-

der to re-direct the fl ow to new catch basins. 

DEP also modifi ed the standard catch basin 

design to enhance its ability to capture debris 

with fewer instances of clogged grates.

IN IT IAT IVE  3 

Establish new design guidelines for 
public projects

To continue to promote leading-edge de-

sign practices, the City will release four new 

documents that will have direct impacts on 
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will provide an in-depth approach to systems-

based park design, including best management 

practices, site typology systems and extensive 

case studies. The High Performance Landscape 

Guidelines will specify a number of sustainable 

practices for parklands that improve stormwa-

ter management, with the goal of minimizing or 

recycling stormwater runoff and incorporating 

green infrastructure source controls. The High 

Performance Landscape Guidelines is sched-

uled for release in July 2009. Once these de-

sign tools are in place, the Parks Department 

will work to translate the guidelines to agency 

standards and specifi cations.

Sustainable Sites Manual

DDC will publish the Sustainable Urban Site 

Design Manual in early 2009. The manual will 

address landscaped areas associated with 

building projects, and it is a companion proj-

ect to other DDC manuals on green build-

ings and high performance infrastructure. It 

highlights practical recommendations for site 

land uses, maximizing vegetation, minimizing 

site disturbances, managing stormwater, and 

landscape planting. The manual is conceived 

as a resource handbook, featuring chapters 

that marry the unique site conditions encoun-

tered on many City projects with appropriate 

sustainable design strategies. Though created 

to address City projects, this manual will also 

serve as a resource for architects, construction 

managers, contractors, and facility personnel. 

Water Conservation Manual

Another effort in the DDC’s sustainable design 

and building operation handbook series will be 

the Water Conservation Manual, which is sched-

uled for completion in March 2009. The manual 

will describe and evaluate best practices for 

potable water use reduction and a hierarchy for 

implementing the methods weighted on costs, 

code compliance and environmental reward. It 

is intended for DDC staff and consultants, but 

may also serve as a reference for anyone in-

terested in water conservation in building con-

struction and operation. Topics covered include 

domestic plumbing effi ciencies, reduced water 

landscape irrigation, precipitation capture for 

re-use, graywater, heat recovery, cooling tower 

make-up water, and effi cient appliance and fi x-

ture selection. Innovative system monitoring 

will be fully illustrated and integrated by a com-

prehensive reference matrix crossing building 

types with techniques. 

IN IT IAT IVE  4

Change sewer regulations and 
codes to adopt performance 
standards for new development

Over the next year the City will develop and 

fi nalize a performance standard for new con-

struction that will be adopted as part of its 

sewer regulations or code or both. Some of the 

considerations include fi nalizing specifi cations 

for an approved gravel bed to be used for de-

tention or retention and developing standards 

for crediting the use of source control tech-

nologies such as green roofs, consistent with 

the NYSDEC Stormwater Management Design 

Manual. These specifi cations and credits will 

be contained in a BMP manual for use in the 

city that will be prepared by DEP after the com-

pletion of certain pilot projects. Until that time, 

specifi cations and credits will have to be deter-

mined in case by case, detailed reviews.  The 

City is currently reviewing the feasibility of a 

proposed standard with engineering and archi-

tecture fi rms and other outside experts in the 

Green Code Task Force of the New York Chap-

ter of the U.S. Green Building Council. That pro-

cess is expected to be complete by April 2009. 

Following this initial vetting of the performance 

standard, the City will develop regulatory and 

code language that will undergo a public no-

tice and comment period.

IN IT IAT IVE  5

Improve public notifi cation of 
combined sewer overfl ows

Our analysis shows that it is almost impossible 

to eliminate CSOs, despite the expenditure of 

billions in conventional infrastructure solutions 

and, possibly, on source control measures as 

well. This upper boundary on our source con-

trol efforts has led us to re-examine our system 

of notifying the public of inevitable CSOs.

In developing this Plan, the City assessed its 

protocols for notifying the public of the loca-

tion and occurrence of combined sewer over-

fl ow events. Specifi cally, we examined whether 

it was feasible to alert potential users of the wa-

terbodies affected by CSOs through the use of 

radio, print media, internet, 311, e-mail alerts 

or similar modes of communication, of the es-

timated nature and duration of conditions that 

are potentially harmful to users of such water-

bodies. We also assessed the need to notify 

non-English speakers and people without ac-

cess to computers or the internet.

CASE STUDY
Beach Closure Notifi cation

At present, the DOHMH operates a 
beach water quality monitoring and 
analysis program that notifi es the 
public of the latest water quality 
information and classifi es beaches 
as “Open,” “Wet Weather Advisory”, 
“Advisory” and “Closed – Temporarily 
Restricted for Bathing.” 

The Wet Weather Advisory is a 
preemptive standard based upon a 
threshold level of precipitation that, 
when exceeded, can lead to elevated 
levels of bacteria due to CSOs and 
stormwater runoff, and may pose a 
public health risk. The City does not 
recommend swimming and bathing 
in any area identifi ed as under a Wet 
Weather Advisory, especially for people 
with underlying medical conditions and 
for young and elderly people who may 
be more susceptible to illness if beach 
water is swallowed. The triggers for 
Wet Weather Advisories are listed in 
the adjacent chart.

When DOHMH issues an advisory 
or closure, notifi cation signs are 
posted by the beach facility until the 
status changes. Advisories due to 
wet weather conditions or increased 
pollution levels are also available on 
DOHMH’s web site and by calling the 
City’s 311 service system. DOHMH also 
publishes an annual report on water 
quality near beaches.

BEACH RAINFALL 
LIMIT DURATION

South Beach, 
Staten Island

1.5 inches 
in 6 hours 12 hours

Midland Beach, 
Staten Island

1.5 inches 
in 6 hours 12 hours

Manhattan Beach, 
Brooklyn

1.5 inches 
in 6 hours 12 hours

Kingsborough 
Community College, 
Brooklyn

1.5 inches 
in 6 hours 12 hours

All Private Beaches, 
Bronx

0.2 inches 
in 2 hours 48 hours

Douglaston, 
Queens

0.2 inches 
in 2 hours 48 hours

Gerritsen Beach, 
Brooklyn

0.2 inches 
in 2 hours 72 hours
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DEP’s website will also feature a chart of wa-

terbodies that identifi es the rain amounts that 

cause elevated pathogen concentrations as a 

result of CSOs. After rain events, website notifi -

cations will incorporate more specifi c informa-

tion as needed. 

Second, the City will incorporate this informa-

tion into Notify NYC, a new service designed to 

enhance the delivery of information to the pub-

lic, and to help members of the public make de-

cisions relating to fast-breaking developments. 

Citizens voluntarily sign up on the Notify NYC 

website (www.nyc.gov/notifynyc) to receive 

information through different media, including 

email, text messaging, and telephone. Current-

ly in a pilot phase, the service provides informa-

tion on emergency events in four communities. 

There are two levels of information, “notifi ca-

tions” of basic information about emergencies 

that affect one of the four pilot areas and sta-

tus updates, and “alerts” of major emergencies 

that will interrupt routine behavior and instruc-

tions on how to respond. Messages sent to all 

pilot communities are to be distributed to 311 

and 911 and posted to this page.

In early 2009, the service will be launched on 

a citywide basis, and in mid-2009 it is sched-

uled to expand its coverage to certain non-

emergency events. It is the City’s intention to 

include CSO alerts as one of the non-emergen-

cy events in the program. The content of these 

alerts will be generated by DEP and other inter-

ested agencies. 

We expect these services to reach critical au-

diences. People near outfalls will see the new 

signs. Recreational users can check the DEP 

website and sign up for Notify NYC. And mari-

nas and other commercial interests in water-re-

lated activities are likely to obtain information 

and will be in a position to inform the public.

Resolve the Feasibility 
of Promising Technologies

IN IT IAT IVE  6

Complete ongoing demonstration 
projects and other analysis

Not all potential source controls can be ad-

opted and promoted immediately in New York 

City. The availability of stormwater source con-

trols for implementation is highly variable, with 

some controls in transition between research, 

demonstration, and proven and available off-

the-shelf technology.

To answer unresolved questions about feasibil-

ity, costs and performance of various source 

control techniques, the City is undertaking 

approximately 20 pilot projects. A complete 

description of the pilot projects is included in 

Appendix E. Table 10 summarizes these pilots.

PILOT AGENCY
EXPECTED 
COMPLETION DESCRIPTION

Green Roof/Blue Roof Pilot Study DEP 2011 Construct different roof treatments on adjoining buildings, comparing results

Blue Roofs on Existing Buildings DEP 2012 Construct 20,000 square feet of blue roofs on existing buildings

Rain Barrel Give-Away Pilot Study DEP 2012 Distribue 1,000 rain barrels to homeowners in Queens

Parking Lot Pilot Study DEP 2011 Retrofi t two 1.5 acre parking lots in the Jamaica Bay watershed to meet new DCP zoning requirements

NYCHA or HPD Property Retrofi ts DEP 2012 Retrofi t publicly-owned property with infi ltration and detention source controls

Porous Pavement Pilot Study DEP 2012 Install and monitor porous pavement on publicly-owned parking lots

Green Roofs on Five Borough Building DPR 2010 Install 4,800 square feet of green roofs consisting of fi ve different systems

Domestic Sewage Treatment Pilot Study DEP 2012 Analyze the benefi ts and opportunities of the decentralization of sanitary wastewater treatment

Flushing Bay and Gowanus BMP Grant Program DEP 2013 Grant program for local stakeholder groups to submit proposals for effective stormwater management projects and pilots

DEP Tree Pit Pilot Study DEP 2011 Install and monitor fi ve street trees that have pits enhanced with subsurface detention

DPR Tree Pit Pilot Study DPR 2010 DPR is working with Gaia Institute and Youth Ministries for Peace and Justice to cut curbs around existing tree pits

Enhanced Greenstreets Pilot Study DPR 2010 Evaluate 5 new Greenstreets designed to accept greater amounts of stormwater

Bronx Block Saturation Pilot Study DEP 2013 Monitor expanded tree pits on a two-block section of 172nd Street during 6-8 storm events

Astor Place/Cooper Square Renovation DDC/DOT 2012 Increase green space, porous pavements, infi ltration swales, and continuous tree trenches

Albert Road Reconstruction DDC/DOT 2012 Install vegetated controls and other source controls where feasible to manage runoff

East Houston Street Reconstruction DDC/DOT 2012 Widen center median, infi ltrate sidewalk runoff in planted areas, and install continuous tree trenches

Atlantic Avenue Reconstruction DDC/DOT 2011 Plant native trees in structural soil and direct the center median’s runoff towards the planted area

Constructed Wetlands Pilot Study DEP 2011 Construct wetlands to capture runoff from a roadway

Belt Parkway Bridges Roadside Swales DEP/DOT 2014 Construct vegetated swales adjacent to bridges and roadway to mitigate direct discharges of stormwater

Streetside Infi ltration Swales Pilot Study DEP/DOT 2011 Install vegetated swales to capture stormwater runoff from smaller roads

Ballfi eld Source Controls Piot Study DPR 2012 Install source controls within parks and baseball fi elds within the Bronx River watershed

Bronx River Pilot Study DPR 2010 Install downspout disconnections, trench drains, rain gardens, swales, and other innovative source capture methods

Table 10:  Summary of Ongoing or Planned Pilot Studies and Demonstration Projects

First, DEP has committed to install more infor-

mative signs near every one of its 433 com-

bined sewer outfalls at a cost of $1 million. The 

existing signs have detailed information re-

garding the discharge point and the applicable 

discharge permit, and request that the public 

notify the City of any dry weather discharges 

by calling 311. The new proposed signs include 

a graphic image that conveys the risk of wet 

weather discharges and that swimming should 

not occur in those circumstances. The symbols 

are designed to convey the substance of the 

message to non-English speakers and people 

without access to computers or the internet. 

The new signs will be installed in 2010 after 

they are approved by DEC. 

In addition, DEP will develop a web notifi ca-

tion system located on its homepage (http://

www.nyc.gov/dep). Predictions of signifi cant 

rain events will trigger website alerts contain-

ing information about predicted precipitation 

amounts and modeled CSO impacts. A hypo-

thetical notice may state, for example, that:

According to the National Weather Service 

2.5 inches of rain will fall in the New York City 

area between midnight Tuesday and 6:00 a.m. 

Wednesday. This amount of rain may result in 

combined sewer overfl ows and impact local 

waterways. Click here for more information. 
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A pragmatic approach to public policy requires 

the testing of source controls on a small scale 

before turning to the question of whether 

and how they can be implemented broadly. 

Accordingly, each pilot is designed to ad-

dress a unique series of technology-specifi c 

questions that currently prevent widespread 

implementation (Table 11). Nearly all of the 20 

pilots are designed to test whether a particu-

lar technology can be built, whether it will be 

properly maintained, and whether it will cap-

ture stormwater. The pilots are also designed 

to quantify the benefi ts of stormwater capture 

and the costs of construction, operation, and 

maintenance. While none of the City pilots are 

designed to quantify non-stormwater benefi ts 

of source controls such as cooling and en-

ergy savings, academic institutions in the City 

are studying and modeling those effects. For 

example, Columbia University is studying the 

effect of green roofs on roof temperatures.

The pilots will be designed to provide basic 

data. The Jamaica Bay pilots, for example, will 

be designed to capture a given design storm 

(e.g., 90th percentile) after a survey of the 

areas surrounding each project location to 

characterize the precise scale, land uses, and 

quantity of water generated by each sub-wa-

tershed. These design elements will be tested 

throughout the course of each project.

PARAMETERS TESTED
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CRITERIA TO ASSESS WHETHER DEMONSTRATION PHASE IS OVER AND TECHNOLOGY 
CAN BE INCORPORATED INTO COMPREHENSIVE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Green Roof/Blue Roof Pilot Study X X X X Cost-effective storage or removal of runoff from new rooftops in side-by-side comparison

Blue Roofs on Existing Buildings X X Feasibility of retrofi tting an existing rooftop to detain water given variable slope

Rain Barrel Give-Away Pilot Study X X X Reliability of homeowner operation and maintenan

Parking Lot Pilot Study X X X Cost-effectiveness of swales absorbing parking lot runoff

NYCHA or HPD Property Retrofi ts X X Feasibility of retrofi tting landscaped areas in public housing to control stormwater

Porous Pavement Pilot Study X X X X Maintenance of open pore space and performance and reliability over time

Green Roofs on Five Borough Building X X X Performance and cost-effectiveness of different green roof designs

Domestic Sewage Treatment Pilot Study X X X Effectiveness of technology and feasibility of a distributed sewage treatment plant in a large building 

Flushing Bay and Gowanus BMP Grant Program X X X Effectiveness of each project in its local setting after construction or installation

DEP Tree Pit Pilot Study X X X X Costs, stormwater performance, and survival of vegetation with storage space for water under roots

DPR Tree Pit Pilot Study X X Survival of trees when curbs around tree pits are opened to accept stormwater from the street

Enhanced Greenstreets Pilot Study X X Plant survival and cost-savings from avoided watering when opened to stormwater

Bronx Block Saturation Pilot Study X X Effectiveness of concentrated, low-technology developments on the level of a block

Astor Place/Cooper Square Renovation X X Feasibility of source controls, especially small infi ltration swales

Albert Road Reconstruction X X Feasibility of source controls, especially area-wide vegetated areas

East Houston Street Reconstruction X X Feasibility of source controls, especially permeable pavers and biofi ltration areas

Atlantic Avenue Reconstruction X X Feasibility of source controls, especially structural soil and porous pavement around median trees

Constructed Wetlands Pilot Study X X Cost-effectiveness of constructed wetlands

Belt Parkway Bridges Roadside Swales X X X Cost-effectiveness of different swale designs near major highway and bridges

Streetside Infi ltration Swales Pilot Study X X X Performance of retrofi tted streetside swales

Ballfi eld Source Controls Piot Study X X Effectiveness of source controls under and around artifi cial turf fi elds

Bronx River Pilot Study X X X Feasibility of a package of source controls and reliability of community maintenance

Table 11:  Criteria for Assessing Demonstration Projects

Pilots must be monitored carefully. Monitor-

ing is designed to assess many factors: the 

stormwater quantity reduction and quality im-

provements that each provides; the survival of 

vegetation given fl uctuating water levels and 

intense urban pressures; the ability to remain 

functionally effective for long periods with in-

frequent but intense storms, community ac-

ceptance; low maintenance requirements; and 

low cost per unit of stormwater control. These 

are not the same across pilot programs. The 

Jamaica Bay pilots, for example, will be moni-

tored to refi ne the specifi c capture rates and 

pollutant removal rates for nitrogen and other 

nutrients and pollutants. That data will be col-

lected and analyzed in monthly, quarterly and 

annual reports, as well as a fi nal report at the 

end of the three year monitoring. Specifi cally, 

the following parameters will be monitored:

  •  Meteorological conditions from nearby 

     certifi ed weather locations and actual 

     precipitation data and stormwater fl ow 

     data; 

  •  Estimated evapotranspiration rates 

     of various plant species utilizing 

     meteorological conditions data from 

     a nearby certifi ed weather station; 

  •  Weather conditions (precipitation, cloud

     cover, wind, temperature, etc.); 

  •  Incidental wildlife observations; 

  •  Summary of sub-watershed characteristics 

      and estimated fl ow volume rates; 

  •  Estimated and actual soil infi ltration rates; 

  •  Percent volume capture with respect to 

     drainage area total; and

  •  Estimate of pollutant and sediment load 

     reductions.

The City is seeking to integrate the monitoring 

controls for all City projects as much as pos-

sible. For example, the Greenstreets pilot is 

designed to assess the effect of infi ltration of 

street stormwater on operating and mainte-

nance costs that depend on watering and plant 

survival. The Parks Department is creating a 

modeling tool that will be calibrated through 

continuous monitoring of stormwater capture 

and infi ltration. That pilot is also testing the re-

sidual toxics left in the soil by runoff and plant 

survival. The goal is to develop a model can be 

used on a system-wide basis. 

The variety of source controls being piloted, 

site conditions, and parameters studied mean 

that there is no “bright-line” measure of suc-

cess. The City’s approach is more akin to true 

research than to product development; the pi-

lots are designed to develop information about 
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CASE STUDY
Green Roofs on the Five Borough Building

Green roofs can be effective in reversing urban 
environmental problems such as stormwater 
runoff and the urban heat island effect. With 
the announcement of PlaNYC, the New York City 
Department of Parks and Recreation understood 
the opportunities for building sustainable 
best management practices into the city’s 
infrastructure and took initiative to understand 
the variables in green roof design. Employees of 
the Five Borough Technical Services Division on 
Randall’s Island researched current green roof 
designs and began an experiment on the roof of 
the division’s headquarters in Spring 2007. Their 
strategy was to build a system of green roofs, 
featuring various growing mediums, plant types, 
planting depths, and installation designs, as a 
type of experimental station to determine the best 
practices in green roof technology. 

Several innovative green roof designs are featured 
on the Five Borough roof. Two of the green roofs 
are planted in removable aluminum trays, offering 
the benefi t of easy access to the roof if necessary. 
These two modular systems feature two and 
four inches of growth medium, respectively, with 

sedum and succulent plants that require very little 
water during the hottest summer months. Another 
system uses a newly-patented growing medium 
called GaiaSoil that is designed specifi cally to be 
lightweight for green roof use. In that system, 
native plants provide rich texture and color to 
the rooftop garden. In another modular system, 
biodegradable trays are installed individually, 
but over time the internal walls will decay, 
creating a continuous growing space. Another 
new innovation, Green Paks, offers convenient 
installation of woven polyethylene bags prefi lled 
with heat-treated shale and planted with sedum. 
With each system, the Parks Department is 
monitoring the green roof for water absorption, 
urban heat island offset, and energy conservation. 
Installation and maintenance of each system 

is also compared, and factors such as ease of 
planting, weight of materials, and labor time and 
cost are recorded. Today, the roof features over 
7,000 square feet of vegetation and is truly a 
working laboratory for green roof design practices, 
providing knowledge and experience to the rest 
of the Department and other agencies, as well 
as contributing to the effort of conservation and 
stewardship in New York City.
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performance in a neutral way rather than to an-

swer a pre-conceived notion that source con-

trols must be installed throughout the city. The 

strategic object of the project is to test those 

source controls that have the most promise of 

reducing stormwater fl ow into the combined 

sewer system, increasing soil infi ltration and 

pollutant removal, providing urban ecological 

restoration opportunities, and increasing over-

all green spaces within watersheds. As part of 

the pilot studies, stormwater capture volume 

and pollutant removal rates of each of the tech-

nologies will be documented.  The results of the 

pilot studies and monitoring data will resolve 

the need for consistent and specifi c stormwa-

ter quality information and effi ciency related to 

New York City. Once this information has been 

gathered, it can be used to develop an effec-

tive source control stormwater strategy. 

Once these technologies are proven to be ef-

fective on a pilot scale, a much wider applica-

tion of the technologies can be evaluated. Each 

source control technology cannot be assessed 

or implemented in isolation. If we are to devel-

op a reliable network of decentralized controls, 

then each technology must be assessed in rela-

tion to alternative approaches and as part of a 

citywide system. The completion of each pilot 

will mark a new phase in our comprehensive 

stormwater planning in which the costs and 

benefi ts of each source control determines its 

relative position in our municipal program. It 

may be that green roofs are not cost-effective 

stormwater controls compared to blue roofs in 

CSO areas or infi ltration technologies in non-

CSO areas, as our review of existing literature 

suggests. Or it may be that green roofs are a vi-

able option in non-CSO areas where infi ltration 

technologies are ineffective because of a high 

water table or bedrock near the surface. 

That is not to say that all pilots must be com-

pleted before we can start implementation. The 

City intends to follow adaptive management 

principles whereby we refi ne our approach 

as information becomes available on a rolling 

basis. The milestones at the end of this Plan 

refl ect that approach. The next major planning 

milestone is the revision of this Plan. That pub-

lic process should begin in the spring of 2010, 

at a time when the pilots will have generated 

preliminary or fi nal results. Before then, we will 

establish interim milestones to ensure that any 

preliminary information on performance gath-

ered from the pilots is put into practice as soon 

as possible.

At that time, we will have information from 

several other ongoing studies that also affect 

our confi dence about the feasible operation 

of source controls on a citywide basis. These 

three studies will help us predict the success of 

infi ltration and other source control technolo-

gies and whether a targeted approach is ap-

propriate. They are: 

First, the New York City Soil and Water Con-

servation District is updating its survey of soils 

across New York City to provide information on 

a 1-foot contour scale. This survey is scheduled 

to be completed by December 2009. The soil 

maps will provide general information to land-

owners and regulators about the soils that may 

be suitable for infi ltration technologies. Appli-

cants for sewer connections would still need to 

provide site-specifi c soil surveys to DEP.

Second, DEP is modeling CSO reductions from 

source controls. The completed model will al-

low us to adopt appropriate policies. As dis-

cussed in Appendix D, current projections are 

based upon spreadsheet analyses. The model 

will seek to determine street-level hydraulic 

conditions, CSO reductions and other water 

quality benefi ts that could be achieved through 

source control implementation. The model will 

consider the performance of individual source 

controls as well as the effects of rezoning and 

growth projections, alternative drainage modi-

fi cation, and other climate adaptation strate-

gies. The modeling will incorporate DEP’s most 

recent impervious surface data developed 

from remote sensing and other sources, and 

will be calibrated accordingly.

Third, DEP is creating maps of permeable and 

impermeable surfaces throughout the city from 

satellite images. These maps will be based on 

aerial fl yovers in April 2009, the optimal “leaf-

Green Roof on the Five Borough Building Green Roof on the Five Borough Building
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off” period to take infrared images of vegetat-

ed areas, and are scheduled to be completed 

by December 2009. These maps will provide 

precise locations where source controls are 

needed most and where bioinfi ltration tech-

niques will best succeed.

IN IT IAT IVE  7

Continue planning for the 
implementation of promising 
source control strategies

The City will continue planning for the promis-

ing strategies analyzed in the previous chap-

ter: sidewalk standards, road reconstruction 

standards, performance standards for existing 

buildings, low- and medium-density controls, 

and additional vegetated controls in the right 

of way. These strategies have signifi cant poten-

tial, but also face obstacles that prevent imme-

diate implementation, such as the absence of 

consensus designs, funding mechanisms, and 

maintenance agreements. Over the next year, 

the City will seek to resolve those concerns. 

We will convene interagency working groups, 

confer with outside experts, reach out to pri-

vate landowners, seek knowledge from lead-

ing organizations, promote implementation 

of stormwater reduction practices that are 

consistent with the State Stormwater Manage-

ment Design Manual, consider additional de-

sign standards, and continue to analyze best 

practices from other municipalities. As much 

as possible, we will involve interested stake-

holders and other members of the public.

City agency coordination

Since May 2007, the City’s Interagency BMP 

Task Force has met to analyze strategies to 

incorporate source controls into public poli-

cies. The City intends to build on the founda-

tion established by this group by continuing 

to convene stakeholders from City agencies 

to plan for promising sustainable stormwater 

management policies and resolve challenges 

that cut across agencies. The City is also com-

mitted to ensuring that staff members within 

agencies are better informed of source control 

practices and new policies through an empha-

sis on intra-agency coordination and outreach. 

Planning for right of way strategies

The Mayor’s Offi ce of Long-Term Planning and 

Sustainability will continue to convene work-

ing groups of City agency staff to investigate 

the potential to adopt sidewalk standards and 

roadway reconstructions. These groups will 

further analyze prototype designs of source 

controls, potential materials, and issues related 

to scoping, design, construction, and mainte-

nance. Specifi cally, the working groups will be 

asked to consider the appropriate application 

of porous pavements; the proper application 

of certain street geometry confi gurations; the 

impacts of stormwater on urban vegetation; 

maintenance requirements for source controls 

in the right of way; and the fi nancial implica-

tions of enacting specifi c source control design 

standards as required construction specifi ca-

tions. These efforts will consider the results of 

the demonstration projects, learn from other 

innovative projects completed within the city, 

and analyze projects and studies from outside 

of New York City. These working group meet-

ings will include staff from multiple city agen-

cies, including DOT, the Parks Department, 

DEP, DDC, DOB, and DCP.

Planning for source controls on buildings 

and lots

The City will also continue to plan for promis-

ing scenarios that could be incorporated into 

existing buildings. The OLTPS will work closely 

with DEP, DOB, and outside experts to continue 

to study the feasibility of utilizing the rooftops 

of existing buildings for rooftop detention sys-

tems. Many questions remain about the poten-

tial to use the rooftops of existing buildings for 

detention due to issues of requiring additional 

structural and plumbing analysis, setting ap-

propriate permitting requirements, and ad-

dressing issues related to the slope of older 

roofs. The City will consider opportunities to 

further provide incentives for green roofs for 

existing buildings as funding becomes avail-

able, as pilots resolve outstanding questions, 

and as we learn lessons from the City’s green 

roof tax incentive.

The City will consider additional programs and 

fi nancial incentives to promote the use of rain 

barrels, cisterns, and rainwater harvesting sys-

tems, as funding options become available. 

Future policies to explore include: providing 

incentives for source controls by providing dis-

counted water rates, subsidizing the purchase 

of these systems through City partnerships 

with vendors, and outreach and education ini-

tiatives to inform citizens about the benefi ts of 

residential controls. 

The City will convene an interagency work-

ing group to explore issues related to install-

ing green roofs on public buildings. The City 

will determine the effi cacy of installing green 

roofs by examining the results of demonstra-

tion projects such as the green roof on the 

Parks Department’s Five Boroughs Building. 

The City will also consult the lessons learned 

by green roof projects by groups such as the 

Queens Botanical Gardens, Columbia Univer-

sity, Consolidated Edison, and the Gaia Insti-

tute. Specifi c analysis will explore costs, ben-

efi ts, maintenance requirements, and design 

elements such as plant species, soil depth, and 

soil types. The OLTPS will convene the work-

ing group that will include agencies such as 

the Parks Department, DEP, DDC, DOB, DCAS, 

HPD, NYCHA, EDC, and SCA. 

Protocols for public projects

The City will develop a stormwater manage-

ment program that is consistent with State and 

federal standards, and will also continue to 
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analyze potential policies that encourage the 

inclusion of source controls during the scop-

ing, design, and preliminary and fi nal budget 

approval process, beyond applicable State or 

federal standards. 

The City recognizes the need for the incor-

poration of stormwater management at the 

design stage, according to well-thought out 

standards. These standards should refl ect 

our understanding of construction, opera-

tion and maintenance costs, as well as the 

effects, if any, on property damage, business 

loss, damage to infrastructure, and economic 

vitality. Such standards should also refl ect our 

understanding of the applicability, cost-effec-

tiveness, effi ciency, and durability of different 

source controls, and we will be more certain 

after the results of demonstration projects and 

additional research. 

Due to the diffi cult economic conditions and 

the unknowns regarding source control perfor-

mance, the City believes that it is premature to 

impose a blanket standard now on capital proj-

ects of a certain size. Where such standards ex-

ist, such as for federal facilities of a certain size 

beyond any State permitting requirements, 

they have taken the form of narrative exhorta-

tions to “reduce stormwater to the maximum 

extent feasible” or some similar command that 

is very general because it must cover a broad 

range of uses. 

We believe that it is more useful to adopt quan-

titative performance standards. The proposed 

performance standard for new development 

would apply to city-owned and city-fi nanced 

projects as the new regulations will be enacted 

as part of a citywide sewer code. Any new poli-

cy establishing a performance standard for the 

renovation or major alteration of existing build-

ings would also apply to city-owned properties.

The Parks Department is also considering addi-

tional design directives for its capital projects. 

Many sustainable stormwater management 

design strategies can be implemented into 

the design of Parks projects with no additional 

cost or maintenance, while other design strate-

gies will require additional capital expenses or 

maintenance costs. The forthcoming High Per-

formance Landscape Guidelines will identify 

cost-effective design strategies for including 

source controls in Parks projects. Once this set 

of guidelines is released, the Parks Department 

will consider formalizing specifi c strategies into 

design standards, scoping procedures, and 

construction specifi cations. 

DOT will also consider design directives for 

future capital projects in the right of way. The 

DOT Strategic Plan, Sustainable Streets, al-

ready calls for incorporating source controls 

into street designs, and the new Street Design 

Manual will further establish prototypes and 

geometries that are recommended for future 

exploration. Any design protocols mandating 

source controls would require additional fund-

ing for capital construction costs as well as for 

long-term maintenance. In the next year, DOT 

will further analyze the costs and benefi ts of 

enacting additional standards. 

New Demonstration Projects

In addition to planning for promising technolo-

gies in the right of way and for buildings and 

lots, the City will identify the need for new 

demonstration projects and will seek to launch 

those pilots as funding becomes available. 

DEP is currently piloting porous pavement 

on a parking lot, but there are still additional 

needs to test the application of porous materi-

als in sidewalks, parking lanes, and other right 

of way conditions. The City’s understanding of 

source control effectiveness would also ben-

efi t from additional prototypes of vegetated 

controls and sidewalk biofi ltration beds that 

capture stormwater from the right of way. Fi-

nally, demonstration projects could also test in-

novative systems that would retain water from 

the rooftops of existing buildings. The City will 

continue to explore opportunities to add dem-

onstration projects as an incremental expense 

to ongoing or upcoming capital projects. We 

will also examine opportunities to seek outside 

partnership and private funding to assist in 

these efforts. 

Green Codes Task Force

The City is also reviewing all relevant aspects of 

its building and sewer codes in partnership with 

the New York Chapter of the U.S. Green Build-

ing Council, which has launched a Green Codes 

Task Force at the behest of Mayor Bloomberg 

and Speaker Quinn. The Green Codes Task Force 

seeks to tap into the city’s deep bench of talent 

by enlisting the help of technical experts from 

the engineering, architecture, landscape archi-

tecture, and construction fi elds, as well as mem-

bers of the real estate industry and other stake-

holders, to develop code reform proposals. 

Their objective is to remove impediments or add 

improvements that will encourage leading-edge 

conservation and environmental practices. 

There are two committees of the Green Codes 

Task Force that are relevant to this Plan. A com-

mittee on water effi ciency and buildings has 

reviewed a wide range of opportunities to sug-

gest methods to conserve potable water and 

capture stormwater within the City. The com-

mittee is exploring ideas to increase water ef-

fi ciency, reduce energy consumption, provide 

greater potable water security through re-

duced demand and appropriate water use, and 

reduce CSOs by capturing and re-using storm-

water in building systems. 
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Schmul Park Permeable Basketball Court
Credit: NYC Department of Parks and Recreation and Field Operations

CASE STUDY
Schmul Park

Schmul Park is being redeveloped as part of 
the larger development plan for the Fresh 
Kills Landfi ll area. Renovation of Schmul 
Park will provide a direct link between the 
surrounding neighborhoods on the western 
portion of Staten Island and the future 
Fresh Kills parkland. This small, four-acre 
park, of which 70 percent is currently 
impervious surface, will incorporate low-
impact development strategies to improve 
permeability on the site.

The proposed park redevelopment consists 
of demolition of the existing park facility, 
regrading, and construction of a new 
playground, restroom facility, basketball, 
and handball courts. The 1,000-square 
foot roof of the new comfort station will 
collect rainwater and channel it through 

a waterfall feature into ground-level rain 
garden sized to collect runoff. The entire 
area will be regraded to allow rainwater to 
shed to plant beds surrounding the park 
with hearty native plants. The playground 
will feature a porous safety surface which 
allows water to infi ltrate and absorb into 
the soil. The site will also add two hand-ball 
courts and a basketball court paved with a 
rubber aggregate porous pavement called 
FlexiPave. Walkways will also include use 
of porous concrete or permeable pavers, 
and permeable, stabilized stone walkways 
along some paths through the park. The 
plan decreases the amount of impervious 
area by approximately 60 percent and 
showcases the Parks Department’s 
commitment to effective stormwater 
management practices. 

The Green Codes Task Force also has a commit-

tee focusing on stormwater management on 

developed sites. This group of outside experts 

has played an active role in reviewing ideas for 

establishing stormwater capture performance 

standards for new development and existing 

buildings. The goal of this committee is to ex-

amine issues related to site design that could 

potentially capture stormwater, increase per-

meability, and improve the ecological health of 

the city.

The Task Force’s report will include proposed 

code language for each of the fi nalized propos-

als. Enactment of proposed changes will in-

volve public review and comment. The USGBC 

aims to present their package of proposals to 

the Mayor and the Speaker by Spring 2009. Our 

milestone is for code changes to be enacted by 

the end of 2009.

IN IT IAT IVE  8

Plan for the maintenance of source 
controls

Purpose and need

Source controls require maintenance to remain 

effective. Unless source control installations 

are properly maintained, the performance of 

the system will decline over time, undercutting 

the rationale for avoiding investments in large 

infrastructure and creating a backlog of work 

that will increase costs. For centralized storm-

water infrastructure this requirement is simpler 

because a single agency plans, designs, per-

mits, constructs, manages, and maintains the 

installations. In a decentralized system, these 

roles will be spread amongst various City agen-

cies and private actors. Most if not all source 

controls will be located on property that is 

owned or controlled by entities whose primary 

mission is something other than stormwater 

control, and it is not realistic to expect that 

they will place a high priority on maintaining 

stormwater infrastructure. 

Reliability can be assured in many ways. For 

residential structures, the need to avoid leaks 

from roof controls or other adverse impacts 

may be suffi cient. This is especially true if ho-

meowners are educated about the importance 

of maintenance and given tasks that are rela-

tively straightforward, such as keeping drains 

free of debris, disconnecting rain barrels and 

cisterns during the winter, and using or emp-

tying their contents after rainfall. In the public 

realm, however, we cannot rely on enlightened 

self-interest. 

Schmul Park Permeable Playground
Credit: NYC Department of Parks and Recreation and Field Operations
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Printer’s Park
Credit: NYC Department of Parks and Recreation

CASE STUDY
Printer’s Park

Printer’s Park receives its name from the 
site’s early history as the location of the 
estate of Richard March Hoe, inventor of 
the rotary printing press. His mansion in 
the Bronx was torn down at the turn of the 
20th Century and developed into 5-story 
brick apartment buildings. After falling into 
disrepair by the late 1970’s, the buildings 
were condemned by the city and turned 
over to the Parks Department in 1979. 
The property was designated Hoe Park and 
consisted of asphalt tennis courts. By the 
mid 1980’s the asphalt surface began to 
subside leaving gaping cracks and potholes 
and causing unsafe conditions. It has been 
closed to the public ever since.

Currently, the Parks Department is 
implementing a new design for this long-
abandoned and degraded property. A new 
playground and ‘greeting garden’ for use 
by community groups, senior citizens, and 
families with children will open in Summer 
2009 and will feature sustainable water 
management strategies and innovative 
green design practices. In conventional 
playgrounds, the spray shower runoff 
is directly drained to the sewer system. 
At Printer’s Park playground, however, 
the runoff water from the spray shower 
becomes a resource. After potable water is 
used to provide cool, refreshing activity for 
children in the playground, spray shower 

runoff is directed by underground pipes to 
surrounding planting beds, irrigating a lush 
and water-effi cient landscape. 

Strategies to address stormwater are also 
incorporated into the playground design. 
In addition to the lush native plantings 
that surround the play area and absorb 
stormwater, permeable protective play 
surfaces and permeable pavement are 
used throughout the playground for 
water infi ltration. Excess stormwater 
fl ows through a granite cobble swale to 
a continuous tree pit of Ginkgo trees. All 
other runoff is directed into planting beds. 
Overfl ow catch basins send rainwater from 
extremely large storm events into the 
sewers. For average rainfall, however, this 
park is an excellent example of reducing 
the burden on the city’s sewers by creating 
a safe, fun, sustainable, and rejuvenating 
public space from what was once an 
abandoned blighted area.

Maintenance costs must be considered when 

launching any new initiative. PlaNYC’s Million-

Tree and Greenstreets initiatives, for example, 

are supported with funding for an additional 

156 staff and $4.6 million in new forestry and 

horticulture maintenance funds. Our limited 

experience with source controls – especially 

the types that will be used outside of the Blue-

belt – means that we do not have accurate 

numbers for budgeting and planning purposes. 

That is why one purpose of the pilot programs 

discussed in Initiative 6 is to develop more ac-

curate maintenance costs.

Public maintenance

While we develop that basic information, we 

will have to create appropriate maintenance 

mechanisms for source controls. We cannot 

simply extend the default rule that the spon-

sors of capital projects are responsible for 

maintenance. The right of way provides an 

instructive example. DOT controls the right 

of way and would be responsible for design-

ing and constructing source controls located 

there. Those tasks can be incorporated into 

existing agency processes, as contemplated 

by Initiative 7 of this Plan. Post-construction 

involvement is another matter. DOT is set up 

to maintain hard surfaces. Vegetated controls 

or infi ltration areas require knowledge and 

training about plants and soils; pruning and 

removal of litter during the planting season; 

and replanting and replenishing soil on a regu-

lar basis. DOT has neither the expertise nor 

the manpower to do those tasks. That is why 

all Greenstreets are maintained by the Parks 

Department, which hires many seasonal em-

ployees and has established working agree-

ments with community groups that assume 

maintenance responsibility.

The relative strengths and weaknesses of dif-

ferent agencies form the basis of the current 

division of responsibility in the right of way, 

which is governed by a 1983 memorandum 

of understanding. Under that agreement, DOT 

maintains hard surfaces, the Parks Department 

maintains vegetated medians and similar ar-

eas, and the Sanitation Department removes 

litter, leaves, and snow from the roadway and 

grates at least weekly. Each agency has ap-

propriate personnel and equipment to fulfi ll 

those duties. In addition, DEP has specialized 

vacuum trucks and is responsible for cleaning 

out sediment and debris from within catch ba-

sins on a regular schedule or when alerted to 

a problematic intersection. DEP also funds cer-

tain functions conducted by other agencies to 

achieve stormwater management objectives; 
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for example, a portion of the income from 

water rates is transferred to the Sanitation De-

partment’s budget to support street cleaning 

efforts. If source controls in the right of way 

are adopted at suffi cient scale, however, that 

would strain the current structure to the break-

ing point. Starkly put, the current budgets of 

DOT, the Parks Department, or the Sanitation 

Department are not large enough to support 

signifi cant work on source controls. 

Indeed, there are many current reconstruction 

projects for which there are signifi cant opportu-

nities for source controls but that cannot go for-

ward for lack of maintenance funding or agree-

ments. The City’s ongoing attempts to resolve 

these matters on an ad hoc basis are made diffi -

cult by the current budget situation and the nec-

essary across-the-board cuts of agencies’ bud-

gets. In the current environment, it is challenging 

to arrange for agencies to take on responsibili-

ties that are outside of their core programs.

To resolve this recurring problem the City will 

undertake an interagency planning process to 

provide for maintenance at scale. The mainte-

nance challenge is similar to other natural ar-

eas programs such as the creation of parkland 

and wetlands that require ongoing steward-

ship, where agencies turn to community orga-

nizations to make up for budget and personnel 

shortfalls. An interagency group will evaluate 

potential maintenance models such as an alter-

ation of the 1983 memorandum of agreement, 

a partnership with Business Improvement 

Districts and community groups that provide 

other maintenance services in the right of way, 

funding transfers between agencies, creation 

of a stand-alone agency with sole responsibil-

ity for maintaining public source controls, or a 

mix of all of these methods. This initiative is in-

tertwined with the following two initiatives on 

funding (Initiatives 9 and 10).

Public/private partnerships as a possible 

model

There are several existing models for mainte-

nance that will inform that planning process. 

The most relevant is the decade-long strat-

egy employed by DEP’s Staten Island Bluebelt 

team to successfully maintain and manage 

New York City’s only source control network. 

Related models include the Parks Depart-

ment’s use of community volunteers to main-

tain Greenstreets and the Department of Small 

Business Services (SBS)’s new Clean Streets ini-

tiative to develop the capacity of neighborhood-

based economic development organizations in 

commercial districts.

Bluebelt maintenance starts with the planning, 

design, and construction stages. Through 

consultation with a four-person fi eld manage-

ment staff, these installations are made as 

“maintainer-friendly” as possible. In fact, the 

philosophy of the Bluebelt Offi ce is that the 

fi eld management staff is the client for all those 

who work on planning, design, and construc-

tion of Bluebelt facilities. Once Bluebelt facili-

ties are constructed, laminated 8½ by 11 inch 

cards are created which present all the main-

tenance requirements of each facility.  These 

cards can be easily used by the fi eld staff and 

list all the maintenance tasks and important in-

formation about the features at the site, such 

as valves, weirs, and access ways. With those 

maintenance cards in hand, the DEP fi eld man-

agement group periodically monitors the con-

dition of all the Bluebelt properties and drain-

age facilities. Such monitoring is especially 

important before and after major storms. Once 

a problem is identifi ed, the fi eld staff calls on a 

contractor to repair certain problems that can 

not be resolved by in-house forces. The goal is 

to resolve small problems quickly before they 

become big problems.  

Bluebelt private contractors are under the di-

rect supervision of DEP fi eld management staff. 

The fi eld management staff has developed de-

tailed scopes of work for specifi c maintenance 

activities: landscape maintenance, vacuum 

truck (vactor) services, and debris removal. 

The landscape maintenance contract includes 

grass cutting, snow removal, emergency tree 

removal, and rodent control tasks. Wetland and 

upland source control plantings are also main-

tained through the landscape maintenance 

contract. The vactor services contract involves 

the use of a vactor vacuum truck to remove 

sediment and other water soluble material 

from outlet stilling basins, sand fi lters, and the 

forebays and micropools of extended deten-

tion storm water wetlands. The vactor services 

contract is also used to clean in-stream cul-

verts, riser boxes, and tributary catch basins. 

The debris removal contract provides for the 

removal of illegally dumped refuse, including 

abandoned automobiles, large appliances, and 

building debris. The tasks in this contract are 

used to remove heavy debris from the perim-

eters and interiors of DEP drainage properties.  

The contracting strategy that DEP has devel-

oped for its maintenance program has been 

highly successful over the years. Coupled with 

community outreach programs to local school 

groups, high school, and college volunteers 

and the very successful Adopt-A-Bluebelt pro-

gram, DEP’s Staten Island Bluebelt program has 

developed a unique storm water management 

system that is not only effective in restoring 

some of Staten Island’s environmental integ-

rity, but is also effi cient and extremely well run. 

DEP also relies on probation labor, which has 

saved the City approximately $700,000.
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The Greenstreets program follows a similar 

model to maintain over 2,300 planted areas 

in the right of way. The Parks Department cur-

rently waters, weeds, and cleans these sites 

regularly by hiring seasonal employees. To 

supplement those basic efforts, since 2000 

the Parks Department has formed partner-

ships with private entities to provide additional 

care and to relieve some of the fi nancial bur-

den on the agency. It seeks private citizens, 

businesses, and corporations to join the City 

of New York and its communities through the 

Adopt-a-Greenstreet Program. Parks’ follows a 

four-pronged recruitment effort: 

  •  Grassroots efforts to recruit community 

     groups, homeowners, individuals, and

     Friends of Parks to assume the care of a

     neighborhood Greenstreet, supported by

     workshops;  

  •  Adoption by local businesses who hire an

     outside contractor or provide care directly; 

  •  Corporate sponsorship to pay for the 

     maintenance of many sites; and 

  •  Foundations and government grants.

To date, over 76 Greenstreets have been 

adopted.

Another model is the Department of Small Busi-

ness Services’ (SBS) Clean Streets Program.  

That is a new initiative to develop the capacity of 

neighborhood-based economic development 

organizations in commercial districts through-

out the city. Through Clean Streets, SBS offers 

a comprehensive sanitation and maintenance 

program to selected local neighborhood orga-

nizations and engages those organizations in a 

capacity-building relationship so that they will 

be able to independently manage and fi nance 

the program after two years. Under the pro-

gram, the cost for supplemental sanitation and 

maintenance services will be provided entirely 

by the City in the fi rst year of the program and 

on a matching basis in the second year, with the 

City contributing 75 percent of the sanitation 

and maintenance program costs and selected 

organizations contributing 25 percent. Over 

the course of the second year of the program, 

selected organizations will be required to raise 

100 percent of the cost for supplemental sani-

tation services in the third year.

Explore Funding Options for 
Source Controls

In this Plan, the City is not making any specifi c 

recommendation about funding, but is laying 

out certain general considerations that should 

be considered in future assessments. We are 

unable to make any new commitments for 

capital or operational funding due to budget 

projections in New York City, which are declin-

ing because of local, regional, national, and 

international economic conditions.

IN IT IAT IVE  9

Broaden funding options for cost-
effective source controls 

An adequate source of funding is a prerequisite 

to all potential source control strategies. Some 

of the scenarios envisioned in this Plan will be 

borne almost entirely by the private sector and 

can be justifi ed as an incremental cost of a new 

building or parking lot. Those privately-funded 

stormwater control measures will require addi-

tional City engineers, permit reviewers, inspec-

tors, and others to ensure adequate construc-

tion and maintenance. Most of the initiatives in 

this Plan will be implemented only with partial 

or full public subsidies. For example, public 

stormwater controls in the right of way will re-

quire capital and maintenance funding. At pres-

ent, there is no separate, dedicated source of 

revenue for municipal stormwater-related ex-

penses, either for general support services or 

for the maintenance of source controls in the 

public right of way or on public buildings.

There are at least fi ve potential types of sourc-

es for funding stormwater initiatives: (1) rate 

increases, designated stormwater rates, or 

a combination of the two types approved by 

the independent Water Board, (2) the general 

municipal fund, (3) outside funding and other 

miscellaneous sources, (4) expansion of the 

federal role in fi nancing infrastructure improve-

ments, and, in the future, (5) funds redirected 

from conventional infrastructure to more cost-

effective solutions.

First, the most established and important fund-

ing source are the rates paid by water users, 

who already pay for stormwater management. 

There are limits to the amount of additional 

funding that can be generated through rates. 

To support past and current investments in 

water and sewer infrastructure, including the 

$1.9 billion that the City is paying for ongoing 

CSO abatement projects, the Water Board has 

increased water rates in the City signifi cantly 

since 1999, yet New York City’s water rates are 

still lower than average. 

Future increases will have to occur to cover the 

increased costs of constructing and maintain-

ing sewers, CSO storage facilities, water supply 

projects, and treatment plants. However, there 

are political and practical constraints on the 

amount of increases that can be expected as 

the Water Board attempts to strike a balance 

between water needs, the impacts on rate-

payers, and the economic competitiveness of 

the City. Indeed, this Plan and other innovative 

stormwater management efforts, including the 

potential performance standard for new devel-

opment, are intended to implement the most 

cost-effective solutions and therefore to keep 

down rates as much as possible.

Figure 19: Average Annual Water Rate

Source: NYC Water Board
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The City is studying the current water and 

wastewater rate structure under supervision 

of the Water Board. That study is explained in 

detail in the following section. One of the pos-

sible outcomes is a stormwater charge that is 

calculated by various methods. Another pos-

sible example is an additional charge dedicat-

ed for fi nancing new or alternative technology 

modeled on the systems benefi t charges levied 

by electrical utility regulators upon ratepayers, 

which provides a stream of income used to pay 

for entities that promote research, demonstra-

tion, and demand-side management installa-

tion projects. A similar charge could fund pilot 

projects and analogous initiatives. 

Second, general municipal funds could be used 

to pay for certain stormwater mitigation proj-

ects through tax abatements or other incentive 

structures. The pilot green roof tax abatement 

will provide useful lessons to the City about 

the effi cacy and practicality of this method of 

fi nancing source controls. 

Third, we can continue to rely upon outside 

funding and other miscellaneous sources for 

one-off funding of identifi ed projects. In the 

past these have included grants from the New 

York State Department of State, New York State 

Environmental Protection Fund, and private 

foundations. Settlement funds from pollution 

or permit cases have also been used to fi nance 

BRONX RIVER FLUSHING BAY FLUSHING CREEK GOWANUS CANAL NEWTOWN CREEK

INITIATIVE STORMWATER 
CAPTURED COST STORMWATER 

CAPTURED COST STORMWATER 
CAPTURED COST STORMWATER 

CAPTURED COST STORMWATER 
CAPTURED COST

PlaNYC Street Trees 4,180,000 $11,000,000 2,120,000 $5,600,000 n/a n/a n/a n/a 7,500,000 $19,700,000

PlaNYC Greenstreets 220,000 $2,300,000 170,000 $1,800,000 180,000 $1,900,000 200,000 $2,200,000 30,000 $300,000

Performance Standards 
for New Construction 23,800,000 $4,600,000 23,900,000 $4,100,000 41,400,000 $6,500,000 44,300,000 $8,000,000 53,200,000 $8,500,000

Road Reconstructions 33,900,000 $7,300,000 147,500,000 $25,300,000 128,800,000 $18,300,000 21,800,000 $3,800,000 78,600,000 $13,000,000

Low- and Medium-Density 
Residential Controls 21,200,000 $4,900,000 63,600,000 $12,900,000 103,700,000 $15,400,000 24,100,000 $4,800,000 118,200,000 $15,000,000

Green Infrastructure: 
Greenstreets and Swales 16,500,000 $4,300,000 6,000,000 $1,500,000 35,200,000 $6,500,000 1,700,000 $400,000 8,900,000 $1,400,000

Sidewalk Standards 116,100,000 $29,800,000 222,200,000 $53,800,000 341,500,000 $71,300,000 75,500,000 $18,400,000 302,600,000 $62,000,000

Performance Standards 
for Existing Buildings 40,000,000 $13,200,000 87,600,000 $27,300,000 76,200,000 $20,700,000 25,500,000 $8,300,000 116,300,000 $33,200,000

TOTAL 255,890,000 $77,400,000 553,100,000 $132,300,000 726,980,000 $140,600,000 193,100,000 $45,900,000 685,330,000 $153,100,000

Table 12:  Potential Costs for Targeted Watershed Source Controls

projects, including some of the ongoing pi-

lots in Jamaica Bay and the Bronx River using 

money held in escrow in the New York State 

Environmental Facilities Corporation. Those 

funding mechanisms could be formalized so 

that incoming funds are directed to green infra-

structure projects that are agreed upon ahead 

of time or are selected through a competitive 

bidding process. For example, many natural 

resource damage actions in New Jersey are 

resolved by contributions to a pre-approved 

mitigation bank in which site stormwater is fi l-

tered and infi ltrated to replenish groundwater 

aquifers. In the future, other sources such as 

City Council member items could also be used 

to fi nance green infrastructure projects. These 

sources do not provide a reliable, long-term so-

lution to funding source controls but can sup-

port demonstrations of technology untested in 

New York City, new applications of source con-

trol technology, or the construction or mainte-

nance of projects of special importance or that 

have an identifi ed local partner.

These types of penalty or other dedicated funds 

are often tied to particular waterbodies.  Using 

our estimates of the costs of PlaNYC green 

initiatives and the scenarios outlined above, 

and the opportunities that we know about, it is 

possible to develop specifi c budgets for some 

of the watersheds that would benefi t the most 

from source controls (Table 12).

Fourth, the Federal role in fi nancing infrastruc-

ture improvements may be expanded. The 

present version of the Clean Water Act was 

passed in 1972 because it was accompanied 

by signifi cant Federal grants and loans to mu-

nicipalities to build sewage treatment plants 

and sewers. These funded mandates comple-

mented the new permitting systems and were 

responsible for much of the improvement in 

water quality over the past 30 years. That com-

pact has shifted to one of unfunded mandates 

on municipalities. There are more stringent ob-

ligations under the Clean Water Act to reduce 

pollution from diffi cult-to-control non-point 

sources such as stormwater on roads. Yet the 

federal government has reduced funding for 

water and wastewater infrastructure by 70 per-

cent over the past 20 years, shifting the burden 

to local governments. The unmet needs are 

now so large that they overwhelm municipal 

fi nancing. The EPA estimates that $202 bil-

lion is needed to keep pace with aging sewer 

infrastructure needs over the next 20 years 

nationwide, which would required an average 

commitment of $10 billion per year. In New 

York State alone, the NYSDEC estimates that 

$36.2 billion is needed to pay for wastewater 

infrastructure over the next 20 years.

* “Stormwater captured” refers to gallons of stormwater runoff that can be retained or detained. The exact relationship between those quantities and the corresponding reduction in CSOs is not yet
    established. See Appendix D. All cost fi gures are for a 20-year period.
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Mayor Bloomberg has led the way by forming 

the Building America’s Future coalition with 

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger of California 

and Governor Edward Rendell of Pennsylvania. 

It advocates for restoring America’s competi-

tiveness through investing in infrastructure. 

Several economic stimulus bills, including the 

Economic Recovery Act of 2008, have accepted 

the premise that the Federal government will 

support environmental infrastructure projects. 

However, these short-term stimulus bills are 

likely to use existing federal program funding 

mechanisms.

The Clean Water Collaborative is a parallel ef-

fort organized by NYSDEC with members that 

include New York City, other municipalities in 

New York, environmental groups, and engi-

neer organizations. Its purpose is to urge the 

federal government to increase funding for 

grants and loans on a more predictable and 

regular cycle. For example, several bills have 

been introduced to increase federal fi nancing 

through grants to state revolving funds, includ-

ing the Water Quality Financing Act of 2007 

and the Water Infrastructure Financing Act of 

2008. The draft Senate bill authorizes $20 bil-

lion for the clean water state revolving fund for 

fi scal years 2008-12; The House bill, approved 

in 2007, authorizes $14 billion for fi scal years 

2009-11. The Senate bill includes incentives 

for municipalities to use green infrastructure, 

and states may be allowed to forgive up to 5 

percent of loans used for green infrastructure. 

In 2007 the House authorized $1.8 billion in 

grants for fi scal years 2008-12 to prevent sewer 

overfl ows in a separate measure; the draft Sen-

ate bill authorizes $2 billion for sewer overfl ow 

grants for fi scal years 2008-12. 

The City believes that there are additional op-

portunities for grants directly to municipalities 

or more generous loan forgiveness programs 

that will relieve municipalities of the burden of 

repaying even low-interest loans. New York City 

will continue to pursue these outside sources 

of funding for sewage infrastructure and green 

infrastructure.

Fifth, the City may be required to construct 

deep storage tunnels in Newtown Creek and 

Flushing Bay, at a cost of over $2.3 billion. This 

money is not in the existing 10 year capital plan 

and cannot be shifted to pay for source con-

trols. But in the future, if the City’s upcoming 

modeling shows the potential for signifi cant 

impacts and the implementation of source 

controls proves successful, then the City could 

discuss redesign or elimination of those proj-

ects with State regulators. Any such resolution 

would involve closer coordination between 

two distinct processes: the strategic planning 

process that led to this Plan and which is able 

to initiate untested, new approaches and the 

LTCPs that are binding commitments negoti-

ated between regulators and municipalities 

that require a higher degree of certainty than 

currently exists. 

IN IT IAT IVE  10

Complete water and wastewater 
rate study and reassess pricing for 
stormwater services 

The general public, residents, visitors and 

taxpayers alike bear the burdens caused by 

stormwater runoff. As with most large cities, 

however, the entirety of New York’s water and 

sewer infrastructure is funded by revenue it 

collects through water and sewer rates paid 

by land or building owners only. Stormwater-

related infrastructure and other program costs 

incurred by DEP are paid out of rate charges. 

Costs incurred by other agencies – such as 

advanced design standards directly related to 

stormwater controls or the costs of planting 

that have ancillary stormwater benefi ts – have 

been paid out of general municipal revenues or 

have been compensated by DEP on an ad hoc 

basis. Therefore, if we choose to fund more 

stormwater controls, then taxes may have to 

be increased to enhance the general fund or 

the Water Board may have to raise rates. 

Currently, the City charges 159 percent of the 

rate for potable water for sewer, stormwa-

ter, and wastewater services, meaning that 

ratepayers are charged for stormwater costs 

depending on the quantity of potable water 

that is used. This rate structure fails to refl ect 

the true costs of stormwater generation and 

can lead to distortions. Lots that do not use 

potable water but that generate substantial 

amounts of stormwater runoff, such as park-

ing lots, receive signifi cant public stormwater 

services but are not assessed a comparative 

rate; high-density housing developments can 

use signifi cant amounts of potable water, but 

may generate lower volumes of stormwater 

per capita. 

To address these issues and others with regard 

to water rates, in July 2008 the Water Board se-

lected a consultant to study alternative storm-

water, water and wastewater rate structures, 

and the underlying expenditures and revenue 

sources. DEP is managing the study and has 

begun an analysis of its current expenditures in-

cluding a classifi cation between its water, sani-

tary sewer, and stormwater-related costs. The 

study will survey municipal water, wastewater, 

and stormwater utilities with stormwater rate 

structures, and the variables that defi ne these 

rate structures such as imperviousness, land 

area, and property classifi cations. The study 

will also review credit programs being imple-

mented by other stormwater utilities to incen-

tivize the installation of stormwater source 

controls and water conservation measures. 

Based on the results of the survey, the study 

will analyze the impact of different stormwater 

rate structures on ratepayers and revenues 
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over 2-year, 10-year, and other budget plan-

ning scenarios. The study is scheduled to end 

in mid-2009. One of the many possible out-

comes is providing credits and incentives for 

property owners who adopt certain substan-

tive source controls.

The rate study will involve signifi cant public par-

ticipation even before any new rate structure is 

proposed to the Water Board. DEP has started 

preliminary outreach with stakeholders, the col-

lection of rate information from 25 peer cities, 

an analysis of its budget to disaggregate water, 

sanitary wastewater, and stormwater-related 

expenses, an analysis of potential impacts of 

rate changes on revenue, ratepayers, and bud-

gets for long-term scenarios, and an evaluation 

of regulatory, administrative and enforcement 

requirements for alternative rate structures. 

This data collection phase will conclude in 

March 2009. DEP will describe its progress on 

the study on an ongoing basis in public meet-

ings before the Water Board and will present its 

preliminary fi ndings at the April 2009 meeting. 

Those meetings are open to the public.

In April 2009, while ground vegetation is start-

ing to “green out” but trees do not yet have the 

full leaves that obscure the ground, the DEP 

will conduct fl y-overs of the city to obtain infra-

red images that will show detailed impervious 

cover. Mapping impervious cover onto lot and 

block lines is a key element to determining the 

viability of a stormwater charge.  In addition, 

DEP is continuing to overhaul its billing soft-

ware and database, which is another precondi-

tion to a stormwater charge or rate.

The City’s reevaluation of its rates is part of a 

national trend. The draft Senate Water Qual-

ity Financing Act of 2008 calls for the National 

Academy of Sciences to study how municipal 

drinking and wastewater systems meet the 

costs associated with operations, mainte-

nance, capital replacement and regulatory re-

quirements. The bill contemplates that the EPA 

will use the study to help municipal systems 

determine whether they can establish a rate 

structure that adequately addresses the true 

cost of services. 
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Implementation

East River and the New York City Skyline

This chapter discusses available options for 

tracking and monitoring source control proj-

ects and the milestones necessary to imple-

ment this plan. In addition, this chapter cov-

ers our options for informing, engaging, and 

supporting the public, including the creation 

of informational tools to support adoption of 

source controls, public education and train-

ing, and the City’s plan to monitor ambient 

water quality.

 

Tracking, Monitoring, and 
Reporting

The key to quantifying the impact of source 

controls on a citywide basis is developing a 

system to track the number and location of 

individual source controls. We know from our 

experience with voluntary registrations such 

as prototype BMP Registry launched as part 

of the public outreach in developing this Plan, 

that they are not suffi ciently reliable to serve as 

a basis for projecting CSO or other reductions. 

Source controls have to be comprehensively 

and consistently tracked through permit da-

tabases and other mechanisms. Permits is-

sued by DEP and DOB are currently tracked on 

agency databases, and any required source 

controls would be captured on new fi elds cre-

ated in those databases. In the right of way, 

source controls installed would have to be 

tracked and monitored by the responsible 

construction agencies; DOT and DDC already 

have tracking systems for capital projects in 

the right of way, and we will add fi elds to re-

cord the construction of source controls. And 

the Parks Department already maintains an in-

ventory of plantings done by the agency and 

outside groups in connection with PlaNYC’s 

MillionTrees initiative. The databases and cer-

tifi cations could be patterned on the tracking 

systems that were established in other cities. 

Milwaukee, for example, has an on-line data-

base that contains pertinent information from 

stormwater permits, including the type and 

size of source controls by type. And the Cen-

ter for Neighborhood Technology, together 

with Chicago, Milwaukee, Evanston, and Fort 

Wayne, is developing a Permeability Index 

that includes registering existing and new 

source controls on public and private land, 

and is nested in a GIS-based view of overall 

impermeable land cover. The City is working 

with national experts on this issue and their 

collection of best practices from around the 

country is contained in Appendix G.

The DEP is also working with a consultant to 

develop a database to track sewer connec-

tion and building permits. The database will 

include existing information about detention 

or retention systems used to address sewer 

capacity restrictions in sewer connection 

and building permits issued over the last two 

years, and will include any requirements in 

future permits. The database will provide for 

GIS mapping of all such detention and reten-

tion systems, and other existing public and 

private stormwater source controls through-

out the city. 

Performance of typical source controls will 

have to be established through ongoing and 

future pilots and, where necessary and ap-

propriate, by reference to studies in scien-

tifi c literature. Once performance levels are 

established, the overall reliability of each el-

ement of the distributed network becomes a 

matter of proper maintenance, so that source 

controls perform up to their expected levels. 

We will design an inspection system for public 

and, where appropriate, private installations, 

to ensure compliance with maintenance stan-

dards and commitments. For example, sewer 

and construction codes that require source 
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controls will also require certifi cations of reli-

ability and maintenance by property owners, 

and will authorize inspections by City offi cials. 

The current green roof tax abatement law has 

similar requirements.

Agencies already report performance indica-

tors as part of the Mayor’s Management Re-

port. Existing indicators that are relevant to 

stormwater include:

  •  Number of Greenstreets

  •  Greenways (miles added)

  •  Street Trees planted

In January 2009, these indicators will be ex-

panded to include sustainability issues, as 

part of an initial phase of PlaNYC reporting. 

The sustainability indicators will include:

  •  CSO capture rate

  •  Bluebelt acres acquired

  •  Bluebelt total acreage

  •  Harbor monitoring stations meeting 

     fecal coliform standards (percent)

  •  Saline waters classifi ed for secondary 

     contact recreation (percent)

Information to Support 
Source Controls

Members of the public will have to be impor-

tant partners in implementing many of the 

identifi ed source control initiatives. For the 

public to understand the factors that contrib-

ute to water pollution, economic and regula-

tory incentives for controlling stormwater, 

and the code and other incentives for mini-

mizing stormwater runoff and how to design, 

build and maintain source controls, a strong 

public outreach, education and support pro-

gram would be needed. 

Design Manual

DEP is developing a source control design 

manual that will contain approved designs and 

design considerations for use in New York City 

to comply with applicable codes and econom-

ic incentive packages. Many cities and states 

have recently published design manuals, but 

these do not describe New York City regula-

tory requirements and New York City-specifi c 

climate, geologic, hydrologic, and built condi-

tions. In 2009, DEP will begin development 

of a source control design manual that will 

identify how to design and install effective 

source controls in New York City for public 

and private land uses. The Design Manual will 

address different land use and building classi-

fi cations; soil, bedrock, and groundwater con-

ditions specifi c to different areas of New York 

City; climate conditions specifi c to New York 

City; and Administrative Code and permitting 

requirements for installing source controls, 

using examples from pilot and demonstration 

projects in New York City. The Design Manual 

will also include minimum maintenance re-

quirements and procedures that will ensure 

effective source control performance over 

their design life. Maintenance requirements 

will take into consideration the sedimentation 

that can cause source controls to fail or per-

form less effectively over the years.

A list of existing source control 

installations

As part of the JBWPP, DEP is developing a da-

tabase to track sewer connection and building 

permits, including information on any deten-

tion or retention systems used to address sew-

er capacity restrictions, and will provide for GIS 

mapping of that information shall provide for 

mapping with GIS. The database and map will 

also identify known public and private storm-

water source controls throughout the city.

Other public outreach materials

Other potential outreach materials include 

laws that relate to source controls (e.g., sewer 

and construction codes, green roof tax abate-

ments, green parking lot zoning amendments, 

street tree zoning amendments, yards zoning 

amendments, and sidewalk and tree planting 

requirements and specifi cations), maps of rel-

evant information (e.g.,  pervious and impervi-

ous surfaces, high groundwater, bedrock, areas 

prone to fl ooding, soil percolation rates, and 

elevation contours, lists of suppliers, installers 

and other industry participants (e.g., following 

the model of DSNY’s NYCWastele$$ site) and 

links to information resources about source 

controls (e.g., EPA’s Green Infrastructure web 

site, the Water Environmental Research Foun-

dation’s BMP Database, and design competi-

tions run by professional organizations).

Public Education and Outreach 

To support source control initiatives, the City 

will also consider adapting existing programs or 

developing new public education programs to 

increase awareness about the need to reduce 

the fl ow of stormwater into the City’s sewer 

systems and waterbodies, and about specifi c 

methods and practices for reaching that goal. 

The specifi c needs for an outreach program 

cannot be determined until we begin imple-

mentation of source control strategies, but any 

program will attempt to achieve several goals.

Role of education and outreach 

programs

Educational programs increase general public 

awareness of New York City’s combined sew-

er system, combined sewer overfl ows, and 

stormwater management issues. The impor-

tance of public involvement is demonstrated 

by the BMP Task Force Public Wiki site created 

during the development of this Plan to keep 

the external stakeholders informed about 

source control policy developments and the 

relevant facts from stakeholder meetings. 

Most New Yorkers are not familiar with storm-

water runoff, its interaction with the wastewa-

ter that leaves their homes every day, or the 

causal connection with fl oatables and other 

litter or beach closures – at least until sewer 

lines back-up into basements or there is street 

fl ooding. Informing city residents of their rela-

tionship to the sewer system and the urban-

hydrological cycle is an important fi rst step in 

promoting solutions to the problem that we all 

create. The City will consider including case-

studies, water conservation and stormwater 

management tips, state-of-the-sewer system 

news features, and education source controls 

on the back of water bills. Finally, the City will 

consider engaging the public by prominently 

highlighting public demonstration and other 

source control projects underway in New York 

City with accompanying interpretive signage. 

In that way, every park, open space, or right 

of way source control would become an edu-

cational site. Highly visible source controls in 

public spaces could educate property owners, 

and will make manifest the distributed network.
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CASE STUDY
Green Apple Corps

Since 2004, the GreenApple Corps has been 
an active public service initiative of the Parks 
Department. The Corps program seeks to educate 
and equip its members with technical skills, 
practical, hands-on experience, and opportunities 
for personal development. Paid interns work for 9 
months in three areas: environmental education, 
ecological restoration, and urban forestery.

The GreenApple Corps has identifi ed stormwater 
management benefi ts in several of its key 
initiatives. The Corps is active in installing green 
roofs around the city. They work to promote 
green roof use and educate students on their 
environmental benefi ts. In one case, the 
GreenApple Corps installed a green roof on top 
of St. Simon Stock elementary school in the Bronx, 
where GreenApple Corps members continue to 
work in the school as environmental educators, 
using the green roof as a living laboratory of 
sustainablility, water capture, and gardening.

GreenApple Corps members also contribute to 
urban stormwater management through urban 
forestry practices by maintaining the health and 

vitality of street trees. Neighborhoods that have 
been identifi ed as having a combination of high 
asthma rates by Department of Health standards 
and the least amount of tree canopy are targeted 
by the Parks Department as Trees for Public 
Health neighborhoods. These neighborhoods 
receive priority tree plantings, and the Green 
Apple Corps works extensively with school groups 
in these neighborhoods to care for newly planted 
trees. By removing leaves and debris from tree 

pits and aerating the soil, the Green Apple Corps 
teaches students how to increase the soil’s 
ability to absorb rainwater. Students receive 
the benefi t of learning fi rsthand the importance 
of street trees in alleviating a multitude of 
urban environmental problems as well as 
understanding the need to become stewards 
of their urban forest.
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Outreach programs must inform property 

owners and others about the requirements 

of applicable sewer, construction and other 

codes, and to educate the designers, land-

scapers, and others who will help owners 

meet those requirements. If there are a lim-

ited number of consulting companies with 

required expertise to advise developers on 

the implementation of sustainable stormwa-

ter management practices, then an increased 

demand for their services will increase con-

sultant costs and, therefore, raise the already-

high costs of development. 

Adaptation of existing outreach 

programs

DEP has a wide array of programs in place 

to educate the public about stormwater and 

water conservation.  DEP has recently hired a 

new Public Outreach and Education Marketing 

Manager whose primary focus is to coordi-

nate outreach at community based fairs, fes-

tivals, and concerts, conducted at City parks, 

beaches, and trade shows. At the Newtown 

Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant, DEP is 

opening a Visitor’s Center will be an education 

forum that will have regularly scheduled tours, 

workshops, and special events to educate the 

public about the wastewater treatment pro-

cess and its importance to water quality.  In the 

spring of 2008, DEP initiated a Rain Barrel give-

away program.  Primarily designed to gather 

data on their effectiveness it also serves as 

an opportunity to educate homeowners on 

stormwater best management practices. 

DEP also has an active outreach to schools, 

from elementary through college students and 

educators. Through this program, DEP increas-

es awareness of New York City’s combined 

sewer system, stormwater management pro-

grams, CSOs, and the importance of disposing 

of waste properly and using less water. Les-

sons and materials are designed to align with 

New York State and New York City Standards 

for science, mathematics, social studies and 

language arts and to include hands-on and 

inquiry-based activities. Education resources 

include classroom presentations, assembly 

programs, fi eld trips, curriculum development, 

student research assistance, written mate-

rial, professional development workshops and 

special programs, such as the annual Water 

Conservation Art and Poetry program. Presen-

tations are made at least twice a week, often 

to multiple classes, throughout the school 

year.  Recent hands-on education programs 

have been conducted at PS 78 (a Queens el-

ementary school), Baruch College Campus 

High School, and New Explorers High School. 

DEP’s 22nd annual Water Conservation Art and 

Poetry program encouraged fourth through 

sixth grade students to express themselves 

creatively about water, and some of the win-

ning art and poetry from the 2008 contest are 

displayed on the agency’s website.

In addition to the direct outreach performed 

by DEP staff, a wealth of materials is available 

on the agency’s website. The DEP website will 

continue to provide support for City-wide en-

vironmental education. Consumers and busi-

nesses can fi nd water conservation informa-

tion through the “Ways to Save Water” page. 

Evaluation of new programs

In the process of creating relevant city ordi-

nances and the source control design man-

ual, the City will develop an active outreach 

and training program to reach relevant audi-

ences, patterned on the proposals in other 

cities. Many seminar and training programs 

fulfi ll continuing education requirements for 

Green Apple Corps project
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individuals in a number of related fi elds (civil 

engineering, construction, contracting, real-

estate, landscape architecture, general ar-

chitecture and design, city planning) as well. 

For example, Washington State’s Depart-

ment of Ecology allows individuals to train for 

stormwater management fi eldwork in classes 

sponsored by private companies that have 

designed programs compliant with the state 

or city technical manuals. Chicago’s Green 

Tech University provides training to the gen-

eral public at its Center for Green Technology, 

which is a showroom for an array of green ini-

tiatives. Chicago has also facilitated the work 

of contractors, engineers and designers by 

maintaining a website with a list of companies 

who have designed and installed source con-

trol installations. Similarly, DSNY maintains a 

“NYCWastele$$” site with lists of suppliers, 

installers, and other participants in the recy-

cling industry. Finally, California’s CALTRANS 

Division of Construction provides online and 

video resources for stormwater management 

training at construction sites. 

Volunteer opportunities for members of the 

public to maintain and support publicly-in-

stalled source controls can lower the cost of 

projects initiated by the City because much of 

the labor is contributed free of charge by vol-

unteers. Successful examples include the De-

partment of Parks and Recreation’s program 

to involve community groups in the care of 

Greenstreets installations. Another example 

is the Park Department’s GreenThumb urban 

gardening program, the largest in the nation. 

Through that program, 700 neighborhood 

groups create and maintain community gar-

dens, thereby increasing civic participation 

and encouraging neighborhood revitalization. 

Volunteers are likely to acquire useful skills 

installing source controls that are potentially 

suitable for their own properties and help 

their local neighborhoods. Volunteers re-

turn to their neighborhoods and themselves 

become interpretive guides on stormwater 

management. In other words, volunteer pro-

grams also serve as a training ground for new 

leaders and encourage more connections be-

tween city government and the communities 

that they serve. 

Partnerships to improve outreach, 

education, and training

As the City moves forward with this compre-

hensive stormwater Plan it will seek to work in 

partnership with organizations that have long-

standing ties with communities, existing out-

reach, education, and training programs, and 

the ability to raise resources to support those 

programs. Through a Request for Expressions 

of Interest, we will challenge organizations to 

develop viable, funded plans for partnerships 

with the City on engagement. 

Green Jobs and Training

The City is taking steps to encourage the 

development of existing and new local mar-

kets, job training, and employment oppor-

tunities to support the implementation and 

maintenance of source control measures. To 

ensure an adequate skilled workforce for the 

city’s green initiatives, the City continues to 

identify and evaluate the potential disparities 

between the expected demand for and the 

supply of a “green collar” workforce. The City 

has been reaching out to key stakeholders, 

collaborating closely with State efforts, and 

engaging with other organizations to better 

understand the challenges that face specifi c 

sectors in the “green” industry, including the 

gaps in training programs and necessary cer-

tifi cations or accreditations.

Research to date has identifi ed over 40 organi-

zations with existing green collar jobs training 

programs in place in New York City. Current 

training programs relevant to source controls 

include tree pruning, urban forestry, storm 

water management, environmental remedia-

tion, and riverbank restoration. The City has 

existing training and workforce development 

programs, such as the MillionTrees Program, 

Parks Opportunity Education Horticulture Pro-

gram, Individual Training Grants, and CUNY 

courses and certifi cation programs. The City 

continues to look for additional opportunities 

to address the development and support of a 

green collar workforce of skilled labor.

Green Sector Study

To understand and improve job creation and 

worker training, the City, through the New 

York City Economic Development Corporation 

(EDC), is currently conducting a comprehen-

sive study of green sector jobs to capture a 

global view and better understanding of the in-

dustry’s current activity. Given the relative age 

of the green industry and the current strong 

public policy in favor of a greener economy, 

the City seeks to understand the emerging 

landscape of the green sector in order to sup-

port specifi c high priority segments that have 

a potential for increased economic impact. 

Upon completion, the City will identify the 

high priority sectors in the industry; defi ne 

and map the green sector; identify barriers to 

growth; recommend ways to overcome these 

barriers; and prioritize individual initiatives to 

stimulate job growth. 

Ambient Water Quality 
Monitoring

The City of New York has been collecting 

water quality data in New York Harbor since 

1909, one of the longest standing water qual-

ity programs in the world. DEP’s Marine Sci-

ences Section tests New York Harbor waters 

at 47 locations – 35 stations located through-

out the open waters of the Harbor, and 12 sta-

tions located in smaller tributaries within the 

City – on a year-round basis, with weekly sam-

pling in the summer and monthly sampling in 

the winter. The samples are intended to pro-

vide quality assurance and quality control for 

the wastewater treatment process as well as 

long-term information about the health of the 

harbor. DEP measures 27 water quality pa-

rameters, including bacteria, turbidity, tem-

perature, and dissolved oxygen, all of which 

are used to monitor water quality trends. 

Every year, DEP compiles the sampling infor-

mation and publishes the “New York Harbor 

Water Quality Report.” 
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DEP also performs regular Shoreline Surveys 

in its patrol boats. The principal mission of 

these surveys is to examine all the outfalls 

through the bulkheads to detect any dry 

weather fl ows. DEP’s Sentinel Monitoring Pro-

gram samples at 80 locations in close proxim-

ity to outfalls each calendar quarter to assess 

local bacteria levels, which can help pinpoint 

illegal sanitary connections to storm sewers. 

When such discharges are found, DEP inves-

tigates the cause, issues fi nes, and requires 

violators to remediate the source. To date, 

the Shoreline Survey and Sentinel Monitoring 

Programs have resulted in the abatement of 

nearly 4 million gallons per day of unauthor-

ized discharges. Additionally, DEP has in-

stalled telemetry systems in 105 of the regula-

tors that control the diversion of sewage fl ow 

to WPCPs during dry weather or to open wa-

ters during major storms. The telemetry sys-

tem links the regulators to DEP’s operations 

center to allow DEP to immediately dispatch 

maintenance staff in instances of equipment 

failure or blockages that may lead to a dry-

weather bypass. These 105 regulators were 

selected for telemetry because of their size, 

their proximity to beaches, and their poten-

tial impact on water quality. These regulators 

account for nearly 90 percent of the annual 

citywide CSO fl ow.

The Department of Health and Mental Hy-

giene (DOHMH) monitors the quality of wa-

ters used for recreational purposes, including 

at the seven public beaches operated by the 

Department of Parks and Recreation and the 

thirteen beaches run by private beach clubs. 

During the summer months, DOHMH collects 

weekly water quality samples at the beaches 

and assesses them for compliance with the 

applicable standards for levels of enterococ-

ci, a bacterium found in sewage and other 

waste that can cause illness. Bathing beach 

standards in marine waters must have mean 

geometric levels of enterococci below 35 per 

100 ml for a series of fi ve or more samples 

collected during a 30-day period; single-day 

enterococci results must be below 104 per 

100 ml. DOHMH also shares responsibility for 

investigating sanitary sewage conditions that 

pose a threat to public health and safety, and 

for taking remedial enforcement actions as 

necessary to abate any public nuisances. 

As part of this Sustainable Stormwater Man-

agement Plan, the City has assessed the ad-

aptation of ongoing ambient water quality 

monitoring programs to provide for regular 

collection of samples in the immediate vicin-

ity of combined sewer outfalls. DEP currently 

has 47 sampling site, and they add 27 more 

by 2017, and will add 27 These new sampling 

sites in the Bronx River, Westchester Creek, 

Hutchinson River, Alley Creek, Thurston Basin, 

Bergen Basin, Hendrix Creek, Fresh Creek, 

Paerdegat Basin, and Coney Island Creek 

as CSO facilities are completed. In addition, 

DEP is proposing to add open water stations 

in Jamaica Bay in order to collect more long-

term water quality data and enhance ongo-

ing ecological research. Though the full cost 

of this extra effort has yet to be calculated, 

it is estimated that there will be a 72 percent 

increase in the annual analytical cost compo-

nent alone. 

Wet weather monitoring at all 433 CSO outfalls 

and 349 stormwater outfalls would require 

additional telemetry that is not technically 

feasible at this time. In 2007, DEP retained 

ARCADIS BBL to explore the option of moni-

toring sewage fl ow at critical CSO outfall sites 

to detect and quantify CSOs. ARCADIS evalu-

ated four different kinds of fl ow meters in or-

der to verify their performance and accuracy 

over a range of fl ow and surcharge conditions, 

data logging and software capabilities, main-

tenance requirements, and responsiveness 

by the manufacturer. All four performed well 

during dry weather. However, all the meters 

experienced accuracy problems during wet 

weather and were determined to be unreli-

able. Based on the results of that pilot study, 

ARCADIS BBL recommended against long-

term installation of any of the meters for use 

in quantifying CSO volumes. The fl ow meters 

are suitable only for short-term studies and 

sewer analyses.

Finally, DEP has assessed the presentation 

and timing of the sampling and monitoring in-

formation that is collected. DEP is evaluating 

the feasibility of managing the data in a geo-

graphic information system that will allow for 

more accurate maps and more detailed analy-

ses. DEP is also working on a data distribution 

system that should allow a more streamlined 

method of displaying and accessing both his-

torical and current data generated by the pro-

gram. In the future, DEP will make this avail-

able online.
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INITIATIVE LEAD 
AGENCY

MILESTONES FOR COMPLETION BY

DECEMBER 31, 2008 JULY 1, 2009 DECEMBER 31, 2009 OCTOBER 1, 2010 LONG-TERM
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IMPLEMENT THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE AND FEASIBLE CONTROLS
1 Capture the benefi ts of ongoing PlaNYC initiatives

Street trees DPR Total of 32,972 planted by end 
of 2008

Additional 11,895 street trees 
planted

Additional 10,395 street trees 
planted

Street tree plantings continue Total of 220,000 street trees 
planted by 2017

Greenstreets DPR 40 new Greenstreets in Fall 
planting season

40 new Greenstreets in Spring 
planting season

40 new Greenstreets in Fall 
Planting season

80 new Greenstreets in 2010 PlaNYC to plant 800 new 
Greenstreets by 2017

Green roof tax abatement DOF/DOB Adopt regulations and release 
application

Process 2008 applications and 
apply abatements

Publicize tax abatement in 
advance of 2010 tax season

NYC Plaza Program DOT DOT will select the fi rst round 
of plaza projects based on 
their application process

Design begins on fi rst round 
of Plazas

Application and design process 
for second round of Plazas

Goal to create 4 new Plazas 
per year

Bluebelts DEP Baisely Park Pond Project 
slated for construction 
pending funding 

Springfi eld Park Project slated 
for construction in 2012 
pending funding

Asphalt to Turf DPR 1st and 2nd bundle of designs 
completed

Construction begins for 1st 
and 2nd bundles and desigs 
completed for 3rd-5th bundles

Construction begins for 3rd-
5th bundles

Construction complete for all 
ballfi elds

Schoolyards to Playgrounds DPR Construction for fi rst 35 sites 
initiated

Complete community outreach 
and planning for remaining 
129 sites

Wetlands OLTPS, DPR, 
DEP, EDC

Aerial fl yovers for wetlands 
mapping to be completed

Wetlands mapping to be 
completed

2 Continue implementation of ongoing source control efforts

Waterfront Zoning Public Access 
Standards

DCP Approval of new zoning 
standards

Water Conservation Program DEP Launch program pending 
funding

3 Establish new design guidelines for public projects

Street Design Manual DOT Draft of Street Design Manual 
completed

Manual released

Park Design for the 21st 
Century Manual

DPR Draft of guidelines completed High Performance 
Infrastructure Guidelines 
released

Sustainable Sites Manual DDC Draft of guidelines completed Manual released

Water Conservation Manual DDC Draft of guidelines completed Manual released

4 Change sewer codes to adopt performance standards for new development

Stormwater Performance 
Standard

DEP Preliminary code language to 
be drafted

Proposed new code New code requirements to 
be passed

Implementation of new code 
requirements

5 Improve public notifi cation of CSOs

New notifi cation signage DEP Design of signage to begin Approval of signage to occur Sign installation to begin All new signage to be posted

Online notifi cation system DEP/OLTPS Design of web-based site 
to begin

Notifi cation to be available on 
DEP website

Water quality alerts to be avail-
able through non-emergency 
portion of NotifyNYC

NYC DEPARTMENT OF BUILDINGS

NYC DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

NYC DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION

DOB

DCP

DDC

Milestones
NYC DEPARTMENT OF PARKS & RECREATION

NYC ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

NYC MAYOR’S OFFICE OF LONG-TERM 
PLANNING AND SUSTAINABILITY

DPR

EDC

OLTPS

NYC DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

DEP

NYC DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

NYC DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

NYC DEPARTMENT OF SANITATION

DOF

DOT

DSNY
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INITIATIVE LEAD 
AGENCY

MILESTONES FOR COMPLETION BY

DECEMBER 31, 2008 JULY 1, 2009 DECEMBER 31, 2009 OCTOBER 1, 2010 LONG-TERM
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RESOLVE THE FEASIBILITY OF PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES
6 Complete ongoing demonstration projects

Green Roof/Blue Roof 
Pilot Study

DEP Contract awarded and design 
to begin December 2008

Installation to begin Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2011

Blue Roofs on Existing Buildings 
Pilot Study

DEP Contract to be initiated in 
early 2009

Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2012

Rain Barrel Give-Away 
Pilot Study

DEP First phase of pilot initiated in 
Summer 2008

Contract for additional phases 
to be initiated in early 2009

Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2012

Parking Lot Pilot Study DEP Contract awarded and design 
to begin December 2008

Installation to begin Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2011

NYCHA or HPD Pilot Study DEP Contract to be initiated in 
early 2009

Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2012

Porous Pavement Pilot Study DEP Contract to be initiated in 
early 2009

Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2012

Green Roofs on the 
Five Borough Buildings

DPR Over 8,000 square feet of 8 
types of green roofs installed 
in 2008

Research and data collection 
methods to be formulated

Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed

Domestic Sewage Treatment 
Plant Pilot Study

DEP Contract to be initiated in 
early 2009

Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2012

Flushing Bay and Gowanus BMP 
Grant Programs

DEP Planning and analysis began in 
April 2008

Contract to be initiated Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2013

DEP Tree Pit Pilot Study DEP Contract awarded and design 
to begin December 2008

Installation to begin Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2011

DPR Tree Pit Pilot Study DPR Plantings in 40 tree pits with 
stormwater capture capacity 
and data collection to begin

More pits planted, data 
collection ends, and analysis 
begins

30 more pits planted and data 
to be published

Enhanced Greenstreets Pilot 
Project

DPR More stormwater pilot sites 
to added

Research and data collection 
methods to be formulated

Data collection continues Data to be analyzed and 
publication of fi ndings to be 
published

Bronx Block Saturation Pilot 
Study

DEP Planning and analysis began 
April 2008

Installation to begin Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2013

Albert Road Area 
Reconstruction Pilot Project

DDC/DOT Land acquisition 75% of fi nal design completed Final design completed Construction begins Construction scheduled to be 
completed in 2012

East Houston Street 
Reconstruction Pilot Project

DDC/DOT 75% of fi nal design completed Final design completed Bidding process completed Construction begins Construction scheduled to be 
completed in 2012

Astor Place/Cooper Square 
Reconstruction Pilot Project

DDC/DOT Final design completed Construction begins Construction scheduled to be 
completed in 2012

Atlantic Avenue 
Reconstruction Pilot Project

DDC/DOT Final design scheduled to be 
completed in 2012 pending 
funding

Constructed Wetlands 
Pilot Study

DEP Contract awarded and design 
to begin December 2008

Installation to begin Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2011

Belt Parkway Bridges 
Roadside Swale

DEP Design completed in 2008 Construction scheduled 
to begin

Construction scheduled for 
completion in 2014

Streetside Infi ltration Swales 
Pilot Project

DEP Contract awarded and design 
to begin December 2008

Installation to begin Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2011

Ballfi elds Source Controls 
Pilot Project

DPR/DEP Contract to be initiated in 
early 2009

Data collection continues Data collection continues Monitoring and reporting to be 
completed in 2012

Bronx River Pilot Project DPR Tree pit planting completed in 
100 pits utilizing stormwater 
capture techniques

Research and data collection 
methods to be formulated

Data collection continues Research completed and 
results published
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INITIATIVE LEAD 
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MILESTONES FOR COMPLETION BY

DECEMBER 31, 2008 JULY 1, 2009 DECEMBER 31, 2009 OCTOBER 1, 2010 LONG-TERM
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RESOLVE THE FEASIBILITY OF PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES, CONTINUED
7 Continue planning for the implementation of promising source control scenarios

Sidewalk standards OLTPS/DOT/
DEP/DPR

Convene an interagency work-
ing group to examine technical 
and funding challenges

Conclude working group 
activity

Explore options for funding

Road reconstructions OLTPS/DOT/
DEP/DPR

Convene an interagency work-
ing group to examine technical 
and funding challenges

Conclude working group 
activity

Explore options for funding

Performance standard on 
existing buildings

OLTPS/DEP/
DOB

Collect knowledge from 
building industry experts and 
manufacturers

Continue researching solutions 
to technical and funding 
challenges

Explore options for funding

Low- and medium-density 
residential 

OLTPS/DEP Collect knowledge from 
building industry experts and 
manufacturers

Continue researching solutions 
to technical and funding 
challenges

Explore options for funding

Green roofs on public projects OLTPS/DPR/
DOB/DEP/
DDC

Convene an interagency work-
ing group to examine technical 
and funding challenges

Explore options for funding

Protocols for public projects OLTPS Work with agencies to consider  
protocols for incorporating 
source controls into projects

Explore options for funding

New demonstration projects OLTPS Develop proposals for new 
pilot projects Seek funding and 
partnerships for new pilots

Begin design on any pilot 
projects that are approved

Explore options for funding

Green Codes Task Force OLTPS Complete Phase I and II of 
code review process

Receive recommendations 
from NY Chapter of the USGBC

Consider code proposals for 
adoption

8 Continue planning for the maintenance of source controsl

Explore maintence options OLTPS/DEP/
DOT/DPR/
DSNY

Convene an interagency 
working group to examine 
maintenance issues

Explore options for funding

 EXPLORE OPTIONS FOR FUNDING SOURCE CONTROLS
9 Broaden funding options for cost-effective source controls

Broaden funding options DEP/OLTPS Support efforts to seek federal 
stimulus for stormwater 
infrastructure projects

Collect information on 
short-term needs and new 
demonstration projects

Assess progress and impacts 
of citywide source contol 
implmentation

10 Complete water and wastewater rate study and reassess pricing for stormwater services

Rate study DEP Study began in July 2008 Initial study to be completed 
in July 2009

Reassess pricing structure for 
stormwater

Submit recommendations to 
the Water Board

Evaluate billing system and 
potential modifi cations

IM
PL

EM
EN
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 SUPPORT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUSTAINABLE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Tracking and monitoring DEP Develop a system to track 

source controls

Reporting OLTPS Sustainability indicators to 
be launched

Sustainability indicators results 
to be published in the Mayor’s 
Management Report

Public information tools OLTPS/DEP Determine appropriate web 
tools to support initiative

Post web tools to support 
initiative 

BMP Design Manual DEP Contract to be initiated Manual to be completed in 
2012

BMP Modeling by Watershed DEP Contract to be initiated Modeling and analysis to be 
completed in 2012

Impervious surfaces data 
mapping

DEP Contract to be initiated Analysis to be completed

Public education and training DEP Materials to be developed and 
distributed

Green sector employment study OLTPS/EDC EDC to conduct research with 
external consultant

Initial data arrives and 
Interagency Working Group 
reconvenes

Final report will be released

Ambient water quality 
monitoring

DEP DEP will add a total of 27 
sampling sites as CSO facilities 
are completed

Analysis on stormwater capture 
in separate sewer areas

DEP Analysis to be completed

Local Law 5 Updates OLTPS Update to be completed Provide progress update every 
two years
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Appendices
The Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan features 12 appendices that support and supplement the primary content 

of the Plan. All of the appendices are posted on the website of the New York City Mayor’s Offi ce of Long-Term Planning and 

Sustainability at: www.nyc.gov/planyc2030. These appendices are summarized below, and this published version reproduces in 

full Appendix A, Glossary of Stormwater Terms, and the Bibliography on Technical Source Controls, which is part of Appendix F. 

A. Glossary of Stormwater Terms

The glossary compiles common defi nitions for stormwater-related terms found throughout this Plan.

B. Local Law 5 of 2008

The New York City Council passed Local Law 5 of 2008 to require the City of New York to develop and implement a sustainable 

stormwater management plan.

C. Summaries of Public Meetings

The City hosted fi ve public meetings between June 12, 2007, and October 7, 2008. The topics discussed at those meetings 

are listed in this document.

D. Methodology for Land Use, Scenarios, and Cost-Benefi t Analysis

This document describes the methodology used to develop the Plan, including cost-benefi t analysis, land use quantifi cation, 

cost estimates, and assumptions used to estimate the impacts of each source control scenario. 

E. Demonstration Projects in New York City

This document provides descriptions for the ongoing or planned pilot projects and demonstration projects listed in Table 10 

and referenced throughout the Plan.

F. Memorandum and Bibliography on Technical Source Controls

The City commissioned this literature review and bibliography by eDesign Dynamics to better understand certain stormwater 

source controls that have the greatest potential use in New York City. 

G. Memorandum on Tracking, Monitoring, and Reporting Source Controls

This document was produced by the Low Impact Development Center, through a grant from the EPA, to help the City consider 

models for tracking and monitoring stormwater source control installations. 

H. EPA Guidance on Green Infrastructure

These recent documents from the EPA demonstrate support for the use of green infrastructure to manage stormwater.

I. Rainfall Charts (Citywide and Waterbody-Specifi c)

These bar graphs show predicted CSO volumes and frequencies that are likely to occur after the construction of all plant 

upgrades, storage facilities, and other infrastructure required by the CSO Consent Order and anticipated in the 

Waterbody/Watershed Facility Plans, except for the Flushing Bay and Newtown Creek CSO tunnels.

J. Potential CSO Reduction Charts (Citywide and Waterbody-Specifi c)

These bar graphs show potential CSO volumes (as projected in Appendix I) compared to potential volumes of stormwater 

runoff capture that could be achieved through the implementation of the scenarios detailed throughout the Plan.

K. Public Comments on Draft Plan

This document includes all responses received during the public comment period from October 1, 2008, until October 31, 2008.

L. Responses to Public Comments

This document contains the City’s responses to the public comments.
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Glossary
This glossary provides basic defi nitions to terms found throughout this Plan or in other stormwater management-related 

documents. These defi nitions were collected from a variety of sources, including the EPA, the NYSDEC, and other municipalities. 

These defi nitions are provided for informational purposes only, and are not intended as offi cial defi nitions for any purpose 

outside of this Plan.  

Best Management Practices (BMPs) 

Schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures, and other management practices to prevent 

or reduce the discharge of pollutants to waters of the United States. BMPs also include treatment requirements, operating 

procedures, and practice to control plant site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage from raw material 

storage.

Bioinfi ltration 

Bioinfi ltration involves combining vegetation and appropriate soil compositions to both fi lter pollutants from stormwater and 

aid in retention strategies. 

Bioretention

A water quality practice that utilizes landscaping and soils to treat urban stormwater runoff by collecting it in shallow 

depressions, before fi ltering through a fabricated planting soil media.

Blue Roofs

Also known as rooftop detention, a blue roof allows temporary ponding and gradual release of stormwater falling directly onto 

fl at roof surfaces by incorporating controlled-fl ow roof drains into building design.

Catch Basin

Box-like underground concrete structure with openings in curbs and gutters designed to collect runoff from streets and 

pavement and transit it into the sewer.

Cistern 

A tank for storing liquids such as rainwater.

City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR)

The City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) process identifi es and assesses the potential environmental impacts of certain 

actions that are proposed in New York City by public or private applicants and funded or approved by a city agency. 

Clean Water Act

The federal Clean Water Act (formerly referred to as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act or Federal Water Pollution Control 

Act Amendments of 1972) Pub.L. 92-500, as amended Pub. L. 95-217, Pub. L. 95-576, Pub. L. (6-483 and Pub. L. 97-117, 

33 U.S.C. 1251 et.seq. The CWA is the primary federal law controlling water pollution. Specifi c sections of the CWA seek to 

eliminate the release of pollutants to waterways.

Combined Sewer Overfl ows (CSOs)

A discharge of untreated wastewater from a combined sewer system at a point prior to the headworks of a publicly owned 

treatment works. CSOs generally occur during wet weather (rainfall or snowmelt). During periods of wet weather, these systems 

become overloaded, bypass treatment works, and discharge directly to receiving waters.

Combined Sewer System (CSS)

Pipes that convey both sanitary sewage and stormwater.
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Compaction

Any process by which the soil grains are rearranged to decrease void space and bring them in closer contact with one another, 

thereby increasing the weight of solid material per unit of volume, increasing the shear and bearing strength and reducing 

permeability.

Conveyance

The transport of stormwater or wastewater from one point to another.

Design Storm

The magnitude and temporal distribution of precipitation from a storm event measured in probability of occurrence (e.g., fi ve-

year storm) and duration (e.g., 24 hours), used in the design and evaluation of stormwater management systems.

Detention

The capture and subsequent release of stormwater runoff from the site at a slower rate than it is collected, the difference being 

held in temporary storage.

Direct Discharges (DD)

A direct discharge is a release of stormwater into a waterbody without fi rst passing through a municipal sewer system or 

receiving treatment at a WPCP. 

Dissolved Oxygen

A form of oxygen found in water that is essential to the life of aquatic species.

Drywell

A structural subsurface cylinder or vault with perforated sides and/or bottom, used to infi ltrate stormwater into the ground.

Effl uent Limits

Limitations on amounts of pollutants that may be contained in a discharge. Can be expressed in a number of ways including as 

a concentration, as a concentration over a time period (e.g., 30-day average must be less than 20 mg/l), or as a total mass per 

time unit, or as a narrative limit (e.g. reduce to the maximum extent feasible).

Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

A plan for a project site that identifi es stormwater detention and retention structures that will minimize accelerated erosion and 

sedimentation during the construction phase.

Exfi ltration

The downward movement of runoff through the bottom of a stormwater facility and into the soil.

Fecal Coliform

Escherichia coli, E. Coli; of the family Enterobacteriaceae; bacteria naturally abundant in the lower intestine of humans and 

other warm-blooded animals, but rare in unpolluted waters.

Filter Fabric

A woven or non-woven water-permeable material, generally made of synthetic products such as polypropylene, used in 

stormwater management and erosion and sediment control applications to trap sediment or to prevent fi ne soil particles from 

clogging the aggregates.
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First Flush

The fi rst portion of runoff, usually defi ned as a depth in inches, considered to contain the highest pollutant concentration 

resulting from a rainfall event.

Green Infrastructure

An adaptable term used to describe an array of products, technologies, and practices that use natural systems – or engineered 

systems that mimic natural processes – to enhance overall environmental quality and provide utility services. As a general 

principal, Green Infrastructure techniques use soils and vegetation to infi ltrate, evapotranspirate, and/or recycle stormwater 

runoff. When used as components of a stormwater management system, Green Infrastructure practices such as green 

roofs, porous pavement, rain gardens, and vegetated swales can produce a variety of environmental benefi ts. In addition to 

effectively retaining and infi ltrating rainfall, these technologies can simultaneously help fi lter air pollutants, reduce energy 

demands, mitigate urban heat islands, and sequester carbon while also providing communities with aesthetic and natural 

resource benefi ts.

Green Roof

A rooftop that is covered with vegetation.

Head

The height of water above any plane or object of reference; also used to express the energy, either kinetic or potential, 

measured in feet, possessed by each unit weight of a liquid.

Hydrograph

A plot showing the rate of discharge, depth or velocity of fl ow versus time for a given point on a stream or drainage system.

Impervious Surface

A surface that prevents the infi ltration of water into the ground. 

Infi ltration

The percolation of water into the ground. Infi ltration is often expressed as a rate (inches per hour), which is determined through 

percolation.

Infi ltration Bed

A structural facility fi lled with topsoil and gravel and planted with vegetation. The planter has on open bottom, allowing water 

to infi ltrate into the ground. Stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces is directed into the planter, where it is fi ltered and 

infi ltrated into the surrounding soil.

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)

The LEED certifi cation process is a nationally-accepted standard for the design, construction, and operation of high 

performance green buildings. LEED certifi cation criteria targets fi ve areas important to human and environmental health: 

sustainable site development, water savings, energy effi ciency, materials selection and indoor environmental quality.

Low-Impact Design (LID)

A comprehensive stormwater management and site-design technique. Within the LID framework, the goal of any construction 

project is to design a hydrologically functional site that mimics predevelopment conditions. This is achieved by using design 

techniques that infi ltrate, fi lter, evaporate, and store runoff close to its source. Rather than rely on costly large-scale conveyance 

and treatment systems, LID addresses stormwater through a variety of small, cost-effective landscape features located on-site. 

LID is a versatile approach that can be applied to new development, urban retrofi ts, and revitalization projects. This design 

approach incorporates strategic planning with micro-management techniques to achieve environmental protection goals while 

still allowing for development or infrastructure rehabilitation to occur.
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Long-Term Control Plan (LTCP)

LTCPs are the result of a 1994 EPA mandate that municipalities must develop a long-term plan for controlling CSOs. The EPA’s 

1994 CSO policy directive became law in December 2000 with the passage of the Wet Weather Water Quality Act of 2000. In 

accordance with the new law, LTCPs must include these nine minimum elements:

System Characterization, Monitoring and Modeling;1. 

Public Participation;2. 

Consideration of Sensitive Areas;3. 

Evaluation of Alternatives;4. 

Cost/Performance Consideration;5. 

Operational Plan;6. 

Maximizing Treatment at the Treatment Plant;7. 

Implementation Schedule; and8. 

Post Construction Compliance Monitoring Program.9. 

Municipal Separate Sewer System (MS4)

A conveyance or system of conveyances (including roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, 

ditches, man-made channels, or storm drains): 

Owned and operated by a state, city, town, borough, county, parish, district, association, or other public body (created 1. 

by or pursuant to state law) having jurisdiction over disposal of sewage, industrial wastes, stormwater, or other 

wastes, including special districts under state law such as a sewer district, fl ood control district or drainage district, or 

similar entity, or an Indian tribe or an authorized Indian tribal organization, or a designated and approved management 

agency under section 208 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) that discharges to waters of the United States; 

Designed or used for collecting or conveying stormwater; 2. 

Which is not a combined sewer; and 3. 

Which is not part of a publicly owned treatment works (POTW).4. 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

As authorized by the Clean Water Act, the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program controls 

water pollution by regulating point sources that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States. Industrial, municipal, and 

commercial facilities must obtain permits if their discharges go directly to surface waters.

Nonpoint Source

A diffuse source of pollution that cannot be attributed to a clearly identifi able, specifi c physical location or a defi ned discharge 

channel. This includes the nutrients that runoff the ground from any land use - croplands, feedlots, lawns, parking lots, streets, 

forests, etc. - and enter waterways. It also includes nutrients that enter through air pollution, through the groundwater, or from 

septic systems.

Outfall

The point where either a combined sewer discharges excess volume being conveyed to the treatment facility into a nearby 

waterway or where municipal separate storm sewer discharges to a waterway.

Peak Flow

Peak fl ow is a measure of the rate at which stormwater leaves a site. 

Percolation Rate

The velocity at which water moves through saturated, granular material.
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Point Source

Any discernible, confi ned, and discrete conveyance, including but not limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, 

well, discrete fi ssure, container, rolling stock concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFO), landfi ll leachate collection system, 

vessel or other fl oating craft from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does not include return fl ows from 

irrigated agriculture or agricultural stormwater runoff.

Porosity

The ratio of pore or open space volume to total solids volume.

Pretreatment

Treatment of waste stream before it is discharged to a collection system.

Right of Way (ROW)

Term used to describe public streets and sidewalks. This includes the infrastructure within the streets relating to utility lines, 

traffi c signs and signaling, and a host of other features.

Rain Barrels

Rain barrels are typically small-scale, on-site storage containers for the catchment of stormwater. Rain barrels are often used in 

residential applications in order to manage stormwater and minimize the use of potable water for activities that do not require 

potable water. 

Rain Garden

Also sometimes referred to as a vegetated infi ltration basin, a rain garden is vegetated facility that temporarily holds and 

infi ltrates stormwater into the ground.

Rain Harvesting

The practice of collecting and using stormwater to use in place of potable water for purposes such as irrigation and toilet 

fl ushing. Rain harvesting is both a stormwater management strategy as well as a water conservation strategy.

Retention

The permanent on-site storage or use of stormwater to prevent it from leaving the development site.

Runoff Coeffi cient

A unitless number between zero and one that relates the average rate of rainfall over a homogenous area to the maximum rate 

of runoff.

Separate Sewer System (SSS)

Separate Sewer Systems (SSS) convey stormwater directly into nearby bodies of water without treatment. 

Sewershed

All the land area that is drained by a particular sewer network.

Source Controls

Source controls refer to stormwater management practices that capture and control rainfall at its source, before it can pool as 

runoff or combine with sewage in the combined-sewer system. 
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State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)

New York State has a program that has been approved by the United States Environmental Protection Agency for the control of 

wastewater and stormwater discharges in accordance with the Clean Water Act. SPDES permits can be broader in scope than 

those required by the Clean Water Act in that they can control point source discharges to groundwaters as well as to surface 

waters.

Stormwater

Stormwater is surface fl ow resulting from precipitation that accumulates in and fl ows through natural and/or man-made storage 

and conveyance systems during and immediately following a storm event. 

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

Matter suspended in stormwater, excluding litter, debris, and other gross solids.

Urban Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP)

The Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP) is the public review process, mandated by the City Charter, for all proposed 

zoning map amendments, special permits and other actions such as site selections and acquisitions for city capital projects 

and disposition of city property. The procedure sets forth time frames and other requirements for public participation at 

the community board, borough board and borough president levels, and for the public hearings and determinations of the 

community boards and City Planning Commission (CPC). Zoning text amendments follow a similar review process, but without a 

time limit for CPC review.

Vegetated Swales

A long and narrow, trapezoidal or semicircular channel, planted with a variety of trees, shrubs, and grasses. Stormwater runoff 

from impervious surfaces is directed through the swale, where it is slowed and in some cases infi ltrated, allowing pollutants to 

settle out. 

Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP)

Water Pollution Control Plants process sewage from sanitary sewers and sewage and stormwater in combined sewer systems. 

Water Table

Upper surface of the free groundwater in a zone of saturation.

Weir

A wall or plate placed in an open channel to regulate or measure the fl ow of water.

Wetland

Areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration suffi cient to support, and that 

under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. 

Wetlands include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.
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